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PREFACE 

This is not the first modem pedagogical effort on the subject of continuo for 
plucked instruments, and to those who can eventually go beyond beginning levels I 
suggest the fine book by Nigel North Cominuo Play in 2 on the Lute, Archlute and 

Theorbo.^ However, there are many good reasons for yet another tutor for prospective 
continuo players. One of them is the substantial cost that Mr. North's book entails for 
the novice while it, along with other literature on the subject, fails to address some 
crucial beginner issues: 

• These sources cannot or do not detail how the modern beginner, who 
clearly has grown up in a different musical culture, may build a 
step-by-step knowledge of reading bass lines and supplying basic 
continuo harmonies without a bewildering number of alternatives 
that might needlessly confuse him while adding nothing to the 
music itself^ 

• They largely ignore literature (in particular, that of the dance) which 
is ideally suited to learning the highly important processes of 
quick continuo thinking (or perhaps even "non-thinking, correct 
reaction") that is more suitable for building beginner confidence 
than a morass of voice leading rules whose results can go 
unheard, and whose application (while admittedly important in 
the right places) belongs to more advanced playing (details of 
which will be explored in this tutor); 

• Another missing feature is the consideration of guitarists as potential 
continuo players. While the modern guitar is out of place as an 
historical continuo instrument, the effective dismissal of its 
students from an opportunity to study "new" music and related 
instruments with an initial available resource (guitar) is as self-
defeating and just as difficult to accept as would be its opposite 
setting - a collection of modern classical guitars appearing in 
Monteverdi's opera, L'Orfeo: 

• Finally, works such as Mr. North's (Jiowevcr graphically superb) that 
contain a prolixity of historical detail can cause a beginner to 

^Nigel North, Continuo Playing on the Lute. Archlute and Theorbo 
(London/Boston, Faber Music Ltd., 1987), 305 pp. 

În fact, Mr. North discounts the beginner entirely with his assertion (on p. xi) 
that, "players wishing to benefit from this book should have an advanced playing 
ability on the (Renaissance) lute and should be able to read staff notation fluendy on 
that instrument." Unfortunately for most, it is often from condnuo-related studies that 
such notational skids develop in the first place. 
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find himself in a quagmire of intimidating musical and 
instrumental alternatives without first having achieved a working 
facility with continuo basics. Something more accessible and 
functional is needed. 

Related to the above considerations of expense and potential player audience 

might be Mr. North's discussion of instruments and his stated need for the novice to 

have one. Although such discussions are potentially valuable, the beginner often 

already has some instrument and cannot afford another from the many cosdy options 

available until he knows the musical sryle(s) and period(s} which he prefers to plav. or 

for which other performers/performance opportunities are available. 

Thus my approach in this tutor is first and foremost a musical one, employing 

easier-to-play works than those typical of later, more specialized instruments/styles. 

The use of a guitar, perhaps with capotasto (capo) to approximate shorter lute 

fingerboard and pitch,^ is a perfectly acceptable first study option. For lutenists, much 

continuo music can be rendered on a smaller renaissance 7 or 8-course lute traditionally 

associated with solo literature. Thus a student with limited resources or who is 

undecided about his preferences in literature and instruments might achieve an initially 

more practical, two-fold objective of continuo and other repertoire studies. 

In general terms this tutor is designed to provide a bridge to more advanced 

studies for the very beginner, and it presumes some knowledge of tablature or guitar 

notation, or in some cases, keyboard. It is not intended as a "self-tutor" although 

students with enough musical knowledge may, with care, use it that way. However, 

continuo is a social music medium, and, unlike solo works, cannot be mastered without 

second or third (or more) musical participants. One should be forewarned to patience, 

and that continuo playing, while often every bit as rewarding as more difficult solo 

playing, may require more dedication and imagination than when undertaken with an 

incomplete complement of players. 

There are several other important sources of information for the professionally-

inclined continuo player, the most important of which is perhaps the monumental 19th-

century work by F.T. Arnold, The Art of Accompaniment from a Thorough-bass. . ..'^ 

^And with the small, but all-important retuning of the guitar's third string down 
one half-step. 

"^F.T. Arnold, The Art of Accompaniment from a Tfiorough-bass as Practised in 
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More recendy, the exceptional book by Robert Donington, 77?̂  Interpretation of Early 

Music, holds valuable continuo insights.^ Any articles about continuo from the English 

language 6th edition of 77?g Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians or German, Die 
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (MGG) should also provide valuable supplements 

to this tutor. Most valuable to this study (and would also be to all prospective continuo 

students) has been Tharald Borgir's. The Performance of the Basso Continuo in Italian 
Baroque Music.^ a work as rich in practical reality about continuo as it is in scholarly 

insight. 

With one exception (a 1680-82 tutor by Nicola Matteis which holds valuable 
information for guitarists and those in related music theory areas^), I have avoided 

theXVIIth & XVIIIth Centuries, reprinted. (2 Vols.), (London: Holland Press, 1931, 
61), 918 pp. (Also reprinted in New York: Dover Publications, 2 vols., though 
currendy not available.) Readers should be warned that while Amold's work is 
unquestionably valuable, especially for its examination of treatises and the harmonic 
complexities of the later continuo style, his conclusions about much of the performance 
practice (such as then necessity of bass melody instrument rather than the option of a 
single lute or theorbo accompaniment) are not accurate according to modem research 
(by Tharald Borgir, for example, whose work is pivotal in the support of this tutor's 
approach). 

Robert Donington, 77?̂  Interpretation of Early Music, new edition (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1974). 

Tharald Borgir, 77?̂  Performance of the Basso Continuo in Italian Baroque 
Music (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1977, 1987), 180 pp. Mr. Borgir 
mentions a somewhat earlier study {"Solo Sonata, Duo Sonata, and Trio Sonata. Some 
Problems of Terminology and Genre in 17th Century Italian Instrumental Music," 
Festschrift. J.P. Larsen, ed. Edition Schioring, et al. Copenhagen: W. Hansen, 1972, 
pp. 73-101), by a N. M. Jensen (only first initials given). According to Borgir, Mr. 
Larsen apparendy arrived at conclusions similar to Borgir's, though neither had been 
familiar with the other's work. 

7The book, a facsimile reprint of the Glasgow University Library's copy oi The. 
False consonances of Musick. with introduction by guitarist scholar, James Tyler 
(Monaco: Editions Chanterelle S.A., 1980. 96 pp.), gives valuable examples of how 
guitarists of this period effectively employed an instrument without an extensive bass 
register in what is essentially a lower register art form, i.e., continuo accompaniment. 
Chapter XII of this tutor provides specific examples from Matteis' work (p. 126). 
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references in this tutor to early or "historical" continuo methods, nearly all of which 

appear much after 1600. Continuo in its most "sophisticated" states (perhaps from 

1650 on) might have been as foreign to some of its 16th century founders as it is to a 

20th century novice. Period tutors also had the certain advantage of an audience whose 

"ear" was more attuned to the continuo style and whose members had relatively quick 

access to special instruments of the period, something a modem pedagogue cannot 

assume among his students. 

Bridging such historical gaps between past and present with the freshest possible 

start has been a prime consideration in structuring this beginner's work. A student is 

generally more prepared to deal with the special problems of a given historical method 

(especially the oft-occurring unusual language and notational features) after he has 

studied basics in a method which avoids such distractions. This tutor is offered to 

provide such preparation. 

In those cases where my explanations may seem excessively "basic," the student 

or instructor should, with some caution, feel free to scan ahead until he finds more 

appropriate material. In fact, the idea of a basic continuo tutor goes hand-in-hand with 

the need for a university music harmony supplement for guitarists and lutenists who 

may often and unfairly feel inadequate to the demands of modem theory classes in 

comparison to more facile keyboard students when, ironically, it was instruments 

belonging to the former group which were so crucial to the development of mainstream 

westem harmony. In truth, much of the impetus for offering my own pedagogical 

approach has been inconsistencies I have experienced in my own musical training. I 

had always wished to play "early" instruments (which historians required me to be 

aware of as part of the Renaissance and Baroque staple), but there was the impossible 

task of using such instruments in theory classes to study the contemporary practices in 

which those instruments had ceased to play a central part. Thus this tutor is offered in 

hopes of achieving some further integration, rather than inaccurate segregation, of 

music history and theory. 

Throughout this work 1 shall italicize and/or underline certain words or phrases 

(ex., continuo, alfabeto) for pedagogical emphasis, and here recommend that the 

serious student, with discretion and teacher assistance, be sure to commit any 

definitions of recurring terms to memory. Whenever possible, 1 will provide 

definitions for terms as they are introduced, adding them by name in the Index 
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(Appendix F, p. 196) which will also be arranged to function, in effect, as a glossary). 

Finally, because this tutor constitutes a kind of teacher-to-student writing, it 

should not be taken as an absolute model for students wishing to engage in their own 

research. It is being written under one of three options in a program specially designed 

to allow either a full research dissertation, or a different, less restrictive project. 

Teaching a subject contains wholly different options for an author who, in the case of a 

dissertation, should strive dispassionately impersonally to research a subject and write 

about it. A pedagogical theme whose essential features include subjective artistic 

expression, or involve the important aspect of a teacher's personal influence in 

motivating a student, requires a less rigid framework. Therefore, while I have 

employed general scholarly procedures (for example, in corroborating research and 

references), a student should be cautioned not to view my various emphases and 

subjective additions as academic example, but instead as pedagogical highlights he 

might encounter working directly with a teacher who has a point to make. 
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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 



CHAPTER I 

CONTINUO - GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

A Layman's Summary 

In the most basic terms, continuo^ is little more than a specialized form of 
improvising harmony using composer-supplied bass notes, usually to accompany one or 
more melodies above. In addition to its melodic and harmonic features, continuo is 
distinguished in this manner of improvisation by its special set of descriptive symbols 
and, of course, its performance mediums. These characteristics overlap, thus adding to 
the complexity of things. For example, although many harmonic conventions featured 
in continuo are to be found in music prior to its origins in the 1580's, one might not 
immediately recognize this in such works because the special symbols and scoring 
formats developed for continuo did not come into common use until the early 1600's. 

Monody 

Among the first works exhibiting commonly accepted continuo features were 
those by early composers of monody. This compositional style, inspired by ideals set 
forth by the so-called Florentine Came rata.- purported to escape the complexities of 
multi-voiced renaissance polyphony and recapture the simple ideals of antiquity, of 

^The reader should be aware that among the many available terms, I will here 
on out use "continuo" as an expedient, general name for a style which has had many 
(including y/̂ wr^^ and thorough bass among others). Borgir's The Performance of the 
Basso Continuo. pp. 12-13, lists some 14 terms for continuo in Italy alone from 1594 
to 1616. These were spartitura (Venice, 1594, G. Croce), partidura (1596, Venice, 
G. Croce). partito (1598, Milan, J. Gallus), basso principale (1598, Milan, Orfeo 
Vecchi), basso per I'orsano (1599, Milan, G. Bassano), parte de i bassi (1599, 
Venice, "eight...authors"), basso continuato (1600, Rome, E. de' Cavalieri, in his 
historically important "Rappresentatione di anima e di corpo"), basso generale (1600, 
Venice, G. Fattorini), gravium partium (1602, Venice, G. Zucchini), basso continuo 
(1603, Venice, L. Grosso da Viadana), partimento. (1605, Venice, G.M. Trabaci), 
basso sequente (1607, Venice, A. Banchieri), basso sequito (1610, Venice, G. 
Piccinoi), and partitione (1616, Naples, M. Trabaci). Apparendy, those employing 
variations on the verb, "spartire" tended toward southem Italy, while variations using 
"basso" tended to be from the north. 

^Additional details on this association appear on p. 14 and fn. 15 of the same 
section. 
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music supporting, not obscuring, a text. Typically, this meant as few instruments as 

possible, and as the name monody implies, one singer. The instrument created for this 

context was the chitarrone.'^ a giant member of lute family (often over six feet long), 

ostensibly a reconstruction of Apollo's harp or kithara.^ The etymological relationship 

of the borrowed and adapted Italian "chitarrone" to the Greek "Kithara" may be 

apparent, and extends the idea of reclaiming ancient dramatic ideals to instruments. 

A Second Phase 

The heyday of monody lasted at most from about 1580 to 1610-20, and 

thereafter, continuo began to evolve into the exact opposite of its originators' intentions 

(as exemplified by later baroque works of Bach, Handel, and others). Simplicity again 

gave way to complexity. Single line monody yielded to solo arias and operatic 

ensembles while monody's legacy remained in the quasi-speech of recitative (It., 

recitativo), where it helped maintain a dramatic story line; simple, single instrumental 

accompaniment grew to entire orchestras. In these various ensembles (ranging from 

two or three to thirty or more instruments and voices), continuo played a vital 

underlying role, though by 1680, a single instrument was often no longer able to have 

enough of an impact on the musical texture, and so multiple instruments in various 

capacities became the standard. This trend began to be evident even in the early 

1600's, for example in Claudio Monteverdi's calling for more than one instrument on a 

given part in his works.^ 

•̂ Consult this tutor's Appendix D, p. 169 , or North, pp. 3-15, for specifics on 
questions concerning instrument appearance, tuning, and so forth. 

"^Suggested by Robert Spencer in his indispensable article, "Chitarrone, 
Theorbo, and Archlute" (p. 410), in Eariy Music. Vol. 4, No. 4 (1976), pp. 407-423. 
The earliest examples of the chitarrone (ca. 1589) were likely created from a revamped 
or borrowed bass lute design. Douglas Alton Smith, "On the Origin of the 
Chitarrone," The Joumal of the American Musicological Society (JAMS), XXXII/3 
(1979): 440-62, accurately details the interesting story of this instrument's 
development. See Appendix D, p. 169, for additional instrumental descriptions. 

^The composer's 1607 score of the opera, L'Orfeo. calls for "duoi chitarroni," 
later (1615) adding two metal-strung cetrone as well. Readers interested in the idea of 
early continuo instrumentation might well browse collections such as the Tutte le Opere 
di Claudio Monteverdi. Gian Francesco Malipiero, ed. (2nd ed., Vienna: Universal 
Editions, 1967), or in other editions such as the facsimile of the 1615 Venice 



A Third Phase 

During the mid-17th-century, continuo had ceased to be primarily a simple 

accompaniment technique, and with changes in musical style and performance 

audiences, developed into what was to become an accepted standard for this style in 

what we wiU see was the sometimes narrow view of post-19th century researchers. 

The musical framework of this continuo consisted of a plucked (keyboard or lute) 

instrument, sustained bass melody (or obbligato) instrument, and upper line 

instmment(s). Special symbols (i.e., numbers and modifications to them that musicians 

had to learn) indicated harmonies (additional notes) which could not easily be deduced 

from those present. 

It is just as important, however, to avoid tuming the above described norm into 

a new continuo historical dogma. There were early examples of larger ensembles in 

which a lutenist might not be the sole continuo accompanist, simply as a practical 

matter of being heard.̂  On the other hand, the basis for studying continuo for the 

plucked instrument player unquestionably has its roots in the above first and second 

phases of continuo (early lute accompaniment and monody), and it is these areas which 

form the basis for this tutor. Defining continuo through accurate history is crucial to 

achieving expertise in playing it, and I suggest examining the following sections before 

and during work on the pieces in Parts Two and Three. 

Why History? 

The idea of continuo has in the last twenty years undergone a kind of "follow-

on" revival generally accepted to have been inspired by the mid-20th-century renewal 

of interest in the instruments on which the continuo style itself developed in the 16th 

and 17th centuries. Composer Amold Schoenberg, writing prior to this revival as a 

theorist about the art of "figured bass" (practically speaking, a reference to the final 

publication, L'Orfeo. Fayola in Musica, Denis Stevens, ed. (Westmead, England: 
Gregg Intemational Publishers Limited, 1972). 

^Borgir summarizes these on p. 50 as being exceptions in solo, concerted, and 
sacred works where bass doubling might first have begun to appear. 



historical development of continuo), laments that his generation was, "the last to know 
it. "7 

While Schoenberg's reference may have been more to the art of keyboard 

continuo in relation to post-baroque theory, (and at that, of continuo at its most 

complex), his statement also may have hit upon a more general problem. Continuo 

must be placed in a more intelligible context if it is to have much meaning for 

musicians in general and lutenists and/or guitarists in particular, who, after all, were 

among the principal musicians by and for whom the art form was created. Its modem 

performance would be enhanced were its instruction to proceed on an historical basis 

radier than one of a post-17th century harmonic/a/r accompli. Why this is so, 

especially so in terms of modem pedagogy, will become increasingly apparent in 

forthcoming sections. 

Because continuo itself was as much the art of quick musical thinking as of 

correct process, several modem textbook factors combine to intimidate a lutenist or 

guitarist in ways perhaps technically correct for the later art, but not so in terms of the 

developing style. Although allowing such performance flexibility should not be taken 

as permissiveness that could lead to inferior musicianship, one also must bear in mind 

that in the developing continuo style, later-codified theories of voice leading and root 

movement we today leam as music theory "rules" often have crucially less to do with 

the actual music that eventually leads to such theories than is realized.^ For example, 

17th century solo guitar chording (called alfabeto) commonly yields chord inversions 

(i.e., chords with other than their principal note as the lowest bass member), and 

particularly the harmonically "weakest" second inversion, in places nowadays 

forbidden. 

Why was this so? First and most simply put, the "rules" as viewed by 19th-

20th century theorists were not then assumed for all playing conditions. Very often, 

continuo playing was not as concerned with those inner voices, but rather the aggregate 

7 Amold Schoenberg, Structural Functions of Harmony, rev. ed. (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1969), p. xv. 

^Students should be aware that in earlier works "rules" were in their own way 
just as precise as those of the later Baroque (see the Susato work, "Mein Verlangen," 
beginning with Chapter III, p. 18). However, it is also evident from existing baroque 
guitar publications to be mentioned further on and a purely practical performance 
standpoint, that in performance, there was considerable leeway in the internal chord 
voicing of early continuo harmony. 
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chordal/harmonic sound that a guitar might provide. In fact, the baroque guitar's five 

courses could not do much else because their tunings, octave string doublings (along 

with the lute) often produce sonorities which by themselves amount to "errors" in 

contemporary written-down voice leading and harmonic procedures.^ However, with 

bass melody reinforcement by strings or wind (gamba, bassoon) common from the mid-

1600's on, inner parts were all the guitar needed to provide. °̂ The main "correct" 

voicing between bass and soprano that is a hallmark of the baroque style would be of 

relatively less concem to the player whose function often dealt only with such inner 

harmonies and when a bass melody instrument would be available. 

History versus Practical Pedagogy 

Scholar Tharald Borgir, in his investigation of a broad range of questions 
involving 20th century misconceptions about continuo, makes a telling case for a much-
needed greater historical awareness of the subject by modern musicians and 
historians. The result is for plucked instrument players crucial, though perhaps 
inadvertent, insights into several historical questions facing writers, teachers, and 
prospective students of continuo. 

One example is the question of whether there were not always at least three 
instruments involved the continuo style, and of one in particular, the sustained bass 
(obbligato by a bowed-string or wind instrument). Traditional ideas of continuo 

^See Chapter V, "For the Guitarist," beginning on p. 42, and Chapter XII, p. 
123, of this tutor, for specific examples. Baroque guitarist/composers such as 
Giovanni Battista Granata (in editions from 1646-1680), Caspar Sanz (in his 1674 
edition), and Ludovico Roncalli (1692), felt perfecdy comfortable in labeling a "G" 
chord inversion with the letter, "a," a root position "C" chord, "b," and so forth. The 
association of, for example, a "C-Major" chord with the name label "C" was 
coincidental, if it occurred at all. Other information about lute and guitar 
tunings/alfabeti with sources for further study may be found in "A Manual of Lute, 
Vihuela, and Guitar Tablatures. . .," Roland Hb Steams, M.M. Thesis, University of 
Idaho, 1978 and James Tyler's new book, 77?̂  Early Guitar - A History and Handbook 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1980), 176 pp. 

^^Further discussed in the next section under "History Versus Practical 
Pedagogy." The advent of more active, instrumental bass lines in the mid-1600's 
stands in sharp contrast to early monody, whose text-oriented, declamatory rhythms 
allowed one instrument to provide both bass and chordal accompaniment. 

^ ̂ Borgir, The Performance of the Basso Continuo.. restates his position 
throughout this book from different perspectives, beginning with Chapter 2, pp. 11-20. 



performance practice arbitrarily call for this third (obbligato) participant. Writing in 

opposition to this view as an experienced performer, Nigel North states that bass 

register (on both the stopped and unstopped courses) on continuo instruments such as 

the theorbo in most circumstances "is so strong that it does not need reinforcing by a 

bowed bass," and adds that such reinforcement "would be incorrect in monodies and 

much instrumental music."^^ Borgir provides a scholar's corroboration: 

Given the twentieth-century custom of considering a bass-line instrument 
a necessary part of the basso continuo, it is remarkable that [17th 
century] documentation of such a practice is lacking. The support for 
bass-line doubling comes from countries other than Italy and from the 
eighteenth century (C.P.E. Bach, 1762). Seventeenth-century sources 
are often explicit on the performance of continuo, yet they fail to give 
any general advice on the inclusion of bass instruments. Studying the 
question of doubling of the basso continuo in Italian music, therefore, 
starts without any documentation that such a practice ever existed.^ 
(My italicized emphasis) 

Here, then, is an important option (of study without an obligatory bass reinforcement) 

for the modem teacher or student who might otherwise feel outside legitimate musical 

practice by employing his lute or even guitar as the sole continuo instrument. 

Borgir's exposing of historical misconceptions holds serious implications for all 

involved directly or indirecdy with academic music theory. One of these is the present-

day classroom tendency to ignore the gradual development of multiple tonal centers or 

keys cmd chromatic harmony. The lutenist or guitarist may be expected to solve music 

theory problems largely based on 17th to 18th-century continuo period harmony in keys 

which were both unsuited to his instrument and not commonly in use until decades or 

more later. WTiile this is also a technical issue to be discussed in greater detail in 

^2North, pp. 4-5. Most who have had the opportunity to listen to a distracting, 
inappropriately layered bass obbligato in continuo styles intended as a reflection of the 
Greek ideal of simple accompaniment setting of the voice (in fact, of Apollo's, kithara. 
or "chitarrone") will recognize this dilemma, especially in early monody. North also 
correcdy points out the dual factors of instmment type and style. Different musical 
mediums and later instrumental variations combined to this end. With later cantata and 
sonata works, instruments such as the arciliuto were less able to compete in thicker 
musical textures and required additional bass assistance. 

•̂̂ Borgir, p. 8. Again, the chitarrone is an instrument not always enhanced by 
being joined by bowed or wind bass. See Smith JAMS chitarrone article in fn. 4 
reference on p. 3 or in this tutor's bibliography. 
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Chapter IV (p. 35), it bears mentioning here as an historical issue affecting any 
continuo pedagogy. 

A typical example of this may be seen through an examination of a volume of 
collected works by the monodist, Sigismondo d'lndia.̂ "^ In a simple "head count" of 
some fifty three pieces, only two key signatures appear, of no sharps and one flat. 

None containing sharps appear. Even allowing for modal variance (i.e., residual 
renaissance harmonic influences and a number of works in G-Major whose F# leading 
tone never appears as a key signature), the limited number of keys in this early 17th 
century figured bass style is an indication of a broader lack of emphasis in early 
continuo on harmonic elements that are so important to later music and modem music 
theory. 

Plucked instrument players cannot reasonably play many works in the chromatic 

harmonic language of post-17th century styles, and modern works often cleverly 

sidestep complex, 19th and 20th-century harmonic textures (while at the same time 

effectively implying them). While it is true that a player could employ several 

instruments of different sizes and string lengths (and thus key or tonal levels), even this 

is problematic at best. One can imagine the comedy of attempting to change 

instruments for a difficult key change in the middle of a piece. Therefore, what 

guitarists and lutenists might recollect from their own experiences as indictments of 

their instmments' key "limitations" were neither causes of, nor caused by, a poor 17th-

century musical variety. Free movement in what became our modem half dozen, then 

twenty-four keys would then likely have been regarded in the Renaissance or Baroque 

as tasteless display (or for occasional technical/expressive extremes by a few daring 

adventurers), just as its presence today is often given too much compositional 

importance in compositional pedagogy. As a final caveat, however, it must be 

emphasized that while lutenists and guitarists need to begin their studies with more 

stylistically accessible early continuo practice, identifying reasons why today's accepted 

view of continuo practice contains serious obstacles should not be taken as an excuse 

for the modem student not to apply himself at the appropriate time to a more 

mainstream training in harmony. 

"̂̂ Based upon works in Sigismondo d'India's II Primo Libro di Musiche da 
Cantar Solo (Cremona, 1609), Federico Mompellio, ed. (Cremona, Athenaeum 
Cremonense, 1970), 154 pp. I am grateful to lute scholar, Peter Danner, for making 
me aware of the availability of this fairly rare modem edition of d'India's works. 



Continuo - The Need for Historical Perspective 

Emphasizing the historical in continuo studies does not mean sacrificing the 

interest of modem teaching for boring recitations of a past musical style. In fact, 

gaining an understanding of continuo development can engender the same for 

subsequent styles. For example, the radical departure from many-voiced renaissance 

choral compositions to the early Baroque's economic, even sparse, continuo style may 

seem superficially to be a sudden transformation, but in truth was not. Understanding 

this adds cultural substance to continuo studies, and Borgir's work provides grounds for 

comprehending what transpired in this developmental process. As the author states: 

Our notion of the emergence of thoroughbass is shaped by documentary 
evidence: continuo parts, prefaces, and treatises. These do not mark the 
beginning but, rather, the surfacing of a practice that had been in 
existence for some time. The earliest printed basso continuo parts, 
appearing in the 1590's, fail to explain how to make a realization, this 
skill being taken for granted. These parts satisfied an existing need. As 
mentioned in prefaces and titles, they were included for the convenience 
of the organist who otherwise had to make one up. ̂  

Therefore, rather than being a dry necessity to the more enjoyable aspect of 

playing continuo, a concurrent study of continuo history can provide a sense of musical 

identity for lutenists and guitarists. As it tums out, such history reveals a much more 

accommodating method of approach to this art form in its early stages, and along with 

it, a much more constructive view of traditional harmony which sprang from continuo. 

15 Borgir, p. 16. 



CHAPTER II 

ORIGINS OF CONTINUO - THE SCHOLAR'S VIEW 

Most traditional sources of information about continuo tend to focus on 1600 as 

a convenient date for its beginning. ̂  This restriction perhaps rests with the 

aforementioned narrower view of continuo as a style consisting of melody and bass line 

with numerals to indicate notes above the bass and thus, intended harmonies.2 As 

stated, however, historical eras do not spring up ovemight, and that of continuo was no 

exception. Borgir's study describes several kinds of accompanied styles as progenitors 

of early continuo, providing examples from works as early as 1540.^ One work 

containing examples of particular interest to plucked instrument players is Diego Ortiz' 

treatise for gamba, Tratado de Glosas (1553).^ Ortiz' tutor contains works with a 

mixture of accompaniments set as chord intabulations with single, continuo-like bass 

lines in others, an example of which will follow in Chapter III (beginning on p. 18). 

Borgir also describes a collection from 1540 entitled, Musica Nova, in which early 

styles consisting of either an implied preparation of a score (i.e., a continuo-like 

^True enough. Amold's The Art of Accompaniment from a Thorough-bass. 
mentions 16th-century sources (such as the Ortiz mentioned further on in this 
paragraph), but his emphasis is on figured bass and less on how early works may be 
used to leam the latter. 

^Willi Apel, The Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The 
Harvard University Press, 1965), pp. 745-746, and Peter Williams, writing in The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 6th ed., Stanley Sadie, gen. ed., 20 vols. 
(London, Washington D.C.: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 1980), pp. 685-699, both 
reflect this general and perhaps understandable (though for ostensibly scholarly works 
pedagogically suspect) view, as it was the late 1500's that traditionally accepted 
musical style and examples for continuo take shape. 

•̂ The 1540 example is a Venetian publication whose title, Musica nova. 
Accomodate per cantar et sonar sopra organi: et altri strumenti. foreshadows future 
continuo works (Borgir, p. 15). 

"̂ Diego Ortiz, Tradado de glosas sobre clausulas y otros seneros de puntos 
(Rome, 1553). Modem edition. Max Scheider, ed., (London, Kassel: Barenreiter, 
1967), pp. 110-112. It is an indication of the suitabdity of this composer's works that 
in choosing examples of continuo development, I had also decided on the Chapter III 
Ortiz' "Recercada" several years before encountering the same choice by Borgir. 

10 
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reduction of harmonies) or a harmonic organ accompaniment were in all likelihood 
improvised.̂  In either case, the result is effectively the same, that is, a very real, early 
kind of continuo. Such works constitute a much more accessible pedagogical basis for 
beginning continuo style. 

Seventeenth Century Developments 

Complicating Factors 

Gradual and often-ignored developments in early continuo make for the kind of 

intricate picture which can oversimplify the continuo concept for modem researchers 

and students. When, as was the case in 17th-century Italy, there are a half dozen 

important types of music (vocal and instrumental), several dozen economical/political 

power centers^ vying for preeminence in the arts, and hundreds of artists under 

pressure from the above circumstances and themselves to make original statements, the 

results make an historian's or teacher's job of investigation every bit as tangled as the 

original situation. That continuo underwent considerable development should come as 

no surprise, and it should be equally unsurprising that this development will complicate 

its instruction. 

But certain general features of the style are ever-present. One of these was the 

preeminence of plucked instruments in early continuo accompaniment. Borgir restates 

the fairly well-known anecdote about the preference of one of continuo's founding 

fathers, Giulio Caccini, for continuo accompaniment by the chitarrone.^ Plucked 

^Borgir quoting H. Collin Slim, p. 15. Musica Nova mentions organ in a way 
"generally t3cen to mean that contents may be sung, or played on the Organ, or played 
by other instruments...." 

^Much of this development derived from a continuing aristocratic competition 
centered around who might employ the best ensemble of artists. For decades, this 
meant various courts from Venice, Ferrara, Modena, Mantua, Florence, Rome, and 
elsewhere, all played their own special parts in vocal and instrumental music as well as 
other art forms. 

^Borgir, p. 98, citing various sources, all of which refer to Caccini's 
commentary in his Nuove musiche of 1601, and on p. 18, in which the composer 
recommends singing 'to a chitarrone or other stringed instmment...' to avoid '...being 
compelled to fit himself to others,' calling the chitarrone the best of all accompaniment 
instruments. Borgir also mentions that the chitarrone's top two courses were tuned an 
octave lower was probably to accommodate a lower singer's (tenor) register. 
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instruments began as the primary continuo medium, with rare added bass in literature 

of contrapuntal nature (canzone and church sonatas), or (albeit in poorly documented 

historical sources) in the developing 17th century genre of opera and oratorio, and as 

the continuo "style" coalesced, so did its instmmental features.^ 

Another early continuo feature was an initial simplification of musical texture. 

One objective of monody (the embodiment of early continuo) was to escape the 

problems of text obscured by multiple (polyphonic) musical lines characteristic of the 

Renaissance. In addition, one must keep in mind that this was an era bridging an 

increasingly secular and humanistic Renaissance with a Baroque age of greater middle 

class prosperity and material opportunity.̂  While reaction to the previous musical style 

spurred continuo's first adherents, its development must also be considered in a more 

general context of increasing secularism and an audience no longer comprised solely of 

small aristocratic courts although somewhat ironically, it was in the haven of Count 

Bardi's private court that the Florentine Academy first established a set of artistic 

"guidelines" for what became the accepted continuo style. 

Continuo - General Development 

While the complexity of 16th century European musical culture means that the 

development of continuo is not easy to define, there are identifiable areas in which 

continuo began. The following summaries, based on descriptions by North^^ and 

Borgir, oudine these areas: 

However, it is just as likely that this was a requirement necessitated by the chitarrone's 
enormous fretted scale (as much as 90 centimeters, or some 38% greater length than 
that of a typical 56 centimeter lute) and the inability of gut strings small enough to give 
adequate sound at the required pitches without breaking or over stressing the 
instrument's top. See also Smith JAMS chitarrone article bibliographic reference, or 
fn. 4, p. 3). 

^Borgir, p. 62, summarizes these trends that are detailed in his Chapter 4. 

^The first public house to offer the middle classes the heretofore largely 
aristocratic entertainment of opera, the Teatro San Cassia no. opened in 1637 in 
Venice. 

^̂ From North, pp. 20-24, 3-9. North's comments seem generally good, but 
can be misleading, such as his statements that (p. 5) the liuto attiorbato, "was double 
strung throughout" (incorrect), or that (p. 16) solo music needed "ten frets on die 
neck." While the latter claim may be true, the impression may be misleading. The 
liuto attiorbato music of Bemadetto Gianoncelli requires 12 frets altogether, and single 
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1. MUSICAL STYI.FS 

• ACCOMPANIED MONODY^ SONGS. MADRIGALS. CANTATAS 
(which eventually superceded the earlier song literature) 

• OPERA 
• CHURCH MUSIC 
• INSTRUMENTAL LITERATIIRF. (trio sonata and single instmments 

with continuo) 
2. INSTRUMENTS 

• CHITARRONE (or nowadays less precisely, theorbo) 
• THEORBO 
• ARCHLUTE 
9 LIUTO ATTIORBATO 

3. COUNTRIES IN WHICH THE FORMER CATEGORIES APPEARED 

• ITALY in the 17th century (solo songs, madrigals, cantatas, opera, 
and church music) and 18th century (trio sonatas, opera, and 
cantatas 

• ENGLAND in the 17th century (solo songs, instrumental music, 
theatre and opera) and 18th century (chamber music, some 
church music and cantatas) 

• FRANCE (solo songs, cantatas, instrumental music, opera 
• GERMANY (instmmental - trio sonata, violin and continuo; and 

vocal - songs and cantatas, church music, and opera) 

4. MUSCAL GENRE - Borgir, dealing primarily with Italian musical 
sources, specifies these musical categories: 

• SECULAR VOCAL 
• SACRED VOCAL 

strings on the first and seven bass courses produce optimal results. North also seems to 
play down the fact that the term, chitarrone was first employed for the continuo 
instmmental genre, while theorbo was the later, more general term which, though 
perhaps also valid, does nothing to help the considerable confusion in historical 
terminology. The chitarrone later became known as part of the theorbo family, partly 
in its having been called the Roman Theorbo by chroniclers such as Praetorius (in his 
three volume Syntagma musicum. Wolfenbiittel, 1614-20, (see Appendix D, p. 173). 
But in tmth, this only obscures real differences between this first-of-a-kind instmment 
and later developments, and is better left defined by its own name. See Smith JAMS 
chitarrone article in bibliography or fn. 4 on p. 3. Another (principally vocal) 
perspective which may assist a student is scholar Carol MacClintock's approach to 
early 17th century literature from the standpoint of the solo song, i.e., not stricdy as 
the continuo genre including instmmental ensembles. In the introduction to her 
andiology, The Solo Song 1580-1730 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 
1973), she begins with early, more or less strictly declaimed monody (by the 
Florentines, Peri, Caccini, Rasi, Megli), adds a "second phase" of alternating what 
amount to the beginnings of declaimed recitative (recitando) with melodic arioso 
singing (called cantade by composer Alessandro CJrandi in 1625), which in turn 
developed into a final phase in the formal arias of Alessandro Scarlatti to G.F. Handel. 
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• SECULAR INSTRUMENTAL 
9 SACRED INSTRUMENTAL 
9 OPERA. ORATORIO (i.e., large-scale dramatic works)̂ ^ 

Within and among the above categories there were pivotal developments in 

continuo about which any student should have some awareness. And while perhaps the 

best way to gain such knowledge is in musical performance, the following written 

references are intended to provide an initial overview. 

Continuo Origins in Vocal Literature 

Perhaps most important for the beginning student is to keep in mind that 

continuo originated in a predominantly vocal 16th century musical culture. Early 

monody (accompanied voice in early continuo style) carried on the traditions of a vocal 

culture while furthering the importance of instmments in association with the voice 

(remember that much vocal music had been in unaccompanied choral styles). 

Moreover, if one set of circumstances or events could be used as a point of departure 

for the newly defined continuo style, it would be that of the Florentine Camerata (or; 

Academy: It., Accademia^h. Under the umbrella of the artistically inclined Count 

Giovanni de' Bardi of Florence,^-' this group of musicians, poets, and philosophers met 

to foment changes toward a new order of music and drama. Among its principal 

members were Vincenzo Galilei (ca. 1520-91, one of the Academy's chief spokesmen 

and father of the famous astronomer, Galileo^^), and later leading composer of 

monody/early opera, Jacopo Peri (1561-1633).^^ 

^^Borgir, p. 9. 

^2Following after the idea Plato's Academy, i.e., a "leamed association" or in 
this case, a Florentine association of professional and amateur musicians. 

^^Comments by the count himself to Giulio Caccini (ca. 1580) conceming 
"Ancient music and good singing" (as well as similar writings from other important 
early baroque figures such as Caccini and Vincenzo Galilei), may be read in Oliver 
Stmnk's, Source Readings in Music History (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1950), pp. 290-301. 

"̂̂ And the equally talented lutenist/composer, Michelangelo, who is too often 
relegated to footnotes such as this despite his being one of the era's foremost lutenists. 
Michelangelo Galilei spent much of his productive life in Munich in court employ, and 
contributed rather less in quantity than quality. Perhaps pursuing a lifestyle that 
avoided the controversies which surrounded his father and brother reduced the attention 
his Ufe receives.. Yet his book of lute works, // Primo Libro d'Intavolatura di Liuto 
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The idea of monody may have been suggested to the Academy by Roman 

historian, Girolamo Mei, who had by the 1570's studied every available source of 

Greek music and as a result had suggested the retum to dramatic Greek ideals via 

emphasis on single voice, minimal accompaniment, and rhythm based on the flow of 

text.^^ Of course, this "new order" was to evolve quite differendy into what today is 

opera (as well as baroque oratorio). And although an examination of the creative 

efforts of some of monody's proponents rather forces the conclusion that part of the 

disaffection leading to their great "invention" was also due to an inability to master the 

older polyphonic style against which they rebelled, the result was nonetheless as 

spectacular as the proverbial pearl from a grain of sand.̂ ^ 

Implications For Modem Lute And Guitar Studies 

In Vocal Genres 

The Florentine Camerata "revolutionary" members notwithstanding, it is a 

serious mistake to count the "new order" that was in essence, the continuo style, as an 

ovemight development. Borgir's research confirms what can be deduced from 

examinations of extant music: that a number of early musical styles, often vocal, 

(Munich, 1620). (Munich: Tree Editions, in modem tablature, though visually similar 
to the original, 1980), quietly helps to revolutionize the lute style and approaches the 
first examples of consistent key relationships in what is to become a solo suite context. 
He was the first to use the word "Sonata" to indicate a compositional unity and 
stmctural consistency which the term was to signify in later periods. 

^^According to baroque scholar, Claude V. Palisca, in his article for the The 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 6th ed., Stanley Sadie, general ed. (Vol. 3, 
pp. 645-6), only Galilei, Peri, and Pietro Strozzi are mentioned by name in conjunction 
with the Camerata, but Caccini's writings indicate many other leading intelligentsia 
were part of the association. 

^^Donald J. Grout (with Claude V. Palisca), A History of Western Music. Third 
ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1980), p. 306. 

^7while recapturing ancient Greek ideals as perceived by the early creators of 
continuo (and particularly those in the Florentine Academy) is an event demanding the 
special attention of any prospective continuo student, the short term artistic results must 
also be considered. Alas, the motivation for this revolution might not have been as 
pure as all that, as a study of music in Academy leader Galilei's // Fronimo (or 
Dialogue about Ancient and Modern Music. Venice, 1568, (1581?), and 1584, and 
Bologna: Bibliotheca musica bononiensis, 1969) reveals works full of charming, and 
naive quotes of earlier masters such as Francesco da Milano, but largely lacking in the 
originality or musical quality of the kind exhibited by his son, Michelangelo. 
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contributed significandy to continuo from the early-to-mid 1600th century to its 

normally accepted "take off point of 1600. 

Of the varied 16th-century stylistic continuo precedents which existed, two of 

particular importance were sacred and secular solo song. For the lutenist or guitarist, 

the latter hold some of the most satisfying musical experiences to be found in his 

repertoire. Borgir's appraisal of these areas is clear: very litde justification exists for 

overemphasizing artificial differences between mid-16th century accompaniments for 

voice and the advent of monody. They do differ, but they are also closely related. 

Moreover, the tradition of a single lute accompaniment of voice and preferences of 

early monodists such as Caccini for a single accompanist should encourage the lutenist 

or guitarist to involve himself in what tums out is a very smooth transition from 

renaissance styles to continuo practice. ̂ ^ 

Historical Continuo and Modem Pedagogy 

Despite the documentable support for the single plucked instmment continuo 

accompaniment and parallel traditions in accompanied solo songs, skeptics still might 

argue against anything but "continuo" music (i.e., the figured bass of monody) for 

studying continuo playing. Again, this is likely due to the traditional misinterpretation 

of the general term, basso continuo. a term that changed from one indicating primarily 

single instmment accompaniment (whenever possible) before the 1680's, to continuo 

with bass obbligato instrument (largely owing to larger ensemble demands) after mid-

century.^^ 

Moroever, the specialized (chordal) instruments which supplied the essentials of 

early continuo accompaniment also had firm roots in prior luthier artistry. There is 

every indication that the first known chitarrone was a redesigned or even adapted bass 

^^Borgir, p. 18. Caccini's "Amarilli, mia bella" is yet another example of the 
enduring qualities of many continuo works in its being planned for this tutor's Chapter 
in several years prior to my becoming aware of Borgir's work (see also fn. 6, p. 11). 

^^Borgir, pp. 62-64, describes this change, specifying that "the only 
seventeenth-century genres in which it may be appropriate to speak of bass-line 
doubling are opera and oratorio." Early bass line (melody) doubling would also be in 
large part a response to the demands of more contrapuntal compositional styles, 
whereas the essence of early continuo style was monody, not counterpoint. 

ĉi 
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lute.''" Furthermore, the tradition of chordal accompaniments, whether vocal or 

instmmental, was present long before the coming of a continuo style, which was to be 

based on such accompaniment (as in Ortiz, p. 10). 

Therefore, it is my conclusion that beginning continuo playing may be as well 

or better pursued through the study of works whose harmonic stmcture reflects the 

earliest examples of this style. This is no different from a study of species counterpoint 

as a prelude to writing Bach-style fugues, although leaming harmony by playing actual 

15th or 16th century works has some potential to be more interesting musically. 

Aspects of text-based rhythms found in monody will be approached in Part Three. To 

help further an acquaintance with various kinds of continuo works, the following 

sections are intended to provide a basic overview of the very broad field that this 

subject entails. The student who is interested in additional historical detail should refer 

to Borgir, North, and other studies, focusing equally on period scores and considerable 

critical listening (particularly in light of the modem confusion about continuo practice). 

2^y its very size, the bass lute would be inherentiy more of an ensemble and 
less a solo instmment, and thus well suited to being the basis for modifications leading 
to a continuo accompaniment role. Again, refer to the Smith JAMS chitarrone article 
in this tutor's bibliography listings (or fn. 4 on p. 3). 

A. 



CHAPTER III 

CONTINUO - PRELIMINARY EXAMPLES 

A Practical Student Summary 

Despite assistance from the previous survey, the number of plucked instmment 

types and musical genres (not to mention their placement) makes it a challenge to 

identify musically what continuo should constitute for lutenists and guitarists who have 

no prior continuo experience. The following five categories and examples are offered 

to iUustrate the kind of continuo works suited for plucked instmments. Although too 

many variations exist to establish a comprehensive list in this study, each of the 

categories below represents a distinct and valuable developmental "moment" in the 

continuo developmental time line. They form an adequate introductory picture when 

taken together with additional examples from this tutor's Parts Two and Three and 

what should be a student's further examination of other scores. 

Before going on, however, readers (and guitarists in particular) should be aware 

of several considerations and conventions conceming instmment tuning and clef 

notation which I will use throughout the remainder of this tutor. The first 

consideration is the need for guitarists to be aware of their instmment's transposing 

nature. That is, when played, the guitar sounds at a different pitch from what is 

written on the page. The technique of transposition is one whose function is similar to 

that of tablature. Its use reduces various kinds of instmmental and notational 

complexity and increases player facility in situations demanding quick, accurate 

results. ̂  This characteristic (which affects how notes appear in initial examples) will 

be described in forthcoming sections. 

Â number of orchestral instmments (such as clarinet) employ this principle, but 
it is important to keep in mind two features of guitar transposition: First, guitar (treble 
clef) notes sound down an octave, whereas continuo scores sound at their written pitch; 
secondly, guitar accordatura is from E-e', whereas the lute accordatura is a minor 3rd 
higher (from G-g'). Lute music transcribed from tablature is written in keyboard clefs 
and at pitch. In guitar clef a C-Major continuo work is typically written down a minor 
3rd (A-Major), then played with capo on fret III to maintain idiomatic string/note 
relationships and retain a "correct" pitch. One might see the result as a written 
illusion, with guitar transcriptions following a written pattem, in effect, down a 3rd, 
then up an octave. 

18 
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A second issue is that of accordatura?- a word which in this tutor has two 

related meanings: The first meaning is the more general (historical) reference to how 

an instmment is normally tuned; the second of these meanings distinguishes the 

aU^ratior\ of an instmment's overall pitch level (for example, between two lutes at G-g' 

and A-a' pitch levels) from that of altered intervals between or among strings (called 

scordatura, or literally, "mis-tuning," exemplified by retuning a guitar's 3rd string to 

F# to emulate renaissance lute tuning). Accordatura generally indicates a raised or 

lowered overall instmment pitch (via varied sizes, a moveable headnut [capo, 

capotasto], or, carefully retuning each string by the same amount) while keeping the 

same intervals between adjacent strings. A lute accordatura also implies both the 

standard lute tuning between strings (two 4ths, a 3rd, and two 4ths) as well as the 

overall G-g' pitch. On the other hand, a lute accordatura at D-d' indicates an overall 

tuning a 4th below (but again, with the same intervals between strings^). 

Therefore, unless otherwise specified (and assuming that all instruments have a 
standard reference pitch such as A =440Hz}. the forthcoming examples will be notated 
so that each musical line will yield the same pitches when played by its designated 

instmment. To achieve the above results, guitarists should employ a capo, or 

moveable headnut, to raise the guitar accordatura to G-g,' while lowering their third 

string one half-step in what is in effect for guitar, a lute scordatura."* 

Retuming to the five categories themselves, below is a summary of these 

continuo types to be followed by musical examples of each: 

1. Lute as bass obbligato instrument (pre-1600) 
2. Early chording (lute or guitar) 

a. from dance scores 

2problems with pitch and accordatura are further discussed in Chapter IV, 
beginning on p. 35. 

•'One should also be careful to avoid confusion by equating the baroque lute (d-
minor) accordatura of a 3rd, 4th, two 3rds, and a 4th, as a kind of renaissance lute 
scordatura. Scordatura is a temporary alteration to an instmment's tuning, usually one 
or two strings, while the former is a given instmmental feature (see p. 122, Baroque 
Lute Accordatura, and Table 4.1, Lute/Guitar Accordature, p. 39). 

"̂ It will become evident in future chapters why lute accordature and scordature 
suit continuo so well. And while guitarists must learn this new system, lutenists often 
must leam to read standard notation instead of tablature, so the "burden" is equally 
distributed. 
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b. written out (tablature or mensural notation) with 

single-line melody 

3. Early figured bass (i.e., single bass line to harmonize) 

4. Written out continuo (i.e., bass including chords) 

5. Later figured bass (when the style becomes established after 1600, all manner 
of instmment/voice combinations are possible under the general term[s], continuo, 
figured-, thorough-, or general-bass). 

Continuo Examples 

Lute as bass obbligato instmment 

The following is a single-bass-line excerpt from a 4-part score of Tielman 

Susato's "Mein Verlangen." Although the possibly unfamiliar notation and styles in 

these examples may at first appear confusing, students should remember that the initial 

objective here is not in-depth understanding, but to establish an initial visual 

acquaintance of various early continuo types and how they appear in different 

notational formats. Several other items to note in examining these works are first, that 

the period before continuo was a musical age when only rarely were instmments 

specified in music, and these were often, in effect, by default (such as instmmental 

tablatures). In addition, an interesting characteristic of many such works from the 

mid-16th century is their high percentage of open-string (non-fretted) passages as may 

be seen in the following Susato work (shown in following tablature transcription 

examples by a "O" symbol [Italian renaissance] or an "a" [French baroque]), 

confirming these instmments' idiomatic capacities to play the literature. Susato's 

composing his music many decades before the advent of the baroque lute does not 

diminish the pedagogical value of studying this music with the later instmment, 

especially as the early continuo style (in which the baroque lute was to figure 

^In some cases, instrumental doubling of actual voice parts (or even substituting 
altogether for absent singers) carried the idea of interchangeable parts as far as it is 
possible to go. Although composers or music directors were as Ukely as those of any 
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prominendy) is often closer to aspects of Susato's harmonic idiom than to that post-
17th century baroque composers. 

Example 3.1a. Susato bass line excerpt ("Mein Verlangen," 1551) in standard 
(bass) clef used in continuo" 

^V b r - ^ :••• 1 1 , 1 1 - ^ ' 

y fj J^\*- J J J '̂  1 Ir J J •* 1 — J M J l'^ • 

lute) 
Example 3.1b. Susato excerpt ("Mein Verlangen") in Italian tablature (G-g' 

U IH Hi U U 
-e- -e-

4 2 0 
-e-

-e- -e- -e-^ 
e—e—I e-i—2—e-

-e- -e-

Example 3.1c. Susato excerpt ("Mein Verlangen") in French tablature (Baroque, 
d-minor, lute) 

rr 
^•^ n 
^ ^ 

^"^ fK 

r /T f- rf 

(K O^ 

m 

• 
m 

^ ^ 

f r 
• 
• 
• 

f r 

h^ j^K 

f 
^^ • 

• 
• 

^k 

Example 3.Id. Susato excerpt ("Mein Verlangen") in guitar (E-e' transposing) 

format. Again, actual pitches would require a capo on the imd fret ("A" = 415Hz, 

historical pitch) or iiird fret ("A" = 440Hz, modem pitch), and ideally, string (3) 

other age to have had preferences, it is equally correct to say that freedoms of 
"orchestration" were much greater before 1600. 

^From a modem edition of the 1551 Danserye (z.eer lustich ende bequaem om 
spelen op alle musicale instrumenten). F.J. Giesbert, ed., 2 Vols. (Mainz, London, 
New York: B. Schott's Sohne, 1936), p. 16. 
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scordatura down one half-step with string (6) to "D" below "E" where appropriate 

(Note: All subsequent guitar examples will follow this format): 

Example 3. Id. (cntd.) 

^ 

E=3 
z : -CJ ^ - - • 

^ ^ C7 

Early Chording 

From dance scores 

While the idea of scores (that is, of placing concurrent voices in either single or 

separate clefs) was rarely employed in the 15-16th centuries,^ its rebirth in the form of 

organ and lute tablatures as well as later continuo and modem practice makes looking 

at works in this format practical. In such a format, the previous Susato work also 

demonstrates this category well; characteristically a lute would add chords, especially 

when four other melody instmments were available. The faster tempo at which the 

four melody instmments (recorders, gambas, single-line lute, etc.) would play such 

works yields different options for chords. Usually only stressed beats receive chords, 

and in this style, almost all of those occur in root position; the entire arrangement adds 

up to quick continuo learning. Finally, while this Susato example may seem to differ 

from later continuo works in its complete, well-voiced stmcture, this does not alter the 

tradition of an improvised chordal accompaniment in performance practice. 

" Înslmmental tablature with its multiple voicing was essentially a reintroduction 
of musical scores after centuries of more economical formats. In earlier styles, one 
voice part may have had only a fraction of the notes that another had, making wasteful 
scored formats (because at times a score remained largely blank when a single note in it 
held against another line's dozen or more notes). The eariier "choir book" format, in 
which parts would have been written on several facing pages (with each taking up only 
the space it required) was much more suitable, especially in eras of single-line 
performance; however, playing multiple parts on organ or lute reasserted the need for 
scores. An overview of these events may be found in my "A Manual of Lute, Vihuela, 
and Guitar Tablatures. . ." (see fn. 9 on p. 6). 
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Example 3. le. Score excerpt and chord symbols (Susato - "Mein Verlangen ")* 

T7~~ 
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B 

B 

'̂ ^ 

^m 
'-&• 

i S M 

^ 

^ 

V 

s 
g 

- & • 

i 
C-Major a-minor C-M a-m d-m d-m CM 

G-M G-M F-M F-M F-M G-M CM 

Example 3. If. Lute (G-g'), chords only 

-e—e-
-e- -e- -e-

-e-

e •e -

-o-

-e- • ^ - ^ - -e-

-e-

-2—2--e—e-
-e—e-

-e—e-
o Q 
-3 ?r 

-e- ± 
-G-
-e-

e-

-z; zr 

^Ibid. The chordal architecture under this excerpt follows from my study of 
and experience with this style; limiting chords to two per measure avoids obscuring the 
texture with what become hectic, unnecessary changes when this dance is played at a 
proper tempo. Also worth noting here is the tonic-dominant harmonic stmcture which 
foreshadows the baroque style. 
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Example 3.1g. Lute (d-minor), chords only 

e Ini'i' 
^^ g^ rszzKi c\ c\ ^ 

cs isns: yfy^ y^ 7^ 
^^F-r^ 

Y fe 
Example 3.1h. Guitar (E-e'), chords only 

^y 
Z 2 :zz 

rj c^ 
^ 1 1 1 ^ ^ l ^ _ ^ l ^ ^ 1 : ^ 

^>p . r f f r r r r ^f'(ppp)f 
@ 

Written out continuo and melody line 
The below Diego Ortiz "Recercada Segunda" excerpt is from the composer's 

tutor for viol, his Tratado de Glosas (1553); the second excerpt is from Cesare Negri's 

Le gratie d'amore (1602/04) a book with instmctions and accompaniment for popular 

dances. 

Example 3.2a. Score - (Ortiz "Recercada Segunda")^ 

RECERCADA SEGVNDA 

M,|,..rTfriri,..||| | i r r f r i r | i i | ii'i m r r f n r i r r ' 

S 
Taaor 

B 
- ^ J - - ^ 5 ^ - ^ 

« = • ff 
H ! 

^ ^ "1*—f> f^ 

- © J -

Hu: ^ 0 

- ^ 

£ 

o ' ^ » 
^yr-

fli: 

S s 
^ ^ 

4 - » i ' 

I i 
^ 

^Ortiz, Tratado. pp. 110-112. 

<i 



Example 3.2b. Lute (G-g,' Ortiz accompaniment only) 
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li ii i i lU Hi Hi 
-e—o o o 

C> 2 2^r^ -e—o o o 
-e—o o o 

-e o o o 

-e-

^ o o o 

2 2^2r2r 
e o o Q e o o o 

J5 3-
-r zr—r-
-e o o -e Q o 
•4 4 - ^ 

-g o-
^ - ^ 

-e o o 
-e o o 

-e-e-

•^=± 
- 3 ^ 

Example 3.2c. Lute (G-g,' Ortiz accompaniment) 

r/^ r /" r/" r/rr/rr/T 
r:^ tm%.fk-m\tim 

Os^ O^CKCK 
V^ CNCNC^Z 

CK (KCKCK 

^M 
o^ o^o^ 

Example 3.2d. Lute (d-minor, Ortiz accompaniment) 

%%%%km.\%%%% ^ t-x 
O^ (K^O^OZ O^ O^O^ 

<K <\£K(K. ISZJSCSS: 

Example 3.2e. Guitar (Ortiz accompaniment) 

/"/> r/^ /"/" r/Tr/^r r /T 
U^^|!t ŜŜ  I I I I ^ ^ : ts-̂ m y yy)F 

j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
?s ^ ? ^ « ^ K Z K E Z 

1SZ2SEE 2S: iSEK 

^ 



Example 3.3a. Melody instmment and tablature (Negri "Le Gratie")^^ 
AdufcA deQ^finata conllntauoUturs 4iliuto dtWMs» Mendo:^^* • Leprimidh 

parte fl fMtnLdue voits perpart€ , Uftconda due njolte, U ter:^'* Pfi ^^' *^°^^' • 
w pot fiJk la prima p Arte Jin al fin del ffallo. 
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• ^ ^ ? SI ^9^5-^ 

- ^ ^ 

•2-7-5-

iil iii 
•^' 5-3-

-

^S^tlfi:?; 

Example 3.3b. Lute (d-minor accompaniment only) 

O o^ o^v- s zs: ^ < : ^ ^ ^ ^ ' zsz 7 ? c - ^ ^ g^ IS: 
EZ 

TK: 

Example 3.3c. Guitar (accompaniment only) 

^ 

^ 
-(S< 

# <^ 
• ^ 

ĝ  7^7 Ô  u 
r̂rF^vrf̂  Y ^7T7 CĴ  o o F ZT XT c r 

Early Figured Bass 

The following oft-seen and heard, "Amarilli mia bella," by Giulio Caccini 

(1602) serves to illustrate several kinds of continuo development, and is the first 

example of figured bass continuo presented here. The first excerpt reflects, in a copy 

^^Cesare Negri. Le Gratie d'amore (Milan, 1602, 1604). (NY: BroudeBros., 
1969, p. 14). This "Le Gratie d'amore" (the dance, whose title is that of the entire 
Negri collection), was obtained during performances for the Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
MN, Concentus Musicus early music ensembles from 1978-80. 

^ 
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of the original (i.e., facsimile), the advent of a single bass melody (obbligato) line with 

the use of cifers (though above, not below the appropriate line as was to become later 

baroque practice) to indicate intervals above this bass line for non-harmonic tones or 

chord inversions (again, a chord with other than the normal root note in its bass);̂ ^ 

because subsequent examples contain other transcriptions of this work, I will supply 

only the original (published Caccini version) here: 

Example 3.4a. Coniimo facsimile (Caccini - "Amarilli")^^ 

Ma rilti mia bellaN5pciliodel mio cor doUe itCt n D̂ <(!er m* 

Written out continuo 

Below are first, a realized (i.e., written out) version of "Amarilli..." by Robert 

Dowland, son of the famous lutenist, John, in French/(English) tablature. Considering 

the clear renaissance influences (from John Dowland's detectable musical style, the use 

of older "diamond notation," right down to Robert's writing for a very high-

renaissance, 8-course instmment (instead of, for example, existing contemporary lute 

continuo instmments such as the chitarrone), it might serve as a lesson to continuo 

students to see just how free, flexible, and without overly stringent "mles" the 

transition from the Renaissance to Baroque was. 

^^Covered in Chapter IX, beginning on p. 95. 

^^Giulio Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche (Florence: I. Marescotti, 1602). 
Reference dates are from Giulio Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche (1602), H. Wiley 
Hitchcock, ed. (Madison, WI: A-R Editions, Inc., 1970). Hitchcock states (pp. 13) 
that there were two early printings of Le Nuove Musiche with two different coats of 
arms of the printer name, "Marescotti." Although there exists a facsimile of Le Nuove 
Musiche. I am indebted to Peter Danner for providing a photocopy of the original from 
his own archives from which this and the complete work appears (in Appendix B, p. 
149). 



Example 3.4b. Continuo score (Caccini - "Amarilli," from Robert Dowland 
realization)^^ 

28 

CM/s Caatn ditto BtrnM, CANTO. 

Mitril. UmU hdU^NtmeriAsdtlmU c^ dsla defi> 

rp rp rp P PP 

4^S^j5»?? 

Vviil—;—,—:i-i—g r <>>.. J: r — T J A ^ 
^ . la. nn^ng^jt.^^Z^ :g^ „ ±z£: 5±E 

cr—-a—.-_ 

One of the unfortunate present-day reactions to earlier, 19th and 20th-century 

disregard of historical music has been a tendency to disparage any but the most 

"authentic" recreations of that music. There is no question that authentic recreations of 

early music add immeasurably to the richness of the music, and in most cases, are 

superior. But it is as foolish to dismiss modem early music renditions of quality as it 

would be to tear down the facade of Florence, Italy's, Santa Maria Novella, because it 

was added generations after the original building was begun. 

This example of a gready changed "Amarilli" accompaniment is just such a case 

and deserves consideration in a different, more positive light from the traditional views 

against modem interpretations of early music. ̂ ^ To begin with, early lutenists 

themselves helped establish the historical precedent through ornamented arrangements 

of vocal works. Robert Dowland's realization, while close to the original, sounds more 

like an Enghsh renaissance lute arrangement to ears tuned to such subdeties. 

Moreover, one must consider the problems of modem vocal styles, a lack of 

easily available historical performance examples during the first half of this century. 

^^Robert Dowland, A Musicall Banquet (London, 1610). Again, my thanks to 
Peter Danner for this clear copy from LSA archives. 

'̂̂ Translation and arrangements by Frank LaForge and Will Earhart, Pathways 
ofSons. rev. ed.. Vol. 3, High Voice (Wamer Bros. Music, MCMXXXVII - 1938), 
pp. 16-18. I am grateful to my mother, Mary Frances Steams, for providing a copy of 
this work as well as many of her artistically superb and convincing renditions of this 
and many other works. 
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and the kind of acoustics in which he must play.^^ Capable arrangers know that factors 

such as the voices and the concert halls they must fill often bear litde resemblance to 

the typical continuo era performing environment. While not an excuse for arbitrary, 

inexperienced alterations to continuo works, the following is an example of the vitality 

of this music, even in forms much different from the original. 

Example 3.4c. Early 20th century (keyboard continuo) adaptation 

GIULIO CACCINI 

^ 

Eaf lUh venion bj 
FRANK LA FORGE 

Moderato affettuoso J.«« 

BE 
TgT 

(1550-1615) 
Setting by P. Campbcll-Watsoa 

A 
A 

r I [• fJ -̂  I r ^ ^ 
ma - rii - li, my fair one, and 
mn . ril • li,mi* bel - la, non 

g ^ î  m ^ 

Jf dolciisimo e legato senpre 

«r ^ l.th» J. i 
^ ^ 

Example 3.4d. Modern (keyboard continuo) transcription of R. Dowland^^ 

[8] Amarilli mia bella 

f i r r [j''''tr f ^ J IJ J r ir J p £ ^ ^ 
ma- ril- II mia bet- lu. Non credi,odel mio cor del-

^ 
3 
TT m 

^m ? w = r ^ J. 
^ 

I 4 ^i i I j J 
J L 
^ ^ 
II fio 

^ 

« 
^m 

^ 

T 
1 

^ ^ 

^^Refer to Appendix E, p. 166, for some added insights into these questions. 

^^H. Wiley Hitchcock ed., Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche. pp. 85-86. Hitchcock 
employs Robert Dowland's realization here. Several facsimile plates are also included 
in this edition, though most are in modem keyboard score. 



Example 3.4e. Lute (d-minor, accompaniment only) 

r f r f r r /r f r 
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^ ^ ^ ^ 

Example 3.4f. Guitar (E-e,' accompaniment only) 

V r r r TT r r r ^ r f r ^ 

Later Figured Bass 

Two final works will complete this brief picture of continuo styles. The first, 

"Sonata I" by Giovanni Pittoni Ferrarese from his Intabolatura di Tiorba (1669) 

exhibits distinctly baroque terms such as "sonata," "sinfonia," and "grave," while still 

echoing features established in the preceding Caccini/Dowland example. The second 

example is a modem realization for guitar of G.F. Handel's cantata, "Nel dolce 

dell'oblio." It should be noted that in Pittoni's work, the development of the lute 

(theorbo) family had by this time often called for an overall pitch level raised one 

whole-step to an "A-a'" accordatura as well as on occasion requiring instmments with 

up to a 14-courses. Finally, keep in mind that since reading continuo mensural 

notation will be the objective of this study, the figured bass line, not tablature or guitar 

transcription, should be a main focus of student attention from now on, and therefore I 

will not supply specialized additional transcriptions unless pedagogical considerations 

warrant it. However, students should be aware of the value of leaming continuo by 

doing such work on their own. 



Example 3.5. Combined Parts (Pittoni - "Sonata I")^'' 

Sonata I. ^ J f J /f P / 
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^H n 

Tjorba. 7yt •—^ 
• ' 0 

J-l- T I -
H—I—5—e-

t t' 'OOij»yao 
• jr^fc* 

yHlf T 5-3=-
«^^e-
^s—y-

•T. .T-
.7* 

i in u in n u 
-o— 

•ar- i TO*-
<»*—o-

•^^^ 5 ^ 

»J 
oooo o 

y £JT T 
I t I 

•oo - o 

TF-~«" 
OOO—O f-5-^-y+ 

J- 7-5 -̂^ y—5^ 
I I !• 

-#^»45-«-

* * i l l l l ^ > « t . . . M ' ^ " ^ • • I * — j . - W . , \, ^ > » • I I » « 

- ^ t ^ /• fc -̂  <jr/-<»>/v* 

JZ.'i. 

JtJIf h i T=4^ 
^ ^ 

r^|iIihi,i'>iii'[tfiifiM-ni'i)i[ffij'an^ 

^^Giovanni Pittoni Ferrarese, Intabolatura di Tiorba, nella quale si contengono 
dodeci Sonate da Chiesa per Tiorba sola col Basso per il I'Organo (Bologna, 1669), in 
facsimile ed., with notes by Oriando Cristoforetti (Florence: Studio per Edizioni Scelti, 
1980), p. 1, following facsimile pagination, with violin part book bound as a non-
paginated appendix. Although the original is set with separate parts for continuo and 
violin, I have, as an economy measure, combined and condensed these, but without 
altering musical content. 
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Example 3.6a. Modem Edition Excerpt (Handel - "Nel dolce dell'oblio") «xl8 

Jfil dolce dill' oblio. 
P B R S I B R I nOTTURNI »l FiLLI. 

Cantata a voce sola con Flauto. 

Sont.wo, 

SOFHANO. (h^i| 

(Bassi.) 1 ^ ^ ?=f i T=f 
:f^ 

^ I / 

^^G.F. Handel, "Nel dolce dell'oblio, pensieri nottumi di Filli, cantata a voce 
sola con flauto," from a 20th century edition of Handel's works, copy courtesy of the 
Multnomah County Library, Portland, OR, via interlibrary loan (January 9, 1991). 
The NUC pre-1956 imprints list this as from the Breitkopf Edition "HQndels Werke." 
V. 52, pp. 30-33, and seems confirmed by the "H.W. 52 B." insignia at the bottom of 
each page; but there is also in the NUC listing (and apparendy unavailable), a "no 
publication location and date" statement for this work. 
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Example 3.6b. Combined Parts (Handel Guitar Edition - "Nel dolce")^^ 

Nel dolce dell' oblio 
Kuut*nr8oprai,iUtbioefcfltt̂ (Qi«rfUM».obo*,vkiiu)aAdOiuit« Qeocg F m d r i c b Bftndel 

ReeiUtlTO (VldMMlload UbUuni) (1886-17Q9) 
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Recitativo 

g ^^^^^ ;s- •,> y r I ? r J ^ p « ^ 
6^ 7̂  
4 4 

3 3 . 
7 6 

rrrr 
A r i a ^ 1 . i 

i i 6 

^^G.F. Handel, "Nel dolce dell'oblio," Karl Scheit, Edwin Schaller, eds. 
(Vienna: Ludwig Doblinger, 1959). 
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Some Preliminary Conclusions 

From the preceding examples, it is not difficult to extract a few useful general 

observations about continuo. Armed with an awareness of these, a student has a much 

better chance of avoiding the kind of unpleasant surprises which can get in the way of 

his "leaming curve." Among the most important lessons to be leamed from these or 

other random continuo examples is that a composer's style gready affects a work's 

appearance. Continuo is not merely a list of chords for the performer to insert. In 

tum, a composer's style depends heavily upon the period in which he worked, his 

purported aesthetic objectives (if any), and his stock of singers and instmmentalists. 

The age of continuo involved three tmly momentous, even diametric, shifts in 

aesthetics and style. It moved from its progenitors, the rhythmically well-defined and 

triadic dances,"̂ ^ to sparse, single-instmment accompaniments in textually oriented 

monody, and retumed to the complex, rhythmically regular, and contrapuntal activity 

of the late 17th-century Baroque. 

In fact, even the term eventually used to described what continuo's founders had 

worked so hard to create (i.e., "Baroque," supposedly the derivative of a Portuguese 

word connoting "exaggerated" or "bizarre"), clashes strongly with the simplicity which 

those creators wished to achieve. The difference between a Caccini and Handel is so 

great that for practical performance purposes, playing works of both composers is 

much Hke leaming two dialects of a language. One sees the common roots (harmony, 

figured bass symbols, recitative as descendant of monody), but effective performance 

of either composer's works requires some study of each as separate members of the 

continuo "language family." 

With this in mind, a student can proceed knowing at the very first not to expect 

too much of himself in the face of this complex musical era. This tutor's approach is 

designed to help minimize the problems of later continuo variety and complexity. In 

the meantime, several other considerations deserve mention, either to prepare the 

beginning student or as a later reference for those who now prefer to begin playing the 

continuo pieces in Part Two. 

^^And as well, the solo songs of the mid-16th century. This is not to ignore the 
complex vocal polyphony of the style which played such an important (sometimes 
negative) role in its origins. From a performer's standpoint, however, there is a more 
direct and useful tie to continuo in the earlier dances and solo songs than in the 
Florentine Camerata's rebellion against polyphony (reference details on p. 14). 



CHAPTER IV 

CONTINUO MUSICAL TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

TONALITY, PITCHES, ACCORDATURA 

Tonality 

During the age of continuo, developments in westem European music led to a 

new phenomenon, that of multiple musical parts sounding together (vertical sonorities), 

which today we call chords. "Chords" had certainly existed before as simultaneous 

musical sounds, but the particular kinds of them developed at this time were something 

new. These chords began to function in relation to each other so as to allow a single 

note to be defined as the predominant "home" note within a musical work (the basis for 

what is called a key). In the process of this development, composers began to produce 

collections of works for the range of available keys, such as those found in the works 

of Johann Fischer (Ariadne Musical and J.S. Bach (The Well-Tempered Clavier), i 
However, most sets of musical pitches based solely upon naturally occurring 

phenomenon or constmcted mathematical systems do not readily accommodate the kind 

of intervalic stmcture that supports the kind of chordal functions developed from the 

continuo period on. European musicians, it turned out, worked with both instmments 

and musical style to develop a system of adjusting the way in which pitches were tuned 

to make their evolving preferences in harmony listenable (based upon the ideas of 

tuning and temperaments, discussed in Appendix C, p. 166). 

Unfortunately, the musical statements by Fischer, Bach, and others pointing 

toward our post-17th-century equal-tempered harmony have, though doubdess 

unintentionally, colored critical thinking ever since the wonder of their implied "equal 

temperament" became such a prominent feature of Western musical thought. Although 

itself a dissertation topic many times over, true equal temperament was almost certainly 

NOT what Bach, Fischer, and others had in mind in writing pieces in multiple keys. 

^Johann Fischer (d. 1746) wrote 20 Preludes and Fugues in different keys for 
organ in his Ariadne Musica. J.S. Bach's Das Wohltemperiertes Klavier (Well-
tempered Clavier) was composed in two groups of 24 preludes and fugues for keyboard 
in all Major and minor keys in Cothen (1722) and Leipzig (1724). Additional details 
on this rather technical subject appear in the Appendix C under. Clarifying Tuning and 
Temperaments, p. 166. 
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even when Bach's celebrated Well Tempered Clavier might imply the same for some 

(note this was not the "Equal Tempered Clavier"). In tmth, music written using equal 

temperament is not common until well into the 19th century, but it is easy to mistake 

Bach's certain use of flexible variations on meantone systems which can theoretically 

function in a manner similar to equal temperament. In the final analysis, one should 

remember that equal temperament is a highly specialized development of the idea of 

meantone tuning (that is, of adjusting all the notes in a scale to be as "equal" as 

possible to each other. The continuo student need not deal direcdy with all of equal 

temperament's possible keys simply because they did not play a role in continuo. 

This, then, raises the music theory issue of just how many keys a beginning 

continuo student should be prepared to study. In contemporary music theory classes, 

the predominance of post-19th-century equal temperament tends to imply somewhat 

erroneously a single stylistic framework, i.e., twenty-four keys, twelve Major and 

twelve minor. This may be good for modem musicianship, but is confusing for 

continuo students or those students whose instruments did not evolve with such a 

system in mind. Musical examples before and during the age of continuo strongly 

suggest that composers had little interest in exploring so-called "remote" keys (for our 

purposes, of more than three sharps [#] or flats [b]).^ To begin with, so-called 

compositional "mles" from five or more centuries prior to the 16th century had focused 

on the linear (melodic), leaving vertical (harmonic) features to a somewhat incidental 

role. One had to pay attention to certain vertical sounds at certain points, but there 

were few requirements for controlling such sounds in relation to each other in the sense 

we understand today. 

This kind of harmonic nonchalance is itself made less a mystery by considering 

that shifts in tonal centers (in effect, multiple keys) would not have occurred to pre-16th 

century musicians when generations of them had not yet even established a musical 

style employing a single strong tonal center (in the 17th-century harmonic sense).^ 

Moreover, the then predominant and highly tunable human voice, which could in 

ensemble constantiy adjust to make each succeeding sonority particularly well tuned (or 

^See Part Two, Chapter VII, p. 70, for information about how added sharps [#] 
or flats [b]) function in keys and key signatures. 

^Theorists from prior eras had discussed different modal "levels," but the post-
16th-century concept of a central home note/key defined through specific harmonic and 
melodic functions is not part of pre-16th century compositional style(s). 
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for any number of desired temperament variations) could also have deterred interest in 

multiple tonal centers (keys).'* 

Non-vocal music that took advantage of instmmental idioms forced musicians to 
think in terms of a better tuned compromise between melodic and harmonic 
(Pythagorean and just) tuning. Their music was limited in its tuning by the more fixed 
stmcture of their instmments (vibrating columns, frets, etc.) which could not be 
adjusted "on the fly" as could the voice. Such music needed to have its own 
independent style(s) and tradition based upon what was possible within such 
restrictions. One important result (around and after 1600) involved increased emphasis 
on vertical harmony and well-defined movement between and among tonal levels or 
keys. Such harmonic movement could only be effective after reinforcing one central, 
home note/key with particular chord combinations. 

The problem of precise intonation in an age of easily tuned vocal music was 
significant. Fretted instmments would not be as in tune in some keys (for example, 
when a note had to be fretted at a slighdy lower pitch, i.e., slightly flat, in one key, yet 
had to be fretted relatively sharp for natural intonation in another); tme, some lute frets 
are tuned for specific chords (in particular, frets II and III^), but these adjustments 
would create problems in other keys in a kind of domino effect. In any case, the initial 
instmmental involvement (incidental or otherwise, from around 1550 to 1650) with 
meantone systems foreshadowing true equal temperament often seems as much 
theoretical as it is an attempt to employ the latter concept as standard musical fare.^ 

'^'his refers to instmments whose frets, vibrating air columns, fixed (keyboard) 
strings, etc., were not adjustable as is the human voice for certain tempered tunings. 
Moreover, the fact that composers rarely chose to venture from a given one, two, or 
perhaps three-sharp/flat orientation in vocal works even though the voice does not have 
these limitations (and could have "tuned" to any key combination) further argues 
against post-17th-century key changes being a product of compositional 
"advancement," but rather one of stylistic choice. However, one should be cautioned 
about how choral groups do function with respect to intonation. According to Backus, 
The Acoustical Foundations of Music, p. 131., measurements indicate a tendency for 
such groups to sing major 3rds sharp and minor 3rds flat. "Intonation" by the human 
voice in ensemble is thus also dependent upon cultural preferences, not natural law 
making one kind of interval universally preferable. 

^For lute fretting specifics, see fn. 8 on p. 168. 

^Keyboard instmments such as those with separate F# and Gb keys still did not 
help much with a dozen other out-of-tune notes on the way around the "circle of 5ths." 
There had been works in "remote keys" written before 16(X) (for example, Josquin 
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The simple tmth is that music in "remote" keys (again, of more than three sharps [#] or 

flats [b]) is rare to begin with, and if one examines the literature, practically 

nonexistent in the continuo era.^ Chapter II and Appendix B examples also tend to 

bear this out, and any number of other period works would reveal the same trends, 

occasional exceptions notwithstanding. 

Accordatura 

Accordatura is, for the purposes of this text, a fixed set of intervals among 
strings of a given instmment which may be moved en masse to a lower or higher 
overall pitch level. ̂  During the 15th through 17th centuries, altering an accordatura 
was often achieved through different sized instmments which exhibited different pitch 
ranges for a given basic kind of gut string. For that matter, the practice exists today 
among other instmment families such as winds, and was common in theory and 
practice starting in or even before the Middle Ages. Renaissance lute duets were 
written for instmments at two different pitches,^ Spanish vihuelists defined different 
instmments and pitch levels for them,^° and actual examples of large to very small 
lutes survive to this day. However, even if we allow for the moment, five different-
sized instmments, each tuned with an accordatura of D, E (guitar), F, G (generally 

Despres' (Des Prez), "Absalon.fili mi"), not to mention any number of theoretically 
remote key lute or vihuela works; but these remained, even through the time of 
Mozart, the expressive musical exception rather than the norm of a Chopin or Wolf. 

^Recall the assessment of d'India works (p. 8), detailing the paucity of key 
signatures used by early monodists. 

^For review or clarification, refer to the introduction to accordatura on p. 19. 

^For example, Johannes Matelart (in his I'Intavolatura de leuto. Libro Primo. 
Rome, 1559) set second duet parts to several Fantasie by Francesco da Milano, 
employing lutes tuned a whole-step apart, and a number of superb duets for lutes as 
much as a fourth apart appeared in publisher, Pierre Phalese', Luculentum theatrum 
musicum (Lowen, 1568). 

^^Luis Milan's El Maestro (Valencia, 1535) gives some seven possible 
accordature. While likely more theoretical than practical (how many players would 
have five or six instruments handy to switch among pieces - or who could effectively 
adjust to the resulting constant size changes?), there are several interesting implications 
for accompaniment and interpretation of solo works. See bibliography or refer to, "A 
Manual of Lute, Vihuela, and Guitar Tablatures," fn. 9 on p. 6. 



accepted standard lute), and A,̂ ^ we can see in the following chart that in only three 
cases do the normal, sensibly playable chord forms reach beyond three sharps or flats. 
Further observation will also show that two of these forms (4 & 5 in F-f and G-g') 
introduce further technical/musical problems with respect to available, useful, keys 
through the appearance of rarely used "remote" chords such as Ab- and Db-Major. 

Table 4.1 - Lute/Guitar Accordature 

ACCORDATURE fnr: 
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Bass Lute 
-at D-d' 

LUTE/GUITAR 
at E-e' 

(Tenor) Lute 
at F-f 

(ALTO) LUTE 
at G-g' 

(Sop.) Lute 
at A-a' 

Chord forms at the above ACCORDATURE: 

Form becomes: becomes: becomes: becomes: 
1 = G-Maj. 
2 = C-Maj. 
3 = D-Maj. 

Form 
4 = F-Maj. 
5 = Bb-Maj. 

A-MAJ. 
D-MAJ. 
E-MAJ. 

becomes: 
G-MAJ. 
C-MAJ. 

Pitches • 

Bb-Maj. 
Eb-Maj. 
F-Maj. 

becomes: 
Ab-Maj. 
Db-Maj. 

C-MAJ. 
F-MAJ. 
G-MAJ. 

becomes: 
Bb-MAJ. 
Eb-MAJ. 

- Historical and Modem 

D-Maj. 
G-Maj. 
A-Maj. 

becomes: 
C-Maj. 
F-Maj. 

For the prospective student and teacher of continuo, the difficult questions of 

reconciling instmment pitch levels with historical practice. Historical pitch ("A" = 

±415Hz), involves tuning one half-step below normal modern pitch ("A" = ±440Hz), 

an approximate pitch difference between an accepted continuo-period pitch and current 

standard. ̂ ^ Simply because such variations exist should be cause enough to alert both 

^̂ My choice of diatonic lute accordature rather than chromatic intervals 
ehminates a number of sharp and flat keys, but follows Renaissance practice (such as 
that employed by the above Milan, or Luis de Narvaez, for example, in his Los seys 
lihros del Delphin de musica de cifra para taffer vihuela. [Valladolid, 1538]). 

^^Although no standard (such as A=415Hz) existed, historians can deduce this 
as an acceptable approximate standard, especially when instmments such organs 
surviving intact from the 16th-17the centuries still exhibit similar tuning. In attempting 
to reconcile past and present instrument pitch standards, one can encounter difficulties 
with instmments that may be structurally more suited to "historical" pitch levels (an 
instmment's size can actually alter its ability to project a pitch range). Morever, such 

<k 
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teacher and student to the potential complications they may present. However, before 

dealing with complexities, one must also realize that enough simple things exist to 

supply a good deal of work, and knowledge of these basics tends to mitigate against 

confusion. 

Problems such as those with pitch will still remain, as in the case of an 

historically-pitched lute ("A" = 415Hz) in a situation where the only other available 

instmments might be winds constmcted for "A" = 440Hz (one half-step higher). 

Nonetheless, the main goal here is to become familiar with the processes of continuo, 

regardless of instmmental pitch. While lutenists and guitarists should strive to respect 

historical practice and procedure while dealing with modem reality and musicians 

(always with an eye toward "in place and in rhythm" continuo performance), the 

student's first efforts must be to achieve facility in basics. 

Therefore, an assumption in this tutor will be that a lute is at a constant "G-g"' 

accordatura, but that actual pitch placement at "A" = 415Hz historical or 440Hz 

modem will be for a student and teacher to reconcile with personal preferences and 

local resources. A guitarist, of course, may simply move his capo up or down a fret, 

but it is up to the lutenist to safeguard his instmment against unsuitable accordature, as 

even slight excesses of tension may damage a lute, even those designed for many 

courses. From this hoped-for point of relative simplicity we will depart as carefully as 

possible into the increasingly complex world of continuo. 

problems may have parallels in other areas, as in how one perceives apparendy 
different rhythmic values with intabulated music. (Modem scholars and editors 
sometimes erroneously choose to change representative rhythmic values in 
transcriptions; in hemiola. or the shift of accent from three-of-two to two-of-three or 
vice versa, changing six unbeamed notes from a renaissance piece to 8th or 16th notes 
with beams can completely obscure performer options for grouping these per the 
hemiola principle. For details on this topic, see bibliography or reference to, "A 
Manual of Lute, Vihuela, and Guitar Tablatures," fn. 9 on p. 6.) 

^ 



PART TWO 

LEARNING TO PLAY CONTINUO 



CHAPTER V 

CONTINUO PRELIMINARIES 

Some Brief Pedagogical Notes 

For All Prospective Students 

In the spirit of providing information that is as complete as possible for those 
players who may lack formal musical training, the following chapter deals with what 
are to more experienced players, basic concepts. But as the assumption in other 
approaches of too great a student knowledge has been one of the very issues providing 
the impetus for this study, leaving basic subjects out seems hypocritical. Therefore, the 
following introductory sections make every effort to be sure that both lutenists (who 
often have never dealt with mensural notation) and guitarists (who have their own 
mensural notation) obtain the necessary information to proceed. Teachers and 
prospective students need not take too much time with the following chapter if their 
experience suggests otherwise. However, it would not be a waste of time to become 
familiar with the approaches to such basic subjects in this tutor. 

For the Guitarist 

A question which may need to be addressed, especially for guitarists who have 

already leamed one instrument tuning is, "What value is there in studying yet another 

tuning system?" This question should have less importance if one has familiarized 

himself with previous sections. ^ But it is a fair question, and while one might think 

that the already availabile keys such as C and G on the guitar would make leaming a 

new accordatura unnecessary, the exact opposite tums out to be tme. 

Stdl, the above might be difficult for a guitarist to understand without some 

specific examples of the mechanics of how this happens. There are three basic ways 

which gready hinder the guitarist from accessing directly many otherwise idiomatic 

features of lute accordatura. These are: 

În particular, those sections such as Chapter III (p. 18) which introduce 
continuo examples and problems. 

42 
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• Chord CnnfJQurations/Voicing (placement of guitar chords unsuitable 

to continuo and routine harmony studies, voice leading, etc. }^ -
The way in which assigned pitches fall on guitar open strings 
moves otherwise idiomatic note spacings of continuo chords to 
completely non-idiomatic guitar locations for both 16th-century 
continuo and other works in traditional three and four-part 
harmony. 

• The Third Interval Placement between Strings - Both (G-g') lute and 
guitar are tuned in fourths and one third interval. However, the 
(G-g') lute third occurs in the middle pair, with two symmetrical 
fourths on either side (i.e., 4th-4th-3rd-4th-4th, or G-C-f-a-d-g'), 
while the guitar consists of three 4ths, a 3rd, and a 4th (E-A-d-g-
b-e'). If one moves the guitar accordatura to G-g', this results in 
the third course being B-flat, a note which though common 
enough in early continuo, is not useful for most of its most basic 
chords. However, as the forthcoming three-chord example and 
accompanying explanations show, moving the lute proportions 
(accordatura) to the guitar produces a third string pitch F#, one 
especially suitable for three of the most important chord forms of 
continuo (please refer to the following example for further 
specifics). 

• The Guitar's TranscribinQ Characteristics - The guitar sounds an 
octave below its written pitch, and by the time a player has taken 
the trouble to leam to read quickly and professionally the (bass-
treble) continuo clef with appropriate guitar chord 
configurations, he would just as easily have been capable of 
doing so at (G-g') lute pitch. Perhaps most significant, however, 
is that (from the first two points above), easily produced guitar 
chords have neither the correct voicing nor range to match up 
very well in continuo or basic harmony studies. 

In the following example, the three chords of C, F, and G-Major are given in 

their "simplest" lute and guitar configurations (using as many open strings and with the 

easiest possible fingerings). Whole notes represent open (non-stopped) strings, while 

black (stemless quarter) notes represent stopped notes. The upper standard 

(transposing) guitar clef of each chord section contains the guitar chord form which 

would be played to achieve the desired chord (C, F, or G) result at (G-g') lute 

accordatura. Lines downward connect the outer notes of each guitar form to the lower 

(continuo) clef, showing the actual pitches produced, and then immediately left 

(arrowed lines), to the sound a lute produces with the same chord form at G-g' 

^It should be emphasized that this refers to the original continuo style in which a 
lute provides as much or all of the fundamental bass and inner harmonies as possible, 
not just the inner harmonies of the baroque guitar. In addition, this is also a reference 

^ 
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accordatura (or that a guitar might produce at G-g' with a capo). The second section 

under each chord section gives the nearest basic guitar chord of the same name. 

Example 5.1. Three Basic Continuo Triads 

C-Major 
Guitar 

F-Major 

2 ^ 

G-Major 
vi Guitar 

(at G-g") (atE-ft-) 
(Open Basses) 

Actual 
Pitches 

f'^'j (at E-e") 

(at G-g*) Actual 
Pitctie* 

(atG-g*) (alE-e*) 
Actual 
Pitches 

From these examples one can see that the guitar chord forms of C, F, and G-

Major have no open root strinss. while all of the same lute forms do. However, such 

open bass strings are available to the guitarist when he moves his familiar, easily 

played chord/keys of E, A, and D-Major up a minor third where they become the 

principal continuo chord/keys of G, C, and F-Major.^ The same process applies for 

scales, and by association, melodies. 

A comparison of each lute chord configuration with its equivalent on the guitar 

also reveals (beyond the disadvantage of the latter's stopped bass/root notes) awkward 

voicings and an overall lower pitch placement. Thus a guitarist must stop higher frets 

for a given set of treble notes while at the same time stmggling with the lack of open 

bass notes in these cmcial chords. 

Problematic chord voicing also implies similar difficulties for fingerings. Here 

die guitar's asymmetrical third interval among strings (the second point of three above). 

to the modem guitarist's ability to play basic harmony exercises with his instmment as 
a function of the proper accordatura. 

^See also Table 4.1, p. 39. Other keys are G to Bb-Major, d to f-minor, a-
minor to c-minor, and C to Eb. The overall effect of a guitar's E-e' shift down relative 
to the lute might in the context of continuo be compared to moving the windows of a 
house down three feet - they are still there, but are no longer likely to function 
effectively. 
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only makes things worse."^ Combined with the lack of open bass strings and too-low 

overall range, the result is a set of cramped, slighdy "off-axis" chord configurations 

which impede rather than assist in continuo and harmony playing. Taking the small 

amount of extra time to apply himself to an historically accurate accordatura will also 

benefit the guitarist by creating clear distinctions in his mind about the differences in 

style between lute and guitar literature, each of whose accordature were employed by 

masters of the style to match their instmments. A small, concerted mental effort 

precludes having to attempt a major, virtually impossible, physical one. 

The guitarist who can read notes written as if his instmment were tuned to lute 

(G-g') accordatura soon discovers that other literature is available to him. He can read 

direcdy many typical music theory assignments and all or significant parts of works 

based upon four part harmony such as those in hymnals. Finally, it is also fair to say 

that leaming a new tuning (at the outset, a mere six new string/note positions) can open 

up literally hundreds of easily played continuo works. For the beginner, this can be 

every bit as productive as the study of scales and exercises in 24 keys, only half or 

fewer of which are found in works by guitar masters, and which unused, fade before 

the student may approach works in keys which might employ them.^ With such 

benefits in mind, a guitarist might view the following new accordatura as one with a 

musical future rather than as an exercise with an uncertain future application. 

"̂ While it takes experience with the literature to bring this point home properly, 
the ludicrous fingering problems found in editions of lute music by guitarists who do 
not specify an F# third string tuning are proof enough for those willing to examine 
them. A bit of study in these cases makes it clear that the great lutenists were 
eminendy qualified to choose the best accordatura for their works. 

^The ubiquitous Carcassi Op. 60, 25 Studies exhibit a total of eight keys; 
Segovia's equally famous 20 collected Sor Studies, 12 keys; ViUa Lobos' 12 Etudes, 
10 keys (all under three sharps, and none with flats). One can literally count the great 
guitar works in keys with more than three sharps or flats on one's fingers. In the 
context of such data, hours spent studying remote keys on the guitar seems 
counterproductive untd one first leams the idioms of keys in which music commonly 
appears. On the other hand, modem idioms, particularly jazz, which do not employ 
the kind of harmonic function (and thus open bass strings) found in 16th- through 19th-
century music might well form a third phase of studies for the guitarist after continuo 
and classical works. In such styles, the dearth of available open bass strings (making 
such guitar keys unsuitable) is ceases to be a problem, both because of the harmonic 
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Scales 

Background 

Scales are simply a succession of pitches (notes) separated, with few exceptions 
in Westem music, by one or the other of two interval sizes, the half-step (in our 
modem harmonic system, one of twelve theoretically^ equal [1-fret] divisions between 
the repetitions of any note/pitch at either half or double its frequency), and whole-step 

(comprised of two half-steps). While it is an important practical tmth that scales are 
usually derived from music rather than the other way around,^ composers from all 
periods frequentiy write compositions in which there appear, in effect, entire scales. 
Furthermore, it often seems to students that those ubiquitous scales are always there 
first simply because of the endless practice hours they require. 

But to repeat a cmcial fact, scales generally do not precede, but follow from, a 
music. They are also a music theorist's way of placing all of the notes in a given style 
or musical piece into some order, a kind of note catalogue or pitch set. Most scales in 
westem music (certainly the continuo literature) are comprised of pitches which can be 
reduced to scales constmcted of mixed half- and whole-steps. When played in an 
accepted order, the human ear perceives a scale arrangement as "weighted" to favor a 
single main "home" pitch and ordering the others in relative importance to that 

stmcture appropriate to such chords and often, the presence of bass instmment 
reinforcement. 

^The idea of each half-step equalling the other is a development of "equal 
temperament" (discussed in Chapter IV and Appendix C, pp. 35 and 166, which was 
not firmly established until after 1800. This, despite such works as the preludes and 
fugues in twenty-four keys of Bach's "Well Tempered Clavier." Bach, and many 
players of his time were often superb technicians as well as musicians and could re-tune 
a harpsichord much as a guitarist today retunes his instrument. Thus while baroque 
musicians might have experimented with true equal temperament, it is more likely that 
they employ^ a kind of meantone tuning adjusted for various works, or allowed in 
places for what were then acceptable, even desired, out-of-tune (by equal-temperament 
standards) chords. 

^The half-step is called a minor 2nd, the whole-step, a major 2nd. While this 
and similar commentary may seem elementary to some, the reader should note that 
many lutenists who are used to tablature do not have a clear picture of music theory as 
it might apply to this study. Furthermore, the idea of scales and other musical 
elements is not always clear those who use, but do not scientifically study them. The 
basics here are based on an absolute beginner's need. 
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principal pitch, thus the term "C-Major scale," or a scale with the note "C" as its home 
(tonic) note. 

Recurring Note Groups - The Octave 

Most students who are musically advanced enough to begin continuo studies 
should be aware that note names repeat themselves in groups of eight called octaves. 

Within these repeated octaves, individual notes occur labeled in alphabetical sequence, 
"A-B-C / a-b-c-d-e-f-g . . . ," and so on.^ So in a general sense we may identify notes 
of the C-Major octave as illustrated in the following example. Note: From now on in 

musical examples which are not performance pieces, renaissance lute and modem 

guitar open strings will appear as stemless white notes, while stopped notes (not on 

open strin2s) will he dark: the suitar is presumed to have its 3rd string tuned a half-

step down to lute scordatura. 

Example 5.2a. C-Major scale (Continuo score) 

Example 5.2b. Lutes (G-g') 

i r 
ŝ o^^^n^ ^xv-^^g 

-e-^-^ 
e ^ 

-e-
• o ^ ^ 

0 24 5 
zsiEs: K£ 

c\v--^ 

^An "A" would be half the frequency of "a" (or conversely, "a" would be twice 
the frequency of "A." It has on occasion helped my students to think of the analogy 
between multiples of 1,2,3,4,... and 10,20,30,... and 100,200,300, etc., to understand 
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Example 5.2c. Lute (d-minor) 

<K y ^ )c. 
Ch^ ^ 

0^ \f '-^- rS 
^ V-

o^ V" 

zs: 

Example 5.2d. Guitar (E-e') 

Intervals Larger than Half and Whole-Steps 

Although the above repeating 8-note (octave) half- and whole-step scale 

constitutes an important fundamental melodic unit, such scale steps are clearly not the 

only means of going from one note to another. We see frequent skips of greater than a 

half- or whole-step, and the list below gives those intervals with the names by which 

they are commonly known. But because a comprehensive list would include additional 

intervals found in the minor scale (and rm in the major scale), also included here is a 

variety of a-minor with consecutive intervals given as combinations of preceding 

intervals with appropriate added half- and whole-steps.^ 

how octaves work. The main difference in this analogy is the system of eight (scale) 
notes in multiples of two as opposed to ten numbers in groups of ten. 

^The choice of a-minor here stems from its having the same key signature as C-
Major. Minor keys are introduced later (Chapter X, g-minor, beginning on p. 100). 
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Table 5.1 Intervals and Scale Figures 

1. minor 3rd (= I half-\- I whole-step) (3 frets)^^ 
2. Major 3rd (= 2 w-steps or min. 3rd + h-st.) (4 frets) 
3. Perfect 4th (= / ^- -I- 2 w-st or Maj. 3rd + h-st.) (5 frets) 
4. Augmented 4th (= 2 h- -h 2 w-st..., (6 frets) 

(Tritone) P-4th + h-st..., 
(diminished 5th) or, 3 w-st.) 

5. Perfect 5th {= w w h-w-st. or P-4th + w-st.) (7 frets) 
6. minor 6th (= w-h-w-w-h-st. or P-5th + h-st.) (8 frets) 
7. Major 6th (= w-w-h-w-w-st. or min. 6th + h-st.) (9 frets) 
8. minor 7th (= w-h-w-w-h-w-st. or Maj. 6th + h-st.) (10 frets) 
9. Major 7th (= w-w-h-w-w-w-st. or min. 7th -\- h-st.) (11 frets) 

Example 5.3a. Intervals in Major/minor scales (Continuo score) 

m w minor 6th minor 7th Octave-

P 
Major 3rd ^ tritone > \ \ L L \ _^. 

r^,^ /^ i n "^ /^ i \ 7^ ?T 7T-T TT 
V « • X -

r^/' r^ '̂ ^̂  r j \ r^ ' r^ r^ \ r^ r j \ r^ cj \ r^ 
/ \ 

^ minor 3rd Perfect 4th Perfect 5th Major 6th Major 7th 

Example 5.3b. Lute (G-g' Italian) 

Major 3rd tritone minor 6th minor 7th Octave 
!̂  J. i- / /— 

o . 3 0-44 e a / e— e^i e e-y e e-/-
• 7 ^ 

Si-

-e 1 -j-^ 
! _ i 

minor 3rd Perfect 4th Perfect 5th Major 6th Major 7th 

^^Also keep in mind the common technical terms for the half-step (a "minor 
2nd"), and the whole-step (a "Major 2nd"). Where appropriate, "M"ajor and "m"inor 
intervals/chords will appear with upper and lower case characters as a reminder about 
these interval size differences. Note, too, that technical distinctions between different 
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' T ^ 
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o< 
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\ 
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Octave 

\ 
V- 'r^ 
V 

-TsV ''Ts 
Perfect 5th Major 6th Major 7th 

tntone minor 6th minor 7th Octave 
— ^ -

*n: 
4th 

1 S ^ 

Perfect 5th Major 6th Major 7th 

Building Chords for Continuo 

Background 

The idea of "chords" might be viewed as a complementary opposite to that of 

scales. Scales are successive notes, while chords consist of three, four, or more notes 

sounding simultaneously. During the development of Westem music, the idea of chord 

use had undergone a process of development for many hundreds of years until it finally 

began to come into its own as an equal partner with melody (scales) during the period 

of lute playing from around 1500 to 1600. Musicians had sung and played "chords" 

half and whole step sizes in different temperaments can complicate matters 
unnecessarily, are not an essential issue here, and are therefore excluded. 
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before 1600, but the sound of chords had been thought of less as the chords we think of 
today and much more as combinations of melodic "consonance" and "dissonance," that 
is, as an incidental result of melodies being sung or played together. 

Beyond this, an understanding of theory behind chords can be much too 
complex in comparison to the simplicity of using them, so for the time being, a 
beginning student should concentrate just on the basics of making them and applying 
the results to music. 

Stmcture 

Chords are notes sounding together, and the distances between chord notes 

follow the definitions outlined in the previous section on intervals (p. 48). Whde scales 

are comprised mainly of half and whole-steps, basic chords are generally based upon 

intervals of thirds, fourths, and fifths. Through centuries of development and from 

about 1750 on, the chord in Westem music came to be a group of three different notes 

(technically a triad) comprised of a given root note, one a Perfect fifth (5th) above, and 

in between, a note dividing the fifth into a Major 3rd and minor 3rd interval. Both 

3rds intervals must in one way or another be present as a product of the divided chord 

fifth; like water seeking its own level, when a Major 3rd occurs from the main (root) 

chord-note up, a minor 3rd above completes the Perfect fifth; when a composer 

arranges to have a minor 3rd below, a Major 3rd fills in the Perfect fifth above. 

Finally, very important chord feature is its quality. The quality of a chord is 

said to be "Major" when the lower chord third is Major, but "minor" when the lower 

chord third encompasses that half-step smaller interval. ̂ ^ Recalling the above analogy 

to water seeking its own level, the two thirds comprising a basic chord triad must be 

opposites owing to their stable and unchanging outer fifth interval. So while a Major 

^^To be distinguished from Benedetto Marcello's hysterical satire on opera and 
composition, the "Teatro alia moda" (ca. 1720), in which the composer writes of 
certain contemporaries, "The modem composer of music will not need to have any 
notion of the mles of good composition, apart from a few universal principles of 
practice.... He will not know the names and numbers of the modes or tones, or how 
they are classified, or what are their properties. Rather, he will say on that subject, 
There are only two modes, major and minor; the major, the one which has the major 
third; the minor, the one which has the minor third,' not righdy perceiving what the 
ancients meant by the major and minor mode." This and other invaluable period 
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(quality) chord contains an upper minor 3rd (and the minor (quality) chord has an 

upper Major 3rd) it is the more important lower root-to-3rd sound by which the human 

ear, based on its acculturation, determines the quality of a given chord. A basic picture 

of this idea is as follows: 

Example 5.4. C-Major and minor triads 

Keyboard Continuo Score 

min. 3rd-Mai. 3rd" 

Mai. 3rd - rain. 3rd 

Z2 

T :fe ^ < ^ 

c-minor. 

C-Major 

Guitar (E-e' - transposing) 

Lute (G-g') 
(Italian) (French) 

•0-

(K 

5 J E 

Lute (d-minor) 

rs 
v^ 

Chords from Scale Steps 

If a chord is built on each note of a scale from the note C to the next octave c' 

and using only that scale's notes, a mixture of major and minor chords results (with 

one exception to be discussed later^ )̂. These chords and their musical ordering will be 

the basis for forthcoming continuo playing. 

literature appears in Oliver Stmnk's, Source Readings in Music History (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Co., 1950). Marcello's commentary appears on p. 525. 

^̂ The seventh note of a Major scale (and certain notes of a minor scale) can 
produce a chord with outer intervals of a diminished fifth', in C-Major for example, a 
chord starting on the 7th note, "B" produces a diminished fifth because the step count 
yields 3 whole-steps [h-\-w+w->t-h'\ between "b-c-d-e-f." This chord became part of 
normal harmonic writing during the era of continuo; related to the dominant or "V" 
chord function, it will be introduced in Chapter IX, p. 94. 



Example 5.5a. Chords on a C-Major Scale for Continuo score. Note: 

Instrumental transcriptions of this example are based solely on the second measure, 

upper-voice scale harmonization, in which the smaller number of idiomatic chords 

supplant difficult-to-play parallel chords from the first measure. ^^ 
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C-Major Scale (Parallel)Triads 

P 
Lute/Guhar (Harmonized Treble) 

i ^ ^^A ^ ^ 

V 

~cr ' 9 Z 

i 221 
8 ^ 8 

d-ii e-iii a-vi b-vii^ C-U d-iie 
C-I F-IV G-V I C-I G-V C-I F-IV G-V I 

Example 5.5b. Lutes (G-g') 

Italian French 

i -e- '^ TK ^ ^ 
-e- -4- -e- ^ 

V- "T^ 
• ^ -e- -e- -2- :5F: 

^ 
IS: IS: -e- •2- -o—e-

-2—4-
::2Z 

-e- o^ o^ 

Example 5.5c. Lute (d-minor) and Guitar 

(t ^ ^ ] ^ ^̂ <̂ fc £ 
' ^ - f ^ •% 

"2sr ^ 

_ ^ ^ "Cr 

- & — & • 

^^Also worth noting are the terms for scale steps. These are: I, tonic; ii, 
supertonic; iii, mediant; IV, Subdominant; V, Dominant; vi, submediant; and vn, 
subtonic. 
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Doubled Chord Notes. String Doubling. 

Accidentals, and Keys 

Doubled Notes from Instmment Courses 

Before applying some of the above ideas to music, there are several other 

questions which deserve attention. These are issues of doubling and string pitches 

which can have overlapping and confusing meanings for even experienced musicians, 

and especially to those whose knowledge or exposure is vague or limited. 

To begin with, there is the issue of doubling. This term can refer both to the 

process of which chord tones (often three-note or triad-based) may be doubled to 

complete all parts of a four-or-more-part musical texture, as well as to the very 

different doubled courses of 16th-17th-century plucked instmments.̂ "* The reader will 

also recall previously mentioned complications with guitar string doublings and 

overtones. Moreover, with larger instruments such as chitarrone, that comerstone of 

continuo accompaniment, further complications result by having the two normally 

highest-pitched strings tuned an octave below normal lute pitches. 

Because of the above stringing considerations, how an instmment sounds might 

not resemble what is written on the page. There are just too many resulting lute and 

guitar sounds that do not quite square with conventional mles of harmony in the ways 

in which a keyboard player or modern theory student often must deal with them. Since 

the application of chord doubling and voice leading mles are affected by these 

instmmental conditions, the situation calls for more general attention to mles following 

"̂̂ Some 14-course archutes had all doubled courses, although it should also be 
noted that chitarrone, liuto attorbato, and other theorbo types, along with some later 
baroque lutes, employed single strings on some or all of their courses according to 
individual player preferences. 

^̂ That is, the tendency for any instrument/string to vibrate on more than one 
note in a manner acoustically related to a lowest, foundational bass, note, called the 
fundamental. 
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in the outermost voices and gives more freedom to how a lute or guitar supplies inner 
voices. ̂ ^ 

Without such freedom, string doubling and overtones would make strict "mle" 

following a hindrance to accurate, in-rhythm continuo playing. The limited number of 

plucked chord configurations in relationship to voice-leading possibilities (and keyboard 

or ensemble capabilities) obviates the easy use of a substantial number of mles that 

were, in any case, codified over a century after continuo began. ̂ ^ 

Baroque guitar manuscripts suggest that for several reasons early guitarists were 

not as concemed as we are today with strict harmonic mles or nomenclature. For 

example, guitarist-composers were perfectly content to label a G-Major chord (in 

alfabeto) with the letter, "A," and routinely employed chord inversions which are now 

considered unacceptable.^^ 

Because of the above historical problems, a beginning continuo lutenist or 

guitarist is best advised to master first the most accessible chord forms. The resulting 

facility allows him a more gradual introduction to stricter harmony and chords 

appropriate to it. Initial studies with forms for such as the "C-E-G" triad from 

^^Such mles are summarized in Appendix A, p. 130. 

"̂̂ For example, J.P. Rameau (1683-1764) did not publish his Traite de 
I'harmonie (which was the first to deal with such things as chord roots, progressions, 
and inversions in what we would consider modem terms) until 1722. 

^^Introduced on p. 5. For added discussion and historical commentary on this, 
see Chapter XII, "The Baroque Guitar," beginning on p. 123. 
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Example 5.4 (p. 52) may involve only the more easily heard and played Ml forms (in 
the case below, involving five courses). 

Example 5.6. C-Major triad, keyboard score, lute tablatures, guitar clef. 

Keyboard (continuo) score Lutes (G-g') 

(open strings) 

Guitar (E-e' - transposing) Lute (d-minor) 

\ ^ 
' • < ^ ^ j k 

V- ^r 
\/- \ r 

" A r- j ^ 

Accidentals and Keys 

Finally, two other possible concems of the beginner should be mentioned. One 

of these elements (keys) appears from an historical perspective in Chapter IV 

("Tonality," p. 35), but some additional perspective on the subject here will serve to 

inform the reader who may have exercised his option to pass over what can often be 

difficuh historical information. 

First there are occidentals, symbols more specifically called the ^arp [if], flat 

M, and natural [t |] signs. These symbols respectively raise, lower, or cancel a 

raised/lowered note by one half-step any note in front of which they appear. ̂ ^ In this 

^ În this context, sharp, flat, and natural symbols function to change a normal 
pitch of a key; their other use is to establish normal pitch relationships^ a key. 
According to Apel, Harvard, pp. 7-8, all accidentals originated with the flat ("b") sign, 
which derived from prescribing a whole-step from "A" to "B." The sign evolved into 
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respect, they may be perceived more as altering notes for harmonic effects, but this 
function should not obscure the fact that accidentals originated to alter melodic intervals 
(a particularly important application of which was to avoid the tritone or augmented 

4th interval^^. 

In modem practice, accidental symbols at the beginning of a line (or lines) of 

music comprise a key signature, and means that all notes at that pitch, regardless of 

their octave, are raised or lowered according to the designated symbol; when in a 

single measure, an accidental functions only for that measure in which it appears. 

Most musicians know this, but the idea can be new and disorienting for the lutenist who 

may only have read tablature where accidentals are "built in" because they are 

represented by a different letter/number provided by the composer rather than by a note 

preceded by a flat [b] or sharp [#] sign. (A more detailed summary of conventions for 

accidentals appears beginning on p. 71 of Chapter VII.) 

Similarly, the idea of keys may confuse any beginner unfamiliar with 

conventional notation, or, when he is confronted with notational variations (such as 

guitar transcription). The idea is based upon the ear's perception of one note of a 

series as the principal ("home") note based upon melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic 

combinations. The word "key" is generally associated with music from the continuo 

period on, but not with pre-16th-century music and that from other cultures. In the 

latter cases, music may certainly have a tonal center or principal note (for example, 

"modality" for pre-continuo Western literature), but not in the way "keys" are defined 

in post-16th-century Westem harmony. 

Although the above issues can become complex, they can also give the 

uninitiated student a false impression of difficulty (perhaps comparable to the novice's 

mistaken assumption that he must know all of a car's engineering to leam how to 

drive). The following sections will attempt to avoid such problems by introducing each 

subject in a gradual and understandable way. 

two types (b molle. from the word "soft," which was used to mean "flat," and b 
durum, "hard," or "raised") as an indication of lowered and raised notes, with natural 
signs evolving from modified forms of the sharp. 

^°If a melody were to move from a high point on the note "f to a low point of 
"b-natural," especially in a rhythmically prominent context, this would constitute an 
"oudine" of the tritone (called the "Diabolus in musica," or the "devil in music"), then 
always to be avoided. 



CHAPTER VI 

STARTING TO PLAY - C-MAJOR 

Elements of Continuo Harmonic Style 

After centuries of varying musical trends, composers of the continuo period 

developed their own preferences about musical sounds (harmony) which, despite being 

more involved than even an entire book can adequately describe, might be summarized 

as, an emphasis on vertical sounds (chords) at certain regular rhythmic points, caused 

by a relationship of (often bass-soprano) melodies that in effect make desirable or even 

inevitable, chords at those rhythmic points. 

While this may sound strange, it really is not when one thinks in terms of a 

basic melody and where (rhythmically) to put the most suitable sounds beneath it. 

Until this 16th-century development, composers and their audiences generally treated 

the vertical sounds (harmony) as often incidental to the horizontal sounds (harmony 

from melodies) that caused them. When members of the Florentine Academy and 

others decided to retum to simple, single voices and simple accompaniment in the late 

1500's (ostensibly to make the sung word more easily understood), they gradually 

became aware of a new necessity, as if to say. 

If we replace past musical logic (once supplied by multiple melodies and 
text) with more emphasis on actual chords, then we need further 
to supplement this scheme with a greater sense of how the chords 
themselves fit together. 

Or so that is how it turned out over succeeding generations. With an octave 

scale, there are only a handful of frequently used chords (each based on scale note) 

with which a player must deal in order to get a good start on continuo. In fact, the way 

in which some of the earlier pieces were written called for only three or four chords at 

most, and of these, two are so important that even in modem, simpler styles that are 

the harmonic "descendants" of continuo, entire melodies may be played using onbi 

these two chords. 
Without a working knowledge of notes as they relate to what appears in a 

continuo score, however, one will not be able to decide which chord to play. 

Therefore, the following exercises in continuo score/clefs should familiarize a student 

widi such basic note-to-string relationships. Of course, more advanced students may 
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skip ahead, but all players should have memorized these pattems and know them 

without relying on references to tablature or guitar clefs: 

Course/String Notes for C-Major 

Example 6.1. C-Major notes - "O and 1-2-3-4" refer to an open string, then 
fingerboard hand fingers; each finger will represent one fret unless 
preceded by a slash (indicating adjacent fingers cover a whole step); on 
occasion the fingerboard finger "4" will stop fret in). (Again, please 
note: In such non-rhythmical exercises as these, open strings are 
represented by white notes while fretted notes are black. Guitarists 
should remember to have their 3rd string tuned to what would be an F-ft. 
Furthermore, because these basic pattems are virtually identical to 
transpositions of guitar scales, they retain a natural or idiomatic 
"placability." and this means that the main challenge for guitarists is to 
use the mind, not the fingers, in concentrating on leaming new note 
placements with those already familiar patterns.) 

4th Course 

-Whole-step extensions 
2nd C o u r s e ^ 5th Course 

4 

3rd Course 6th Course 

p ^ — ^ - î  
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A Final Preparatory C-Major Exercise 

To double check knowledge of C-Major notes, here are two ascending and 
descending scales covering the basic 2-octave range available to most continuo 
instmments. 

Example 6.2a. C-Major 2-octave preparatory scale exercise 

u 
* 3 
xJ 

=51F=2^r4r^ 
^ ^^ 

2 \ ' ^ 
M Q ^ 

, 1 

2 ^ ]p Q 
w^~^—I 

^ Q # ^ o 
" ^ ^ Q 

^OM ^ 
€J 

Example 6.2b. Lute (G-g') 

i 
o 2 4 -^r^ e--Q- • 2 r - ^ 

o 2 3 3 2 o 
o 2 3 ^ -

- ^ 2 4 5 4 5-e-

Example 6.2c. Lute (G-g') 

r 
n<\h ^ 

IS3E 
<^v-^^> 

^ ^ ^ . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - y - ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ n P T ^ 
SBK 5EIS: 

2ZES:: 
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Example 6.2d. Lute (d-minor) 

rK v-iP.nV) Q v^\f(K 

!S 
IS3E___ 

EErszzz: y<K 
____Es: 

Example 6.2e. Guitar 

-> F # 

CJ'^ ^ CJ 

^^ ^ ' ^^1 TJ^. 

A First Musical Work 

Playing Individual Lines 

Armed with a knowledge of string/course notes, the next task will be to 

examine a simple piece to which one can eventually add basic chords. Because the 

generally greater ease of playing single notes makes it sensible to start with melodies, 

then proceed to chords, single lines should be studied first. This also gives one a sense 

of harmony which belongs to such lines. Use the continuo clefs as much as possible. 

There should he only minimal reference by the lutenist to tablature or mtarist to his 

transcription (and if possible. P»/y ns a last resort). A student should also leam both 
bass and soprano (melody) parts. 

Example 6.3a. First study piece - "The Squirrel's Toye" by Francis Cutting.^ 
rrhe keyboard format is used for these initial examples for melody readings. If a 
student requires fingerings, they would best be added to a photocopy so that there is an 
uncluttered original to which the he can retum): 

iprom An Anthology of English Lut^ i^'^^ir (J6th Century). David Lumsden, ed. 
n: Schott & Co. Ltd., 1954), p. 60. Francis Cutting's, "77?̂  Squirrel's Toye," (London: Schott & Co. Ltd., 1954), p. 60. 
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Example 6.3a. "The Squirrel's Toye" 

y^ 

V 

• 

-r 

^ J - 1 J kn 

^ J 

1 1 >J M 

-fi^-• ' ^ ^ r : 1 

1 ^7^*^ ! i/ru7 
1 ^ J 1 

1 

^ 

T — y ' 

Example 6.3b. Lute (G-g' - Italian) reference for "The Squirrel's Toye" 

iiui a u i i.ui..̂ i i.li 
7^ 

-0-
-e-

-2 Sr 
•e-^ e-

^ ^ 
-e-

•2 4 - ^ ^ 

-e-
-e-

-5 7 9 7 5-4-

•e 2-
-e-

•2—o 2 o 

i i. .̂ ii i j. iii i I a I il i- .̂ ii 
-e-

-e-
•2—3-

e - ^ e-

-h^ 

-e-
• ^ - 3 — ^ 

-(4)e e-

o 2 o 
• e ^ 

-0-
-3 -^ 

-5-4 

is actually a small solo work, but one which serves a beginning study of continuo by 
providing a good melody and appropriate, though simple enough chords for the novice. 
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Example 6.3d. Lute (d-minor) reference for "The Squirrel's Toye" 
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Example 6.3e. Guitar reference for "The Squirrel's Toye" 

,1 >j >il3il] 
^ 1^ 

r r r f F 

The First Two Chords of C-Maior 

Along with leaming the melodies of this piece, a student should now come to 

terms with the chords that provide an appropriate basic harmony for it. In "772̂  

Squirrel's Toye," as with many works, these tum out to be the two most basic chords 

of a key, i.e., those formed on the first and fifth scale degrees (tonic and dominant) (or 

for the key of C-Major, chords on C and G-Major). 

There are two commonly accepted ways of identifying chords of a particular 

key. One is to designate a chord by its lowest (root) note name, and the other through 

roman numerals corresponding to its place in its key scale. The tonic "C" (first scale 

degree), and dominant "G" (fifth scale degree) may be designated "I" and "V" 

respectively when in the key of C-Maior. 

The following exercise, as with all subsequent exercises, should be regarded as 

one of many possibilities for practicing the chords introduced in them. A student must 

experiment to find, then improve his facility with, chord changes of particular 

difficulty to him. He should write out his own exercises both as a physical and mental 

assist to leaming such combinations, especially as there are too many variations in 

aptitude and experience for any set of prepared exercises to cover every situation. 

Nor is it possible that basic chord exercises always constitute ideal formulas for 

harmonic features such as voice leading. While these rules are important, they can 
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impede the leaming process until a player has a grasp of simpler chord forms.-̂  This is 

especially tme in a style where the critical proper voice leading between bass and 

soprano melody is usually supplied by the composer, while a player need concem 

himself mosdy with bass notes and correct chord above. Remember that there is a 

substantial difference between strict four-part writing in music theory and 

improvisational bass-plus-inner-chord techniques of continuo. Through these first 

dance works, a student's prime goal should be to familiarize himself with single line 

reading and memorizing of chord forms while keeping in mind the eventual need to 

incorporate basic mles of theory when he has mastered reading continuo clefs and 

suitable chord configurations:-^ 

Example 6.4a. C-Major/G-Major bass notes and chord forms: 
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1 ^ ' 

tg) * 
g u 

CJ 
1 ^ 1 

J-—> 

-W— 

{ y 

-3-

Example 6.4b. Lutes (G-g') 

^More advanced students may find a summary of such mles in Appendix A, 
beginning on p. 131. 

^Another feature of harmonic writing in this text will be the upper case (C-
Major or "I") for Major chords and lower case (c-minor or "i") for minor chords. 



Example 6.4c. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 6.4d. Guitar 
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Completing the Basic C-Maior Chord Group 

A next step requires leaming what most agree is the third most important chord 

in a key, the subdominant (IV) (or in C, an F-Major chord built on the fourth scale 

step). In addition, the general bass/soprano melodies of "The Squirrel's Toye" also 

require the use the of the d-minor (ii or supertonic, a chord built just above the tonic on 

the second scale degree). Note again that in this tutor, minor chords will be designated 

with lower case roman numerals. As with previous exercises, practice these chord 

changes with minimal reference to tablature or guitar clef until they are as "automatic" 

as possible (baroque lutenists must, of course, make adjustments to account for the 

accordatura of their instrument). 

While a rational, precise, and valuable aid, the student must be aware that this system 
ic MOT universal. 
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Example 6.5a. F-Major (IV), d-minor (ii), C, G-Major chord exercise 

Example 6.5b. Lute (Italian, G-g') 
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Example 6.5c. Lute (French, G-g') 
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Example 6.5d. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 6.5e. Guitar 
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> — 

"The Squirrel's Toye" - A Continuo Score 

Although this tutor will present other perspectives on C-Major, the final work 

for now in this key will be to study the score of "The Squirrel's Toye" without 

assistance from tablature or guitar notation. In this chapter, score (6.6a) with 

suggested chords in one will be followed by another (6.6b) with blank continuo clefs 

which a student may fill out as an exercise. Ultimately, one will want to be able to 

play chords without the necessity of having them written in - the objective of continuo 

performance. Doubled bass-line notes represent those that are different from the earlier 

keyboard version, 6.3a; while they improve the harmonic variety of the piece, they are 

not essential, and can be ignored by the very beginner or inserted according to the 

wishes and abilities of the student. Beginning students should also be reminded that 

playing both continuo and melody is not a realistic goal. Finally, one must keep in 

mind that the chords employed below are "full" (that is, from forms employing all 

possible strings regardless of doublings) thus far covered. One may play aU the string-

notes of each chord form including any which are doubled (probably the best interim 

solution), or play just those that give a basic three-note triad. 
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Examples 6.6a. "The Squirrel's Toye" with continuo chords 

Examples 6.6b. "The Squirrel's Toye" for completing continuo chords 

i 1 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE DOMINANT (V) OF C-MAJOR AS THE KEY OF G-MAJOR 

A next, logical extension for continuo studies is to study the second and third 
most important chords of C-Major (IV, and V, or F and G-Major) as separate keys. 

While it might appear numerically sensible to progress first the subdominant (IV) [or 
F-Major], there is really no "correct" progression for which key to study next. But 
because the dominant (V, or G-Major) chord is the second most "important" chord 
function in C-Major, and because after C-Major, the associated chords of G-Major are 
readily accessible, it is the key to be presented next. First, however, is the need to 
review how G-Major becomes a key in itself. 

Accidentals and Key Signatures 

Studying new key centers means understanding key signatures. This is 

especially so for the lutenist who may only have worked from tablature where such 

things as key signatures do not exist. From work in previous chapters, one can deduce 

that (as a starting point) C-Major can only continue to function as a key if its half- and 

whole-step relationships remain the same. Any changes will cause the reaction that, 

"This is not C-Major; the intervals do not sound right." 

Clearly the same thing applies to scales which start on a note other than 
C. A scale beginning on G could have the same kind of tonal effect as a 
C-Major scale (but at a different pitch level) as long as its half- and 
whole-steps are kept in the same order as they occur in the C-Maior 
scale. 

The idea of keys hinges on the above circumstances. A different series of 

intervals (or scale) can reproduce identical melodic and harmonic relationships at 

another pitch level, but the means whereby this is realized lies in the use oikey 

signatures. A key signature employs one of several symbols (sharps or flats) at the 

beginning of each musical stave to alter a given note or notes throughout that line to 

achieve the desired interval relationships for a home pitch at which key is defined. 

What are these note relationships if one wishes to play a scale from G to g' 

using as a pattem the previous chapter's C-Major scale? Looking at the C-Major scale 

below, one sees a half- and whole-step sequence, which (when begun on G) retains the 

70 
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same proportions as those from C-Major until the sixth and seventh scale notes. There 

a whole- half-step instead of a half- whole-step sequence is needed. The note "F" 

(called F-natural, [Ft|]) in C-Major causes this, and some permanent change is needed 

to produce the requisite whole- and half-step relationship at this final point in the scale. 

The solution to the above problem for a G-Major scale (and key) is to introduce a 

permanent symbol to raise any "F" note one half-step. This is the sharp [#] sign, and it 

is applied in one place for the affected note at the beginning of each line for which it is 

valid: 

Examples 7.1a and b. C-Major scale - G-Major scale (with F# as key signature) 

m C-Major Scale G-g' 

. =̂3 « 11^ 

\ w—5./ „ . . .— •— 
C-Major Scalc/IntcrvaJs w If 

Rules for Accidentals 

There are a few important, logical, and easily understood ground mles for using 

accidentals [#], [b], [t|] which any musician must leam. Therefore a student should 

read the following summary and memorize it as soon as possible, referring back to it 

as litde as possible: ̂  

1. When used at the beginning of a line to establish a "key signature." 
accidentals appear in only one place on the clef, in the above 
example, the F# on the first line of the treble, and second of the 
bass clefs mean that oZ/ F's are a half-step higher; 

2. When accidentals appear in a measure (not at the beginning of a 
line), they are valid only for that measure, (after which the 
normal (accidental) signs at the beginning of a musical line again 
take precedence); 

^Recall (fn. 19, p. 56), that accidentals derived from a single symbol (Apel, 
Harvard, pp. 7-8), and their function evolved with developing musical styles. The 
original sharp-sign was supplemented only later by the natural sign, and hence the 
former's use in continuo to raise flatted notes. 



3. Accidentals do NOT appear repeated in one measure unless: 

a- fhere have been temporary changes, and the music again requires 
them (for example, inside a measure a "C" which has been made 
sharp [#] or flat [b] requires a natural [h] sign to retum it to a 
normal state), or, 

b. as a composer/editor courtesy to remind the player where there 
have been a number of accidental alterations (as musical 
complexities may cause a player to forget which or where 
accidentals had been used, and that things should again retum to 
a note's "normal" state in its key); 

4. Accidentals in continuo bass lines vary in appearance from those in 
music theory (for example a continuo raised chord 3rd, i.e., a 
"#" or "#3," may appear in theory texts as a "3" with a "/" 
through it. 
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Playing In G-major 

Course/String Notes for G-Major 

Armed with the above knowledge, continue with a study of the notes based on 
the previous C-Major Exercise VI-1, p. 59. 

Example 7.2. G-Major notes 

1st Course 4th Course 

g ^ 

2nd Course 

3 — ' 

XT—cr 

3rd Course 
2 4_ 

"cr 

m m 
6th Course 

.v_ 
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Preparatory G-Major 1 and 2-Octave Scael Exercise 

At this point in Chapter VI, the study objective was to leam a 2-octave (C-

Major) scale before proceeding to a musical work. However, the G-g' lute (E-e' guitar) 

has range that also allows an additional challenge of the 3-octave G-Major scale. The 

following exercises give 1, 2, and 3-octave scales, and should be leamed. 

Example 7.3a. 1 and 2-octave G-Major scales 

.,,—^. 

m 4 1 1 O 
-cr 

- ^ -

• * — ^ zz 

" c r ^ 
^ 

zz 

Example 7.3b. Lutes (G-g') 
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Example 7.3c. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 7.3d. Guitar (E-e') 
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The 3-Octave G-Major Scale 

The G-Major 3-octave scale covers the entire six customarily stopped lute 

courses. Fingerings are modeled after a concept first seen in later renaissance sources,-

and those descending (7.4a) may be used either on lutes or guitar as an option to use an 

open 1st course to minimize shifting complications necessitated by stopping every 

note.-' 

^Thomas Robinson's The Schoole of Musi eke (1603), gives what are in effect 
modem (1, 2, 3, & 4) numerical designations for fingerboard hand fingerings in his 
French tablature publication (in modem edition, David Lumsden, ed., Paris: Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1971). 

În his "Fantasia la Compagna" (or "that fantasia accompanying the previous"), 
lutenist/composer Francesco da Milano uses just these open string shifts, pp. 108-110 
in Arthur Ness' edition of Tlie Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano, 1497-1543 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1970). The open-string shift is 
found throughout plucked instmment literature. 



Example 7.4a. 3-octave G-Major scale 
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Example 7.4b. Lutes (G-g') 
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Example 7.4c. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 7.4d. Guitar 
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A Second Musical Work 

Playing Individual Lines 

The musical selection below, quaintly titled "Gathering Peascods," will serve as 

an introduction to G-Major (again as with C-Major, with only bass and treble keyboard 

format, although the final chapter example will use a full score). Because reading 

continuo clef is the objective of these studies, the current examples will have only 

assisting transcriptions with bass notes. A student may fill out treble (melody) notes 

and/or chords with the ultimate objective of leaming continuo clef and avoiding 

transcriptions altogether. 



Example 7.5a. "Gathering Peascods""^ 
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[lor#3] 

"̂ Dance selections Chapters VII-IX were provided by Stefan Lundgren and 
Christine Geissler for the Zillertaler Lute Courses at which much of this continuo tutor 
was developed and tried out. Sources for these dances (and others) are, John Play ford 
- The English Dancing Master (Altenglische Country Dances). Roswitha Busch and 
Ferdinand Griineis, eds., printed privately in Munich by the editors (1980), and Tjw 
C^omplete Country Dance Tunes from PI ay ford's Dancing Master, I65I-ca, 1728. 
Jeremy Barlow, ed., 7th ed. (London: Faber Music Ltd., 1985-86), 136 pp. I am 
indebted to Lynn and Barry Trott for pointing out the second source. 

: i 



Example 7.5b. Lute (G-g') Bass only for "Gathering Peascods" 
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Example 7.5c. Lute (G-g') Bass only for "Gathering Peascods" 
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Example 7.5d. Lute (d-minor) Bass only for "Gathering Peascods" 
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Example 7.5e. Guitar (E-e') Bass only for "Gathering Peascods" 
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G-Maior Chords (J. IV V̂  

Simple deduction says that the three basic chords on I, IV, and V of G-Major 

will include the already familiar (from C-Major) G and C-Major (C-Major playing the 

subdominant [IV] role this time) as well as a new chord, D-Major (v). Although the 

D-Major chord can have very difficult-to-play configurations (most of which are 

nonetheless very useful), only the simplest appear below, and leaming them now will 

yield long term benefits in the form of faster continuo reactions. 

Example 7.6a. G, C, and D-Major bass notes and chord forms 
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Example 7.6b. Lute (G-g') 
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Example 7.6c. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 7.6d. Guitar 
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Accidentals as Continuo Chord Altering Symbols 

Introduction to an Altered (Major) Chord 

We must keep in mind that continuo is a system of musical shorthand which 

gives the performer just enough information to begin playing a piece. Additional 

aspects of this art involve indicating chords with notes altered through the use of 

accidentals. W^ere a work requires an accidental in one or more of its parts, continuo 

provides several markings either over (among earlier composers) or, as later became 

standard, under, the appropriate bass notes. In such cases, the familiar symbols for 

accidentals are used. A sharp [#] sign in the bass usually calls for a major chord where 

the normal scale/key notes would normally call indicate a minor chord. This means, of 

course, that it is the chord third to which a sharp [#] sign belongs.^ 

The result of such accidentals is the altered chord found in this chapter's study 

piece, where a normally minor chord on the second scale step of G ("a") is altered to 

become A-Major. Occurring in measure 5, score 2 of "Gathering Peascods," a 

repeated D-Major chord followed by the rhythmically strong placement of the "A" bass 

note and chord at its end creates a new cadence on D-Major rather than "Peascods*" 

original (and concluding) key of G-Major. A cadence is generally defined as a phrase 

ending melodic/harmonic formula which helps define a key center. 

Again, a chord built on "A" in a G-Major scale would normally be "A-c-E," or 

minor. But with the continuo "#" symbol calling for a raised "C," this Major chord 

and cadence in effect temporarily redefine the key center to D-Major. Because A-

Major is on the fifth (dominant [v] harmony) of the D-Major scale and D-Major is the 

fifdi/dominant [V] of G-Major, a common modern theoretical term for the altered A-

133. 
*A basic summary of these symbols occurs in Appendix A, beginning on p. 
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Major chord is "secondary dominant."^ Through the next exercise, a student can 

acquaint himself with the A-Major form so that its function in the current work as 

essentially the dominant (A-Major V of D) of the normal G-Major dominant (D-Major 

V of G) does not come as an unpleasant surprise. 

A G-Major Exception (The A-Major Barred Chord) 

To have reached this point in continuo studies should mean that a player should 
have the background and skills to understand the barred chord, or in the terms of this 
tutor, a chord whose notes are produced by holding down two or more frets with the 

first (fingerboard hand) finger. In continuo literature as in others, there are many 
chords which may employ variations on the barring principle.^ However, most are 
based on a relatively few basic patterns. The following A-Major chord exercise offers 
work in both barring and reading of the chord-3rd continuo sharp [#] sign: 

^Terms such as "dominant of the dominant" or "secondary dominant" are 
anathema to some theorists, and to others, seem only to apply to a chord functioning 
with yet another added 3rd, the 7th scale step, i.e., the dominant seventh. However, 
the there was in this period a development of compositional harmony and "home (key) 
note" based upon "tonic-dominant polarity," which in previous musical ages did not 
exist on any similar level. This in turn led to several such harmonic events on different 
notes within a single musical piece, (initially on the dominant, and lutenists might note, 
particularly in works of lutenist, Simone Molinaro), and became the basis for routine 
changes of key centers in Western composition (i.e., modulation). The historical and 
musical reality of secondary dominants is so substantive that the term is used here. 

^Specifically, the first finger may be used to bar only two or three strings, and 
in some cases only interior strings, holding the first finger in such a way as to leave 
higher or lower courses free to vibrate. Players will quickly recognize this as a part of 
the Eb-Major chord form in lute (a C-Major form with string (3), F# tuning for 
guitarists), where the first finger must cover courses (2) and (3) while keeping course 1 
free (known as "hinge bar"). In this tutor, all barring techniques, including full bar 
chords, hinge bars, and "cross bar," (in German, "Schrages barre," found more often 
in 19th-century guitar playing, where a finger 1 may angle to stop two different 
fret/positions) are considered part of the same basic technical genre. 
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Example 7.7a. A-Major preparatory exercise 
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Example 7.7b. Lutes (G-g') 
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Example 7.7c. Lute (d-minor) 
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Example 7.7d. Guitar 
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"Gathering Peascods" - A Continuo Score 

When a student has achieved a working knowledge of G-Major notes, chords, 
and melodies comprising this piece, he should play the following continuo version, 
either with or without chords written in. Ideally, he should make a hand or photo copy 
of the page to retain an original for additional fill-in work or experimenting with other 
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written-out realizations. Remember that too many chords can obscure the harmony, 

while too few make for harmony which does not always make good aural sense. 

Example 7.8. "Gathering Peascods" - A Continuo Score 

U^F rr\ 

.X 1 
\ — ' 

I 7~^ 
T r^ r 

' J - M 

F f M ^ 

U=J 

rj' ^ 

s ? * - ^ — î :̂  

I -| 

-& -

-^&—u 

2 i 

• 
• 

'' <d' J ' 

^ ^ 

^ zz 

i 
z:2 

5 
z:7- -CJ 

P zz 
^ C?' )» 

^ 

1 ^ -

zz p 
[ ̂ , oiVsl 

1 ^ ^ rj' > 

f > r f ^m 5 

• ^ ("J 

± 

r:) fj n cr. 



CHAPTER VIII 

AN INTRODUCTION TO F-MAJOR 

One of the attractive aspects of Westem music's harmonic stmcture is its 
sharing of common chords among keys, a feature which results in familiar, repeated 
leaming routines. For example, in G-Major, the important I, IV, and V chords are 
"G," "C," and "D." In F-Major, the same (I, IV, V) chords become "F," "Bb," and 
"C." Therefore, the C-Major chord plays a basic role in all three keys. Generally, 
such occurrences should assist a student to leam about different keys, the chords 
common among them, and should develop a quicker understanding of all key 
relationships. 

Moreover, the common relationships between keys help to standardize leaming 
and reduce the need for explanations of each new key. Therefore, from here on, each 
chapter will have generally less written material. Instead it will focus on a brief 
introduction to one or two new concepts, and then, appropriate musical examples.^ 

The Subdominant (IV) of C-Major as a Key - F-Major 

Accidentals in Key Signatures 

An octave from F to f using C-Major scale notes again produces half- and 

whole-step problems which necessitate some kind of alteration in the F-f octave for an 

F-Major scale, just as they did for G-Major (Chapter VII, p. 71). This time, however, 

the intervalic complication occurs in between steps three and four of an F-f note series 

(as opposed to the prior chapter's sixth and seventh G-g' scale half- whole-steps). The 

following example shows how using the flat [b] sign as a a key signature to correct this 

half- and whole-step imbalance produces the desired F-Major interval relationships: 

^Those students interested in an overview of the equal tempered workings of our 
present-day Westem music harmonic system that began to coalesce from principles laid 
down in the continuo era may refer to Appendix C, p. 166. 
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Examples 8. la and b. F Scale in C - F-Major scale (with Bb in key signature) 
86 

i 
p zz ->r-

C-Major Scale F-r* 

-w-—h~-
-w=zw—^-

• — I -

; a—^—~-

=r^-=F-=vrj 
C-Major Scale/Intervals 

i 
p •^^ff-h—ir— 

Playing in F-Major 

Course/Strings for F-Major 
Example 8.1. F-Major notes 

1st Course 4th Course 
3 4 

i 
2nd Course 

rz:4: 
-cr 

3rd Course 
-2 4 

s ; — ^ -

T Z 

- ^ -

P 
5th Course 

- ^ - ^ ^ . 

z r 

6th Course 

zz 

The F-Major 3-octaye Scale 

This scale entails something new in that it extends the range of required bass 

notes to a lower, seventh (lute) course. Most lutenists will have little difficulty dealing 

widi such a common characteristic. However, few guitars are made with an added 

(seventh) bass string, and an added difficulty with any 7-string instmment would be the 

necessity of obtaining or constructing a capo wide enough for such an instmment neck. 

One solution might be to tune the guitar sixth string down in a standard whole-step 
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scordatura. However, other chords then become difficult, and in some cases, 

impossible to play in this configuration (notably the G-Major guitar form which yields 

an all-important Bb (IV) chord in F-Major, and requires an impossible 5-fret stretch in 

its most common configuration). It is therefore better for a guitarist to leam the F-

Major scale with a sixth string scordatura, but play continuo chords without it, 

foregoing certain low "F" notes in the process. 

Example 8.1a. 1 and 2-octave F-Major scales 

^ ^ ^ 

3 4 

OM\\ 

i ,—3-

1~^TTT -cr 

P 
,—4-

• 2 - ' 
Z Z 

- ^ - -o-
zz. cj Q -^-cj 

Example 8.1b. 3-octave F-Major scale 

m 
-;—3—cr 

2 = ^ ^ 
• 1 — ^ 

>-4 ^l 3 1 

-o-

m u^ 

m zz 
-0- ~cy 
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Example 8.1c. Lutes (G-g') 

Q23 . . 32Q' 
-e-2̂ 4— 4^^ 

o2 , ̂  2-& 
e4-3— 34^ 

023 ^ ̂  S^2re-
O 2 3 57 9X0 75320" 

(;.v^.gk/ky^g<^.v-p,^^^ - u,is\r"^. ...... .^ 

.»v.̂ "'-' " v ^ 
! ^ ^ = ^ 

Example 8. Id. Lute (d-minor) 

iszErsiizzi 
i^ifezs: 

AK IS. 

sufens: 
12^ 2iS. 

Example 8.1e. Guitar 

((D-->D) -1 
1 - 2 . - - ^ ^ 

# ^ 
V = TZ3Z4^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ 

o ^ ^̂  
^ # Q ^ zz 

C J . ̂ -
- 0 -

zz ^ O - ^ - y _ 4— 3 - T -
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A Third Musical Work 

Playing Individual Lines 

The following work, "Cortesa Padoana," is the last musical work for which 

transcription clefs will be provided, and these will merely be blank lute and guitar clefs 

for the student to fill in his own transcription as an active exercise in both his own prior 

and continuo notations. However, if a student needs further assistance in leaming 

continuo notation, writing his own transcriptions is a good interim study aid. In any 

case, basic reading of continuo clefs instead of such relying on transcriptions should be 

possible at this point if a student has concentrated on previous exercises and works: 

Example 8.2a.^ "Cortesa Padoana" 

^-, 

1 
2-6—>-^—^4--^-
y A ^ ^ ^ ^ 

4-4 — ^ 
~& ^ 

f—T" 

^ ^ ^ - ^ 

-&—f 
P—f~ 

-^ p—̂  
f 

f S » — ^ 

f^—f-

ji 
§ 
^ 

^̂ r̂  

p, J i l l h 
vb J J , J J J 
J ^ 

k* 
!•. ^ • 

J k f^' -^ 
^ V 

\ 

/ — • ^ 

s J 
/ — 1 • 

f)- ^ 
1 

-^ 1 1 -^ 

S ' ^\?S—\'J''^ 
1 

r^- ^C^ 0 1 r^-I ' C - ^ ^ ^ ^ 

1 ' ' ' 1 

• 

rJ-

<->' 
—»̂  

• 

^Note: For those aware that this work in its original format exhibits a key 
signature reflecting modal origins, this initial exposure with a what is the tme 
"Cortesa" key (or perhaps more precisely because of its historical harmonic mix, "tonal 
center") of F-major will be addressed at the end of the chapter when the student has 
become acquainted with the more readily understandable workings of a normal F-Major 
presentation. 



Example 8.2b. Lute(s) (G-g') staff for continuo completion 
90 

Example 8.2c. Guitar staff for continuo completion 

^ 

Y 

4 M t 

The Three Basic Chords of F-Major Plus Two 

Comparable to the variety of an added A-Major chord in the previous Chapter 

VII, "Cortesa" has its own harmonic "spicing" in the form of several new chords based 

upon different scale degrees (scale steps). Since these provide few problems as far as 

execution is concemed, the student should leam the following chord combinations and 
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reserve possible questions about items such as the isolated, altered (Eb) harmony of 
"Cortesa's" eighth measure until later: 

Example 8.3a. F, hb, C, Eî -Major, and d-minor bass notes and chord forms 

tc^ 

Example 8.3b. Lute (G-g') 

-e- •e-

-e-

• ^ — 2 -

-e-
-e-
•3 5 -

(^) 

•3 \ t=t 
- e — 2 — 3 — e -

- e — e — e -
-e—e 1-

-e-

-3—3 3-
-e-

Example 8.3c. Lute (G-g') 

^ J T 7^ I & -St i:]g ^ I "S"T^5:Z 
(K "r- "^ ^K 

n D 
"KX. ' " ^ C — ^ 

S. K -tK 
&: 1 IS: ^ IS: IK IK 

1ST IS IS IS: 
TSJ 

Example 8.3d. Lute (d-minor) 

jt (^ V- ^-. r<^) V-

± i ^ ' - £ ^ i E ^ ' ^ 
y- , <K 
D- * 

IS.. 

s D Q 
^ S ± 

t S — 7 ^ CL h 7-> "A 
I^J 



Example 8.3e. Guitar 
92 

* ' i I i •; 'i S 
( ^ 

Reviewing and Continuing with Chord Altering Symbols 

Along with studying the notes and chords of "Cortesa Padoana," a student 

should be aware of two important new continuo elements in this work. One will recall 

the previous chapter, where raising an a-minor chord 3rd made possible an AMajor 

chord with a different function. In "Cortesa," there is an equally interesting 

occurrence, something which may be thought of as a holdover from an earlier 

"harmonic" practice. The original "Cortesa" score employs a two-flat key signature 

when the "home" (tonic) note places the work securely in the one-flat key of F-Major. 

To avoid unnecessary initial complications, the first "Cortesa" scores (VIII-la) were 

set in what tums out for modem musicians to be a more intelligible F-Major key (and 

signature). However, "Cortesa's" original two-flat key signature reflects a legitimate 

earlier style in which a melody might retain past modal qualities.^ As an leaming aid 

to understanding these differences, the final "Cortesa" score retains this older modal 

appearance, while the continuo interval raising sign (#) is employed to offset the 

normal key signature Eb. This unusual two-flat signature (and somewhat seemingly 

contradictory "Cortesa" harmonies) create the need for raising a number of chord 3rds 

throughout, making possible a good deal of practice with the previous chapter's 

A—Major chord-altering sharp symbol. Remember that in the case of this (flat) key 

signature, the correct symbol to raise a flatted note is not automatically a natural [tj] 

•'That is, during the Renaissance and Baroque, works would exhibit a key 
signature with a different number of accidental symbols than 18th-century harmony 
would indicate. This practice extends well into the 17th century. Several added 
observations on this occur in fn. 13, p. 123. 
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sign, as one mi^ht expect from harmony exercises, but rather a sharp \ft^ sign."^ 
"Cortesa" has so many of these alterations (raising E-flat to E-natural) that the result is 
a permanent C-Major chord functioning in effect as a dominant, while the EZ? is 
relegated to a single harmonic "spicing" in measure 3 of line 2. 

"Cortesa Padoana" - A Continuo Score 

Example 8.4. "Cortesa Padoana" - A Continuo Score 

'hSnJJJlJjJ 

m 
m :, b6 p 

^-4-
i ^ 

^ 

ff 1 
^ ^ - ^ — . — 

JV f^'—^ 

^ J J—J-s 

^—^' 

J ^ ̂ bg 

•;f' 'j 0 

\^^^^ ^ } \ 

r-~\ • 

rJ-

- ^ 

"̂ Summarized in Chapter VII, p. 71. 



CHAPTER IX 

CHORD INVERSIONS 

An Introduction to Inversions 

A chord is named from its lowest note, the chord root. This "lowest chord 

note" is that note above which two other notes occur at intervals of a 3rd and 5th to 

complete the triad. Previous studies in Chapter V ("Chords from Scale Steps," p. 52) 

oudined the basic 3rd and 5th intervals from a "home" chord bass note to those notes 

above (i.e., "C" in the bass of C-Major, "G" in G-Major, and so on). But what does a 

continuo player do when a composer has created a bass stmcture that calls for a chord 

with a bass note different than its root? After all, a bass line cannot be limited to eight 

root position notes/chords of a scale if it is to exhibit much in the way of melodic 

quality or provide much that is complementary with, or contrasting to, an upper-voice 

melody. Musical examples thus far have been chosen to avoid complications with bass 

notes other than principal chord notes, but this limits the music of an era to too much 

of the same style, something which did not and does not happen. In this respect, a 

continuo bass line, while it does have some extra limitations because it provides a 

harmonic foundation, also allows for chordal foundations of other than a chord root. 

This happens either because it is not necessary for every bass note to have a chord 

above it (allowing a chord to be played with preceding, following, or more rarely, 

simultaneous notes that are not part of the immediate harmony, called non-harmonic 

tones^) or because it is simply not always necessary that a chord (root) note be in the 

bass. 

Chord Inversion (6, ^3. ^ )̂ Symbols 

When chords with other than their root note in the bass occur, they are called 

inversions. In continuo music, a composer who wishes to indicate that a bass note 

actually represents a chord inversion (i.e., that this bass note is rm the root, but rather 

one of the two other notes of a chord triad), does so with numerals. Because the 

continuo style is in effect a musical shorthand, the actual hierarchy of its notation does 

^See Appendix A, p. 130, for a brief summary of non-harmonic tones. 
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not include all of the intervals above a bass note, but rather just enough to indicate 

clearly what must be played. No numeral(s) denote root position, or no inversion (that 

is, when the lowest note for which the chord is named is placed in the lowest [bass] 

register). The numerals ^O) (or plain 6) and ^4 define chords from intervals above a 

bass note other than the root note (and with the lowest chord note as the third or fifth, 

respectively). A root position chord has "^3" intervals which are "understood" rather 

than specified. The following example oudines intervals in a C-Major root position 

triad, the^m inversion (^3), and the second inversion (^4). 

Example 9.1a. Chord Positions: 

Root Position 1 si Inversion 2nd Inversion m 
p 

Maj. 3rd-min. 3rd \ . \ 
muL 3rd - Perfect 4Ui '^•'- ̂ C^ 

K Perfect 4th^ . ^ 

Z Z 
3 C 

: (Maj.) 6th 
'C ^"=7' (min.) 6th 

Perfect 5th t , , J chord 
/Sv chord * 

In the case of the "4 inversion, uses are confined to special and fairly rare 

circumstances which a beginner need not worry about at the moment. However, the 6 

("3) inversion is nearly as important as the root position chord. It allows a kind of 

compromise which employs slightly "weaker" (non-bass chord root) harmonic 

framework while allowing a smoother, even "stronger" bass melodic character as 

deemed best by a composer (or continuo player). 

While it is clear that there are only three possible lowest notes in a three-note 

triad, an individual chord's quality (for now. Major or minor) does not within 

reasonable limits really require specifying where the two remaining upper notes occur.^ 

In addition, the octave is a "neutral" interval which is often not counted in reducing the 

chord to its component parts (that is, if a note is an octave and a third higher than the 

^The placement of the upper voices in continuo are in fact a function of where a 
given chord sits in relation to the preceding and following chords. This is part of the 
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root, one may refer to the interval as "3" rather than an octave-plus-3, or "10."^). 
From this point on in the text, first inversion chords will indicated with the "^3" 
designation, but in music, with only the traditional numeral "6." 

Playing Basic Chord Inversions 

The following exercise should acquaint the student with those basic inversions 
with which he can gain complete facility in reading later continuo works. Tablature 
and guitar references are supplied for the initially more difficult chord inversions, while 
in this final preparatory exercise which includes transcription examples, (root position) 
chords already studied are implied by a single bass note. 

Example 9.1a. C, G, F, d bass notes and inversion examples: 

îP ^̂4 
§39^ to 

- ^ L-2 ^ 
kf^ ^ - J 

- ^ ^ ^ ^ — 

1 =: ^ _ J 

^ 0 t ^ 
i j ^ ^ 

1 ""'̂ n 
0 ^ f ^ 
0 ^ —ZJ~ 

-^—0 ^ * 
L_=̂  m.—^_j 

^ 

-^— 

-9-

Example 9.1b. Lute (Italian G-g') 

-e- -e- •4- -e-
-e- -e- -e- -e-

-e- -e-
-e--e-

-e- -e- -e-
[6] [6] [6] [6] [6] [6] 

musical art of coordinating melodic (linear) and harmonic (vertical or chordal) 
elements. 

^An important exception to this occurs in early continuo works, where intervals 
do include the octave because a composer wished to place an accompaniment passage in 
an exact, complimentary register. Caccini's "Amarilli mi bella" p. 27 (or p. 164) 
contains just such notation in measures 2 and 4. 
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Example 9.1c. Lute (French G-g') 

I S -

^ 

IK 

t li 1-] 

[6] [6] 

± 
IK 

V- A. 
[6] [6] [6] [6] 

Example 9. Id. Lute (d-minor) 

IS: 
IS: IS: 

.CK 

^ 

< ^ N ^ 
.CK 

IK 
IS: 

yi- CK 

^ xs: 
^j 

V- ^^ ^ IK IK 

[6] [6] [6] [6] [6] [6] 

Example 9.1e. Guitar 

i iA 
% 

Y CJ 

rj r. -&- i ^ 

"z:z 

"̂ IT" 

Z Z 
- & • 

JUL 

[6] [6J [6] [6] [6J [6J 
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A Fourth Musical Work 

Playing Individual Lines 

As a prelude to continuo chords for the following popular 16th-century English 
tune, a student should first learn separate bass and melody parts, perhaps eventually 
playing them together on his instrument, and finish with his own written (then 
improvised) chordal accompaniment. 

Example 9.2. "Sellinger's Round" (Anon) - keyboard score 

m m ^ 

^ 
d 

^ 
is>- 1 ^ -

- 3 f ^ ^ ^ O' o 

r^- r^ m c^ zz w f S ^ 
z::?-

C21 

* f) ^6 

"̂ Perhaps the best indication of the popularity of "Sellinger's Round" \s 
exemplified by the monumental keyboard variations on it by William Byrd (in the 
collection, My Ladye Nevells Booke of Virginal Music, ed., Hilda Andrews, reprint 
ed., (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1969, pp. 211-220). Byrd's work is 
superbly rendered by Glenn Gould in his recording, A Consort ofMusicke Bye William 
Hyrde and Orlando Gibbons (New York: Columbia Records, Inc., M30825 [no date]). 
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"Sellinger's Round" - A Continuo Score 

Example 9.3. "Sellinger's Round" for continuo chords 

3 ^ - ^ zz 

£ 
m 

ST 
ZZ t S ^ 

f ^ 

^ 
^ ^ 

zz 

f ^ ^ ẑ: 
zz: 

? 

?: i'-'- î p-

1 ^ ^ i JJjJî -zz -̂ s«-

p 1^"—ts>-

NT (P ti^ 
ZZ 

t ^ ^ 1 ^ -
/ • }• 

- T ^ ^ 

^6 



CHAPTER X 

THE PARALLEL MINOR OF G-MAJOR - G-MINOR 

Background - Modes and Minor Scales 

Scales in Westem music are strongly associated with modes, themselves a type 

of scale originally defined by their use in Medieval music and theory. The idea of 

modes was not that of harmony, but rather melody, based upon the idea a single 

melody being sung at any given moment. As music in multiple (simultaneous, or 

polyphonic) melodies developed over the centuries, its harmonic features coalesced 

during the era of continuo around the two basic qualities of major and minor. These 

two qualities were present in the older modes, and are associated (in post-renaissance 

terms) with the Ionian (major) and Aeolian (natural minor) modes. 

While major and minor qualities are present in the scales or modes much as they 

are present in chords (which, after all, may be thought of as derived from scales), the 

eight notes of a scale octave (as opposed to just two chord qualities^) offer further 

possibilities. Once a major or minor quality has been defined, there are the remaining 

five or six notes of a scale which may have different half and whole-steps if they are 

not strictly major or minor in continuo terms. For example, the interval of a minor 3rd 

(which initially distinguishes major or minor quality) exists in the first 3rd of three 

eight-note scales on D-d', E-e', and A-a' (notes of the C-major scale are presumed 

here). These are called today, respectively, the Dorian, Phrygian, and Aeolian modes, 

and they have half and whole step structures beyond their initial minor quality.^ Major 

quality (i.e., the interval of a major 3rd in the first three notes of a scale yielding major 

harmonic quality) occurs in modes built on a C-c' based scale on C-c', F-f, and G-g' 

(the Ionian, Lydian, and Mixolydian modes). A word of caution, however: the term 

"mode" commonly refers to a type of scale, but means different things to Medieval, 

^Other kinds of chords such as diminished, augmented, etc., do not directly 
have the quality of a key center, (though they may contribute to another chord's 
assuming such a status) and are therefore not included here. 

%n fact, a Phrygian mode has the minor 3rd between scale steps 1 and 3 defined 
by half and whole steps (E-F-G), as opposed to the Dorian whole and half steps (D-E-
F). So these variations may extend to within the quality-defining minor 3rd itself. 
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16di, and 17th-century eras, and even in modem parlance (where it is also used in 
jazz). A student should be careful to avoid confusing these very different 
applications.-^ 

Chord Function and Accidentals in Minor 

The Parallel Minor 

The idea oi parallel keys as applied to both major and minor is simple, but 
nevertheless best understood by example: The parallel minor of C-Major is c-minor 
(Aeolian, or natural minor); the parallel major of c-minor is C-Major, and so on."* 
What is generally meant by a (parallel) minor is the unaltered minor (Aeolian) mode. 
However, this form of the minor lacks other qualities suited to a harmonic (chordal) 
musical style. 

Harmonic Function and Accidentals in the Minor Key 

In order to function, a harmony of multiple parts (chords) requires musical 

cogency and direction, especially in instmmental styles where the is no text to hold the 

composer's, player's, or listener's attention. This is basically analogous to the plot in a 

novel or theatre work, or the coordinated geometry and color in a painting. In major 

keys, we have heard by playing how the major V (dominant) chord reinforces the I 

(tonic) chord by encouraging movement toward the latter. A dominant chord in natural 

minor, on the other hand, lacks the half-step relation between the seventh and repeated 

tonic notes (the dominant V chord is thus minor). To strengthen harmonic direction in 

works based on the minor quality scale, composers began using accidentals (on the 

^The picture is much more complex in that early modes were defined as melodic 
entities by features such as their range, certain important pitches, and on which note a 
musical work which used them ended. In addition, there were more than eight such 
modes (the word "hypo" was attached to Dorian, Lydian, and other modes to define 
distincdy different modes). Although too far outside the field of continuo to detail 
here, modes must be understood as the melodic origins of increasingly important 
harmonic compositional styles which developed in Europe from about 900-1600 AD. 

"̂ The term "parallel" in major and minor also differentiates between the relative 
major and relative minor, a concept introduced in this section's final Chapter XI, p. 
107. 
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sixdi and seventh scale degrees). Applied this way, a normally minor dominant (v) of 
the natural minor (Aeolian mode) became a stronger major chord. 

The Harmonic Minor 

One of two common variations of the natural minor is the harmonic minor. It 
contains an unusual feature, the so-called augmented 2nd, an interval which looks 
deceptively like a second (occurring from one letter note to the next), but in reality 
encompasses three half-steps and sounds a minor 3rd. The harmonic minor represents 
notes which provide a strong tonic/dominant polarity through the raised seventh scale 
step (leading tone) and resultant Major quality Dominant (V) it produces. 

The Melodic Minor 

Because the harmonic minor augmented 2nd is a generally awkward interval, 

and especially so for 16th-17th century melodic styes, yet another minor scale, the 

melodic minor with a raised 6th and 7th degree is often employed for linear or melodic 

figures. It will also become easy to hear in the forthcoming example how raising the 

6th and 7th degrees makes it both easy to reinforce the tonic while ascending to it, but 

equally difficult to retain a minor quality in descent: for example, a descending a-

melodic minor scale with its original ascending altered notes consists of A, G#, F#, E, 

D, and so forth. However, these first five descending notes tum out to be the same 

notes as the parallel, the A-Major scale. Therefore, to retain its quality throughout, 

descending melodic minor passages usually employ lowered 7th and 6th scale degrees. 

Course/String Notes for g-minor 

The following repeat of a basic exercise will serve as a reference and review 

exercise for individual string notes in g-minor. 
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Example 10.1. g-minor notes 

1st Course 

fc=^:=z==i €\:.\. o ' ^ 

4th Course 
/ 3 ^. 

P 
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2nd Course 

3rd Course 

^ A 

P ̂ E 

6th Course 

3 ^ ' u ' ^ / - ^ - = ^ 

The g-minor Scales 

W^ile each minor scale provides interesting harmonic possibilities, it is 

particularly important to realize that the main objective of these minor scale variants 

was to maintain both a strong harmonic framework and graceful melodic qualities. The 

following examples demonstrate what developed from the natural minor scales as 

harmonic underpinnings in music became more important: 

Example 10.2a. The g- (natural) minor scale 

P , _ 3 . 

-cr 

p - , — 3 -
Z Z ^ 

f^^ J C Z 
-&-

Z Z 

-ô  



Example 10.2b. The g- (harmonic) minor scale 
104 

QJ. 

^ ^ 

-&- . ( * ) . 

Z Z 

Example 10.2c. The g- (melodic) minor scale: 

3 4 

ly—-"̂ ^̂ -̂ '̂-'̂  
% 

Iz: 

- 4 ' ^ 
1-3-C7 

^^»!>c>i|:;i,;-
zz 

1::^^—"^^^ ^ ^ 
S 

rz 

A Fifth Musical Work 

Playing Individual Lines 

The following work, "Upon a Summer's Day," exhibits more of the harmonic 

mix found among works in the period of transition from renaissance to baroque 

(continuo) style. But where the prior "Cortesa Padoana," employed an apparent Bb 

key signature concealing a work which was for continuo purposes in F-Major, 

"Summer's Day" is set in what appears to be in one-flat signature instead of the two 

flats expected of g-minor. In this, "Summer's Day" is normal for even later baroque 

works, and exhibits harmonic characteristics which make it useful as a g-minor study 

piece. Finally, note that at moments when the fifth scale-step "D" chord does not 

occur at a cadential phrase-end, it may remain minor (again, as part of the earlier, 

modal harmonic style). 
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Example 10.3. "Upon a Summer's Day" - (Keyboard format) 
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The Chords of g-minor 

Example 10.4. g-minor bass notes and chord exercise. 
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"Upon a Summer's Day" - A Continuo Score 

Example 10.5. "Upon a Summer's Day" for completing continuo chords. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE RELATIVE MINOR OF F-MAJOR - D-MINOR 

The relative minor like the parallel minor, is not at all difficult to comprehend. 
Relative (major and minor) keys are those whose respective half and whole-step 
groupings cause diem to share the same key signature. For example, in a C-Major 
framework the natural minor (Aeolian) scale occurs on the notes A-a.' By definition, 
a-minor is the relative minor of C-Major, and conversely, C-Major is the relative major 
of a-minor. ̂  The sixth step of the major scale is the note on which its relative minor is 
found. Counting down two notes (half- and whole-steps) from a major key yields the 
relative minor. Thus F-major and d-minor are relative major and minor. 

The D-minor Scales 

To review the minor scale principles and add d-minor to one's continuo skills 
repertoire, a student should now study the following exercises: 

Example 11.1a. The d- (natural) minor scale 

_ 4 = 4 _ 2 . ^ , . 

1 1 ^ 2 - 4 ; 
~2 

2^MO 

cr 

g 
z ^^^^ 

p 2 - 4 ^ JP Q ^ '~&-^ 
•^-^^ ii ^ ' ' ^ Z Z 

gj ^ ^ o.^. 

^Using the other commonly heard terms for scale steps, the mediant (iii) of a-
minor is C-Major, and the submediant (vi) of C-Major, a-minor. 
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Example 11.1b. The d- (harmonic) minor scale 
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Example 11.1c. The d- (melodic) minor scale 
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Course/String Notes for d-minor 

Example 11.2. d-minor notes 
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A Sixth Musical Work 

^̂ "̂̂  ̂ "̂ ^̂ ^̂ "̂  ̂ "̂̂ ^ Example 11.3. "The Siege of Limerick" - Parts Score 
(The more complex 4-part stmcture of this work can allow added sight-reading 
practice, and Limerick is presented here in a format to encourage this. Note the unusual 
descending melodic minor pattern in score three.) 
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The Chords of d-minor 

Again, one benefit of continuo harmony is that chords serve for more than one 

key, and with "The Siege of Limerick," virtually all of the chords in it should now be 

familiar. If a student requires review before proceeding, he should refer to earlier 

chord exercises, or preferably, try writing his own. 

"The Siege of Limerick" - A Continuo Score 

Example 11.4. "The Siege of Limerick" for continuo chords 
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PART THREE 

ADDITIONAL CONTINUO TOPICS, AND APPENDICES 



CHAPTER XII 

ADDITIONAL CONTINUO TOPICS 

Where to Go from Here 

In previous chapters, continuo instmction has been deliberately limited to 

specific problems in clef/note reading and keys. Most students will already have 

guessed that such "limitations" as regular dance rhythms and associated chord changes 

are only some of the many differences which they must reconcile when playing more 

typical continuo works. The text-based, declamatory rhythms of monody are a radical 

departure from such beginning works, as are the active bass lines and much more 

complex textures of the later composers such as Corelli, Schiitz, and Bach. 

The following chapter attempts to offer guidelines and examples for more 

advanced playing. However, none of these can prepare a student for such continuo 

participation as well as can in-depth studies of historical cmd modem sources of 

continuo music, methods, and music theory. Borgir's, The Performance of Basso 

Continuo (especially Parts Three and Four) and. North's, Continuo Playing, should be 

first among the many altemative student reference sources.^ With this in mind, the 

following sections are intended as a preliminary answer to questions which might 

otherwise cause confusion for the progressing continuo player. What North says of just 

one of these many issues applies to most of the others: 

If we were to set mles [conceming the harmonization of a non-figured 
bass], we would then have to list as many exceptions to those mles." 

Thus it is hoped that the forthcoming sections will be taken by a teacher and 

student to function as intended, as an introduction to each subject, and not as a final 

word on any of them. 

1 North, beginning on p. 16, gives some sage practical advice for the continuo 
player on a number of topics from string types, to the use of a strap, to preparing 
scores. Borgir, though apparently not a lute player, also gives excellent advice about 
continuo lutes, pp. 92-120. 

2North, p. 41. 
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Stylistic Considerations - Handel'5 "Nel Dolce" 

One work that exemplifies altematives in continuo style is the Handel cantata 

from Chapter III, "NelDolce del Oblio" (p. 32). A student who is wdling to obtain a 

complete copy of "Nel Dolce" and takes the time to compare its features with those of 

other examples (such as Sigismondo d'India's "Se in me, donna, movete," p. 153 ) will 

experience one of the more important lessons in studying the many continuo styles. 

Moreover, in doing so, he will prepare himself for the challenges in playing such 

variants. The pointers below should provide insight into the kinds of differences which 

can distinguish one continuo style (or even era) from another: 

1. Rates of harmonic movement - In earlier continuo styles, chord changes 
(harmonic movement) based upon declamatory text rhythms contrasts gready 
with later contrapuntal, sustained aria lines. In early monody, the single 
instmment accompaniment follows those textual rhythms. In later examples 
such as "NelDolce," the aria accompaniment is "spun out," and vocal writing 
emphasizes less textual declamation and more the singing line. These later 
characteristics may also be seen earlier in Monteverdi solo madrigals. In theory 
and history courses, the result of such harmonic/rhythmic developments is often 
called, baroque "rhythmic drive"; 

2. Results of an active melodic bass line - In "Nel Dolce," one sees the great 
contrast between the remnants of original monody (recitative) and the more 
active bass line. In conjunction with the upper (flute or violin) part, the 
resulting harmony is of passing chords or even a second 2-and-3-part 
counterpoint rather than early continuo tendencies toward vertical, chordal 
accompaniment; 

a. Such moving harmonic combinations (see Handel bass figures) and 
tempo, compound the purely technical difficulties, while early monody, with its 
complex textual rhythms (and despite less harmonic motion), often provides a 
more difficult musical challenge as an accompaniment art; 

b. "NelDolce's" bass motion can result in many more chord 
inversions that can only be treated in passing lest the piece seem an awkward 
succession of awkward, "punched" chords. 

30ne such work which bears this out is the popular (among guitarists) Handel 
work, "No se emendera jamas," a small solo cantata whose accompaniment amounts to 
a single-line, contrapuntal duet with the singer, interspersed with what could be 
considered as introductory and concluding solo passage(s) and mini-ritomelli based on 
these passages set in two and three parts for the accompanist. The character and 
musical movement this work makes applying the usual continuo features of added 
chords and other embellishments awkward and musically unrewarding. 
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3. "NelDolce" Rpr.itativp<: - comparing this work's later recitative writing to 
arias should remain foremost in a student's plan for understanding the 
development which monody underwent on its evolutionary way to later baroque 
styles. 

Conclusions 

The continuo elements in works by Bach, Handel or even mid-17th-century 

composers such as Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713), and later, Antonio Vivaldi, are for 

the continuo student not unlike the relationship between the Latin language and its 

descendents such as Italian or French. The latter are distinctly derived from the former 

and are made easier by knowledge of it, but also provide challenges which are unique 

to each. A student must realize that continuo composers spent an entire lifetime 

developing a personal compositional style with continuo as a principal vehicle of 

musical expression. This is not unlike expression in language, or at least, a dialect of 

one common (musical) language, with individual appications of grammar, syntax, and 

style. As such a student should be prepared to regard each new continuo composer in 

that way, being aware of the inevitable and often considerable differences. Eventually 

these differences will diminish as the student himself gains expertise and develops his 

own performance statement or "language" in the considerable leeway which continuo 

allows. 

Instmmental Considerations 

Bass Strings (Diapasons) 

By now a student should be acquainted with the idea of added bass strings (often 

called diapasons or bourdons) as one of the distinguishing features of continuo period 

instmments. However, such added bases are not always obligatory for good continuo 

playing. Although 17th-century virtuosi works which require many diapasons, a 

standard, 8-course instmment can provide the most important bass notes to satisfy most 

initial continuo demands. Moreover, there are a few other important considerations 

regarding added basses for the prospective continuo player to consider: 

• The beginner, when he finally obtains a theorbo, chitarrone, baroque lute, or 
even 10-course late-renaissance instrument, should not immediately expect to be 
comfortable with the very real challenges posed by added diapasons. Rather, he 
should plan a gradual addition of (cadential) lower string notes as he gets used 
to an increased bass range. Studying appropriate (simpler) solo works for added 
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diapason instmments is also an ideal way for a student to acquaint himself with 
these new technical features; 

• In later continuo, one often finds that the rapid bass movement in some arias 
or instmmental works (for example, Handel's, "NelDolce") obviates easy 
employnient of diapasons, either because such notes are too difficult to play at 
the required tempo, or because their sounds are difficult to separate and tend to 
"mn together" at faster tempi; 

• Thus for much of continuo, a student need not feel he must force the use of 
diapasons just because they are there. They often serve more than adequately 
just at cadential points or in slower recitatives. 

Additional Tips for the Beginner 

The following brief points can also be cmcial for the beginning continuo player 

in his choice of instmment and how to play it. While some may be obvious to the 

experienced player, most are not easily thought of or understood fully by those who 

have not attempted continuo playing or not had experience dealing with the special 

problems of this very different instrumental family. 

• Choosing an instrument - Although mentioned before, it bears repeating here 
that the choice of instrument can be one of the more important aspects of 
beginning continuo. It is wise for any prospective continuo player to begin with 
one of the renaissance instruments, and of these, an 8-course lute might be the 
most useful choice with the limited financial resources most of us have. One 
leams not only an intermediate number of added diapasons, but also to play and 
understand the melodic renaissance styles which so influenced the entire period. 
Despite continuo's emphasis on harmony, musical emphasis was then heavily 
melodic. Dealing with it on such terms is as important as leaming how to 
provide harmony above a bass line. In all cases, however, modem instmments 
based on historical design principles are better than attempts to "redesign" the 
lute with heavier constmction and strings.'* 

• Right Hand Technique - Aside from awareness of the style and having an 
adequate instmment, nothing can be as important to effective lute playing as 
working toward establishing an effective "historical" plucking technique (see the 
following section on this subject). 

• Strap - While the importance of a strap should be obvious for balancing a 6-
foot-long chitarrone, the prospective lutenist might well take advantage of this 
idea even on a smaller lute. As an intermediate step while his technique 
stabilizes, the player's use of a strap can make major differences in his 
adjustment to scale, body, and technical differences between instmments, this 
especially between lute and guitar. 

4 See Appendix E, p. 189, for observations on early/modem instmments, 
performance, and acoustics. 
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• 3tnng^ and Frets - Modem players have the mixed blessing of artificial 
(nylon compound) stnngs whose characteristics are a longer life, less difficulty 
with wither changes, and for the most part, better intonation over that life 
span. However, what one hears about insurmountable problems with gut strings 
(ot \^ich there are several good sources nowadays) and fingemails is just not 
true. While nylon strings may be a better choice for beginners, any continuo 
player ultimately will benefit through trying gut strings and by avoiding metal 
frets (except, of course, on continuo period wire stmng instmments). 

Plucking Techniques with Lute and Guitar 

The study of right hand techniques could by itself comprise more than a mere 

dissertation-length project, as it has already involved generations of plucked-instmment 

players and scholars - and at that, apparendy in as much acrimony as solid musical 

results. Commensurate with the complexity of the subject are the important rewards of 

leaming such historical techniques, especially those of the plucking hand, which simply 

can make the difference between a continuo player's being heard or not being heard. 

There should be no illusions about this either. Rejecting the use of historical 

techniques promises the prospective lutenist a similar likelihood of failure as would 

using a $50 plywood-top guitar for a concert debut. This can be tme even in cases 

where modem players have attempted to employ heavier lutes with similarly heavy 

strings. The quality of sound is just not present with such instmments. 

Fortunately, there are some practical points which can assist lutenists and 

guitarists to avoid some of the traditional difficulties they and their instmments 

encounter in continuo situations. One of the most important of these is the question of 

instmment volume, without an adequate supply of which a musician will find himself 

scratching his head in fmstration at how to reconcile historical preferences for the lute 

family in continuo and what can often be unthinking, modem-day dismissals of these 

"founding" continuo instmmental families based upon false appraisals of their capacity 

5Nor do arguments about excessive nail damage to strings square well with the 
lute's 15th-century status as a plectrum instmment; a quill is much more like a 
fingernail than nail-less fingertip. I have played on a set of gut trebles for several 
hours a day over several months with only the first course needing a replacement, and 
that, after a month of use. Had I a more historically sized lute (perhaps at 56cm rather 
than the 59.5cm I possessed at the time), a thicker first course (or chanterelle) would 
have lasted even longer (though several weeks is generally quite good, a month, 
excellent). This subject is discussed by Paul Beier in considerable detail in his 
thorough article, "Right Hand Position in Renaissance Lute Technique," The Joumal of 
thp Jute Society of America XII(1979):5-24. 
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to be heard. Hand in hand with this issue is that of the use of nails and how to attack 
the strings (that is, hand position). 

The modem guitarist often leams to play his instmment with what are 

unnecessarily long (plucking hand) fingemails. While such nails may be a matter of 

choice, they are singularly unnecessary to playing the guitar well. Anyone can play 

well widi shorter nails if he is willing to work at it. The guitarist who employs nails 

often does so to produce a sharper edged, overtone-enriched sound that in effect, is a 

compensation for the guitar's higher tension, fundamental-heavy, and (often) less 

sonorous nylon strings.^ In addition, the attack of the guitarist's fingers tends toward 

crossing the strings at an angle (from perpendicular to perhaps [an oblique] 45 

degrees), which, in relation to the plucking angle of lute technique, can engender a 

brighter the tone. 

In contrast, lute building to 1600 produced instmments of a size, shape, and 

thin tops that yielded an abundance of high overtones. As such, they or replicas of 

them require techniques to emphasize the lower (fundamental) frequency. Guitarists 

who have suffered the dreadful results of applying modem techniques to an historical 

instmment can attest to this. Moreover, a lute's smaller size made it inevitable that a 

player's arm would tend to position itself around the instmment's end. In such a case, 

his fingers approach the strings almost parallel to them, thus integrating well with 

fundamental-enhancing oblique stroke.^ 

From 1590 on, techniques for handhng music changed with the advent of larger 

lutes, an increased emphasis on chordal playing, added bass notes, and the thicker 

^The modem guitar typically requires strings providing a tension of 6-8 
kilograms (Newtons), or from 13-18 pounds each. Lute strings may be less than half 
of this. Some of the more interesting evidence for guitarists' awareness of such 
differences may be found in comments by 19th century virtuosi, Femando Sor and 
Dionisio Aguado. The latter employed nails while the former practically speaking, did 
not; each expressed admiration for the qualities of the other's playing style. 

'7Another important, though somewhat ironic, feature of this approach is that it 
greatly enhances the playing of 16th century polyphonic lute works. The more oblique 
the angle, the fewer the plucking fingers that can come into play, something one might 
think would not be appropriate for multi-voiced works. However, it tums out that the 
intellectual and physiological challenges associated with introducing more fingers to 
account for lute polyphony only make things disproportionately more complex than the 
benefits they engender. Anyone wishing to apply himself to a study of such works with 
appropriate instmment and techniques soon leams the improved results which come 
with fewer, not more, plucking fingers. 
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strings which went with such changes. A larger body meant that a player's arm would 

be more comfortable positioned up from the instmment's end (more like that of a 

modem guitarist). This position improves the thumb's ability to play added diapasons. 

The thumb would tend to extend outward from the fingers, as its former movement into 

the palm would no longer be comfortable - either because of those added basses or 

simply because it must stay out of the way of fingers now no longer so oblique to, and 

extended along, the string axis. Thicker strings on larger instmments that produce 

more fundamental (especially in the case of a chitarrone's first two octave-low strings) 

would require a less oblique attack, and nails would be all the more feasible.^ 

Nonetheless, it is important not to equate such changes with hand position 

employed by modem guitarists. Keeping the smallest finger on a lute or chitarrone top 

is still a basic part of stabilizing and developing the hand for such instmment. Not so 

with the modem guitar, whose 19th century stmctural developments elevating strings 

for greater top torque (and thus sound) make attempting the oblique, "grounded little 

finger" approach difficult all out of proportion to possible (experimental) pedagogical 

benefits. Nor is there any real basis for fear about permanent technical confusion when 

studying two instmments. The student should keep in mind that by distinguishing the 

differences between modem and early techniques (through obtaining an instmment and 

studying music for it), he also increases his perspective on, and awareness of, each 

instmment. Rather than causing confusion, different techniques applied properly in 

their place help define each other. The only real problem with such work is that it will 

require time that an established guitarist may not want to give. Such decisions are, of 

course, up to the player alone. 

Lutenists are often faced with another dilemma. They must determine when 

uncompromising adherence to otherwise valid traditions becomes little more than 

dogma which contradicts the real spirit of the pre-continuo and continuo-era 

innovations. After all it was the lutenists whose experiments gave us some twenty or 

thirty basic instmmental variations. It was the lutenists who began playing with a 

^Lutenist Alessandro Piccinini wrote of his preference for sound of the nails, 
one of the first-known references to such techniques. A translation of Picinini's 
commentary has been made by Stanley Beutens, "The Instmctions of Alessandro 
Piccinini," The Joumal of the Lute Society of America II (1969): 6-17. However, there 
is no way to prove any mandate forbidding nails before this time, despite possible 
trends away from their use. The lute was originally a plectmm instmment, and any 
dedicated player would have been able to make his own choices. 
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plectmm, then created radically different, non-plectmm, finger techniques whereby in 
the Renaissance, their plucking hand thumb would move in to the palm and remain 
inside the fingers, while in the next (Baroque), the thumb would extend out from the 
fingers. 

There should be no question that employing as close an approximation as 

possible of (historical) playing styles to a given music and correct instmment usually 

produces the best results. However, modem players must also have the flexibility to 

address issues of playing several historical instmments (themselves highly varied) or of 

maintaining some nail technique for a mixture of guitar and lute (or of playing several 

lute instmment and styles, some of which may be more suited to the use of nails^). 

One of the more interesting commentaries on continuo playing in ensemble has 

come from a 1987, Lute Society of America Newsletter interview of Stephen Stubbs, an 

American professional who at the time resided and worked in Germany. °̂ In the 

interview, Mr. Stubbs relates his accounts of how growing his fingemails allowed him 

to be heard in one particular continuo production where his preferred nail-less 

technique had not. The compromises involved with nail vs. no-nail techniques will 

always present problems for beginning and advanced players. However, teachers and 

students would do better by their instmments to view altematives (such as use or non-

use of nails) as opportunities to establish workable solutions, rather than as one 

historical means whose exponents unproductively disparage another. 

The Chitarrone (Theorbo) in A 

Readers with some continuo study or experience will note that of the instmment 

types addressed in this tutor's musical examples, one conspicuous by its absence has 

9Again, however, my experience indicates that while no nails give a unique and 
superb "plangent" sound (as the English call it), none whom I have heard with this 
style nowadays are as effective as keyboard artists or those employing nail techniques at 
distinguishing polyphonic lines. 

lOprom Lute Society of America Newsletter. Volume XXII, No. 4 (November 
1987), pp. 10-14. Also included is a short, but valuable article with Mr. Stubbs' own 
observations on aspects of continuo playing. 
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been that grand "original" of continuo lutes, the chitarrone. There are several reasons 
why this is so:^^ 

- Chitarroni are typically 6-8 feet long and are difficult to obtain; 

• They are very expensive, and have a more limited solo repertoire than 
smaller lutes; 

• They have extremely large and difficult fret-hand stretches for all but 
the correct literature and more experienced players; 

• Their two top strings being tuned an octave low can add two the 
beginner's difficulties in normal harmonic applications. 

• Their now "standard" tuning [A-a'] presents problems vis a vis the G-
g' lute in reading early literature as well as basic harmony. 

However, it should be remembered that a chitarrone's very limitations can also 
give an experienced continuo player specific advantages: 

• Its large size enhances volume and projection; 

• The string arrangements and accordatura give them a particular quality 
suitable for most kinds of continuo; 

• Its size can add a legitimate, positive visual impact to continuo 
performances. 

Attention to the tutor's preceding chapters should have made the student aware 

that the G-g' tuning is particularly well suited to principal, early continuo keys.^^ 

Although some have argued the case for renaissance lute accordature at A-a,' such 

tuning does not suit renaissance key placement (the lute keys, C, F, and G moved up 

the whole-step to A-a' accordatura become D, G, and A, two of which keys fall outside 

the renaissance norm). Until the mid-17th-century works of composers such as 

Corelli, ̂ ^ keys of two and three sharps are rare in continuo. Therefore, there is not 

l̂ Further information is available about the lute family in Appendix D, p. 165. 
The reader should note that there were many more continuo instmments, each with its 
own proponents and area of use. An excellent summary of these may be found in 
North, Continuo Playing, pp. 10-11. 

l2Review the sections on D'India's sparing use of key signatures (Chapter I, p. 
8 , and Table 4.2, Lute/Guitar Accordature, p. 39, and For the Guitarist, p. 42 for 
references to problems associated with continuo harmonic features. 

13A random survey of some 41 Corelli works for one and two violins (0pp. 1-
3, op. 5) in several collections yielded a surprisingly even distribution of sharp and flat 
key use (19 sharp keys, 19 flat keys, and three in C-Major, two in a-minor. Corelli 
will compose in what amount to keys with four sharps or flats, but often using key 
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much sense in examples for a tuning which entails problematic musical applications 
until beyond the beginning stages of continuo leaming. 

The case for an A-a' chitarrone is all the more attractive during later continuo 

penods when composers began to employ more and more sharp keys, possibly to match 

those suitable for the increasingly popular bowed-string family. In any case, as 

continuo became increasingly an instmmental concept with the rise of the baroque Trio 

Sonata and larger instmmental ensembles, any problems associated with sharped keys 

ceased to have the same significance. In this context, an "A" instmment is ideal. 

For a beginning continuo player, there are enough variables without forcing the 

addition of the A-a' chitarrone tuning. In rare cases where a student might have 

obtained such an instmment, it should be clear that he only needs do what the guitarist 

does, playing his instmment as though it were tuned to a G-g' accordatura. while 

reserving the study of works in A-a' tuning for a future date. If he wishes to leam the 

A-a' accordatura along with his G-g' tuning, one approach might be to write out 

transcriptions of lessons a whole-step higher, studying scales, chords, and pieces both 

in the new (A-a') context as well as seeing how an A-a' instmment might handle earlier 

continuo works at their original pitches. There will be difficulties, but the insights 

gained should be well worth any trouble. He may also apply this procedure to 

forthcoming advanced continuo examples. 

The Baroque Lute 

The position the baroque (d-minor) lutê "* in this tutor is much the same as that 

of the A-chitarrone, although I have tried to include examples and works as suitable 

forit as the for G-g' lutes. For those needing a reference to it, the d-minor lute 

accordatura is: 

signatures of one or two accidentals fewer (in the a manner comparable to Chapter 
VIII's "Cortesa" study piece). 

i4Whose accordatura, often referred to as the "Nouveau Ton," or "new tuning," 
is accepted to have been popularized by the great French family of lutenists, the 
Gaultiers (and in particular, Denis), and remained the tuning of choice almost 
everywhere but in Italy until the lute's temporary disappearance (post-1750) after 
Silvius Leopold Weiss' death. 
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Lute (d-minor) Accordatura 

Tablature 
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Interestingly, there is less of a problem with respect to compatible pieces than 

with the A-chitarrone, according to accounts by specialists whom I have heard. 

During my 1990 visit to Stefan Lundgren's Zillertal, Austria, lute course, a guest 

continuo player from nearby Munich who had done considerable work with the d-minor 

lute was asked about the differences between continuo on Baroque lute and the 4ths-

oriented G-g' (or A-a') accordatura. His answer was that each had its advantages for 

types of keys and musical styles, and was largely a matter of personal choice. Given 

the great number of flat keys in works of Baroque lutenist, Silvius Weiss (who 

incidentally was supposed to have been able to improvise good four-part harmony on 

his d-minor lute), one gets the picture of an instmment whose increased number of 

thirds allowed for additional facility in the greater chromaticism and more active 

counterpoint of post-17th-century baroque composition. 

As the emphasis in this tutor has been on the initial phases of playing continuo, 

I repeat the earlier suggestion here that the best route for the (baroque) d-minor lutenist 

is as suggested for the (A-a') chitarrone player. Both should make their own working 

transcriptions of exercises as well as seek out other, readdy available musical sources. 

l^Throughout the writing time of this tutor, financial restrictions have prevented 
my purchase of a baroque instrument for research specific to this area. Rather 
unsatisfactorily, I followed some historical practices and temporarily "converted" a 10-
course renaissance instmment, altering its bridge to allow stringing in a simulated 
baroque configuration. However, the time necessary to leam to play yet another such 
instmment and maintain normal (G-g') lute skills would in any case have been 
prohibitive, and I thank the players of such instmments, especially Stefan Lundgren, 
for providing the insights contained in this tutor. 
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The Baroque Guitar 

In addition to the omission of detailed information and transcriptions of the 

chitarrone, the baroque guitar has also been conspicuous by its absence in this tutor. 

The reasons for this absence are somewhat similar to those of the chitarrone in that they 

both involve special continuo techniques and musical applications. For example, the 

baroque guitar plays at best a very small part in continuo's (monody's) first 

appearance, if only because its five courses have too limited a range to provide a 

desired complete accompaniment (bass and harmonies) in comparison to the fourteen 

chitarrone strings. ̂ ^ In any case, it seems the wiser choice to introduce continuo 

playing with more mainstream concepts which reflect historical reality. 

However, any so-called "deficiencies" of which the baroque guitar may be 

accused did not preclude the later development of outstanding continuo works for it. 

One such work is Nicola Matteis' book. The False consonances ofMusick (1680-82), 

with instmctions for continuo playing on the baroque guitar. ̂ ^ 

The changes in musical style and resulting flexible ensemble environment that 

allowed for instmments such as the guitar provides valuable insights for the modem 

guitarist or theorist who wishes to establish a more workable and historically accurate 

approach to the foundations of music theory. These changes hinged on several 

overlapping factors. The first of these was the increased popularity of instmmental 

ensembles toward the mid-17th century (as noted in Part I, and especially well 

described by Borgir). Instmmental music meant more rhythmic regularity and less of 

the dramatic, "stop and start" gestures of early monody's textually oriented, 

declamatory rhythms. With this characteristic regular motion, it is simply not as easy 

l^The guitar was just not an important part of the original continuo concept, 
i.e., of renewing Greek dramatic ideals, as was the chitarrone. However, James Tyler, 
in his excellent book. The Early Guitar, p. 31, does mention several works calling for 
the "chitarrino," or "small" guitar, i.e., the baroque instmment, some years after the 
advent of the chitarrone. These include the important Emilio de' Cavalieri work, 
"Rappresentazione di Anima et di Corpo" of 1600. Denis Stevens mentions guitar in 
notes to a publication of Monteverdi's, L'Orfeo (London: Novello & Company Ltd., 
1968), but is singularly vague and unhelpful about what this "guitar" was, although 
logic points to Tyler's chitarrino or one of the larger 5-course baroque guitars. 

Imprinted in facsimile reprint from the Glasgow University Library's copy of 
Nicola Matteis,' The False consonances ofMusick. with introduction by guitarist 
scholar, James Tyler (Monaco: Editions Chanterelle S.A., 1980.) 96 pp. 
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to provide both the bass counterpoint and adequate harmony above at many of the 
instmmental (dance) tempi. 

A result was the second factor in an evolving continuo style, the obbligato 

instmment (gamba, cello, bassoon), added to reinforce an increasingly active and 

complex bass line. Thus the new rhythmic drive and bass obbligato line in effect 

opened a door for the guitar as a supplier of inner harmonies. Recalling Borgir's 

description of the mid-17th-century developments which led to the introduction of a 

standard obbligato instmment-plus-continuo-bass "duo," it is of particular interest to 

note Matteis' comments about his own instmment, the baroque guitar of the 1680's: 

The Guitarre was never so much in use & credit as it is at this day, & 
finding It emproved [sic] to so great a Perfection, it is my present design 
to make it company for other Instmments...every body knows it to be an 
imperfect Instmment & yet finding upon experience how agreeable a 
part it bears in a consort I have composed severall [sic] Pieces both for 
[ye] practice & enformation [sic] of those that would make use of it with 
[ye] Harpsecord, Lute, Theorbo, or Bass-Viol.^^ 

So the "imperfect" nature of the baroque guitar was an accepted fact, yet its 

"agreeable" part in a consort of other instmments made it worth including. While 

Matteis does not indicate to which of several guitar "imperfections" he might be 

referring, it is hard to imagine that a lack of bass reinforcement was not one of them. 

A bass-reinforced continuo style which made acceptable playing the heretofore 

bass-weak five-course guitar is a considerable step from the formidable 14-string giant 

chitarrone which was supposed to have recaptured the essence of Apollo's lyre. 

Moreover, of the three popular later 17th-century baroque guitar accordature shown 

below, Matteis' expresses a preference for the middle, "standard re-rentrant" tuning, 

which "lacks" what could be constmed as an important bass "A" fifth course: 

With Bourdons ("Ruidosa") "Standard" Re-entrant Italian Five-Course 
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i^Matteis, no page given, but this passage occurs as a preface just after Tyler's 
introductory notes (ending at p. vii) and under Matteis' "To the Reader." 
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The well-known Spanish guitarist-composer of the later 17th century, Caspar 

Sanz, had called the sounds of a baroque guitar played with full bass suings (i.e., the 

above non-re-entrant "With Bourdons"), "Musica Ruidosa," quite probably indicating 

the more irritating qualities of certain second inversion sonorities with low basses. ^̂  It 

appears, then, that greater bass resources of baroque guitars were less favored by 

accomplished musicians. In this feature of the baroque guitar lies an important, often 

ignored fact which can place its continuo role into a better perspective. 

This feature is the aurally unsetding impact of unusual chord inversions often 

forced by the baroque guitar's having only five courses, is greatly reduced by having 

its bass strings tuned in what has been termed by modem scholars as a "re-entrant" 

configuration (that is, with one or even two normally lower strings tuned up an 

octave). The effect is to produce a centralized, aggregate sound for the many chords 

for which there exist no strong fundamental bass notes on the baroque guitar. 

A guitarist can test this on a modem instmment by playing a D-major chord 

using his (5)th-to-(l)st strings. In this configuration, the resulting chord is a 

harmonically "weak" second inversion (where the fifth of D-Major appears in the bass 

as the low "A" string). Now, if the player were instead to play the fifth string an 

octave higher as a Xllth-fret harmonic following quickly with a D-Major chord (frets 

II, III, and II of strings (1), (2), (3) assumed), then suddenly the "top heavy" nature of 

that weak low A, D-Major chord is eliminated. This can be equally effective with 

harmonics on strings (5) and (4). though the result also depends upon which chords one 

l^While such chords were "allowed," it does not mean that they were always 
preferred. Sanz writes of alternative tunings, "Estos dos modes de encordar son 
buenos, pero para diversos efectos, porque el que quiere tafier Guitarra para hazer 
music midosa, 5 acompaharse el baxo con alguno tono, 5 sonada, es mejor con 
bordones la Guitarre, que sin ellos; pero si alguno quiera puntear con primor...que es 
el modo modemo con que a[h]ora se compone, no salen bien los bordones,..." (These 
two ways of tuning are good, but to produce different effects, because he who wishes 
to play the guitar for noisy [obnoxious] music, or to accompany other parts with bass 
notes, it is better [to employ such] bass guitar strings; but if one wishes to pluck [non-
rasgueado, or stmmming style]...as is the current compositional practice now, bordons 
[the low basses] do not sound [come out] well). Caspar Sanz, in the prologue (f. 6) to 
his Instruccion de Musica sobra la Guitarra Espanola, 1674. facsimile reprint (Geneve: 
Minkoff Reprint, 1976). 

20AS argued in earlier sections of this tutor, "mles" in the modem sense for 
chord appellation and use may not have existed at this time. But this does not mean 
that the aural reasons for establishing such mles, i.e., the preference for root position 
chords, was not present. 
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is playing (for example, having a low D fourth string yields a second inversion G-
Major chord with a standard guitar chord form). 

In the following examples from Matteis' Consonances, a continuo student can 

see the unusual qualities of the baroque guitar stmcture and how important they were to 

its developing style. This was a style which would, in fact, avoid imposing bass notes 

and instead, focus on playing the inner harmonies. Moreover, a "correct" counterpoint 

supplied by a bass obbligato and upper voices would allow the baroque guitarist to 

avoid many of the specific voice leading "mles" beyond the power of his instmment's 

limited chord configurations to fulfill. His re-entrant tuning provided an aurally 

pleasing, less bass-distinct sonority.^^ 
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2lTyler, The False Consonances. Tyler also uses these Matteis excerpts as 
examples in his The Early Guitar, p. 105. Matteis' later English publication contains 
both English and Italian tides as can be seen in these excerpts. 
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In the transition from baroque to classical eras, one of the more profound style 

changes in the annals of plucked instmments quiedy took place, with the 6-string guitar 

composers focusing more on melodies while limiting bass movement commensurate 

with post-baroque (rococo-classical) styles. Thus post-baroque guitars, with their 

increasingly robust, but numerically limited bass strings are not especially well suited 

either to full early continuo accompaniment or to produce the aggregate, centralized 

sound of the baroque guitar in later continuo works. On the other hand, while the 

baroque guitar is rather unsuited to managing any role in early monody, it is a specialty 

instmment of great value to later continuo "consorts," as Matteis puts it. 

For the continuo student who must first approach his studies with a modem 

guitar, the broadest option would be to work with his instmment as if it were a lute (in 

terms of accordatura). At the same time, he should listen to both lute and baroque 

guitar recordings. Finally, he can experiment by temporarily removing a modem 

guitar's sixth string and replacing the fifth string with a higher string (such as a "G" or 

"B") tuned up to simulate the re-entrant tuning.̂ ^ Through this he can better determine 

if the results are interesting enough for him to pursue the purchase of a baroque guitar 

replica. 

The Continuo Player as Accompanist 

Good continuo playing goes hand in hand with an understanding of basic music 

theory and activities attendant to it. Better continuo playing involves taking these 

activities a step further so that the player can interact with, even lead, the inevitable 

complement of performers who wdl work with him. When first studying the subject, it 

is understandable that there is enough to consider without a student's worrying over 

future in depth analysis, coaching, and language studies. And while such depth need 

not be goal of every continuo player, a teacher would be remiss not to address an 

audience of potential students without bringing up some of the more important continuo 

features beyond just playing. In tum, these few elements can raise the awareness of a 

prospective continuo player and theory student. With the limits of his time and 

educational resources, playing interests, and professional goals in music, a dedicated 

22Extreme caution should be taken to avoid mis-associating other modem guitar 
characteristics such as metal frets, larger neck and scale length, lack of string 
doublings, and so on, with the baroque guitar's own preferable characteristics. 
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continuo student should consider the following aspects part of good basic musicianship; 
and, he might even leam to enjoy them. 

• Learning how to follow meJndy - Easier said than done, this is another of the very 
worthwhile benefits of reading bass and treble clef As a student leams to 
respond to a continuo bass line, he also leams to place chords on more than one 
(guitar or lute) clef or tablature line. From this point one begins to loose the 
single clef "tunnel vision" and can soon begin to follow a melody above. 

• Rhythmic Reading - At first this might seem to be stating the obvious, being either a 
matter of common sense or belonging music theory studies. However, the 
typical guitarist (or lutenist), after years of solo playing, often does not grasp 
die subtleties of independent ensemble rhythms. When confronted with 
rhythmically rich single-line parts such as those offered by the three duet pairs 
of Femando Sor's Op. 55, a guitarist who may play complex solos often fails to 
finish the first 20 bars of these pieces. Even after study, the simple rhythms of 
die second guitar will cause him to lose his own metric balance. Thus, without 
attention to simple counting (such as that expected of a symphony violinist), a 
continuo player is doomed to fail at the tmly ensemble nature of this music. He 
will also in all likelihood not pick up a paycheck for any of his musical efforts. 

• Score Reading - This is another benefit of studying pre-continuo dances scores such 
as those given in Part Two. A continuo player can occasionally rely upon upper 
parts to supply harmonies or non-harmonic tones which he cannot easily reach. 
Aside from necessary musicianship, score reading is clearly the only way to 
ensure an awareness of the entire musical picture. 

• Leaming to sing as a professional prerequisite - Although a first step may involve 
following upper voices, one of the most important aspects of good continuo 
playing is a basic knowledge of singing. This begins with mastering the kind of 
sight singing in music theory. While a continuo player is primarily an 
accompanist, having a concept of how an accompanied voice sounds both in 
rhythm and melody can only enhance a performance and make both his and a 
singer's job easier. This despite the extra initial effort at leaming such 
melodies. Even if the continuo player is a bad singer - he needn't put on 
demonstrations, but he does need to know what a singer is doing. 

• Leaming Languages - Continuo is not an original American art form, to say the least, 
and without some interest and study of several languages, Italian at a minimum, 
a player is ultimately at an extreme cultural and professional disadvantage. 

• Analysis - Self-explanatory, as this is basic to any music study. However, additional 
analysis of larger scores such as early opera, oratorio, and concerti which have 
added continuo parts (rather than small scores) will gready broaden a continuo 
player's musical awareness. 

• Coaching - One of the loftier goals of continuo playing, this is not as far-fetched as 
some may think. It is also a highly respected and sometimes well-paid 
professional option which, contingent on mastering the above categories, is 
something a continuo student may think about as a career goal. 



APPENDIX A 
OTHER CONTINUO HARMONIC AND TECHNICAL FEATURES 

A Guide to Continuo Symbols 

There are two ways in which continuo symbols appear: in earlier styles 
(through the late 1600's), symbols appeared above the bass clef; in the present day 
format, symbols appear below. Although sources such as Amold's The Art of 

Accompaniment from a Thorough-hns^^^ devote literally hundreds of pages to variations 
conceming such symbols, diere are a few conventions which are more than adequate 
for the beginning continuo player. Here is a summary: ̂  

Figured Bass Numbers 
A form of harmonic shorthand as prescribed by the following guidelines: 

A. Number Symbols - General Usage 

• 3. 5. and 8 are assumed and not writteiL out unless negating a previous 
chord over a given bass note (ex. "4 - "3); 

• 2. 4. 6. 7. and 9 are not implied, but must be written out when needed 
(think of these as not part of any basic triad, and as added 
elements, must always be written); 

• A straight line indicates held harmony over a moving bass line; 

• Continuo numbers should NOT be equated with music theory symbols 
(IV^, V7), though they are related; 

• The numbers do NOT indicate doublings or voicing; 
B. Number Symbols - Eariier Usage 

• In earlier use, intervals greater than the octave (8) are found. An 
example of these "compound intervals" may be found in 
Caccini's "Amarilli" (p. 164), where one sees, "11 10 14," which 
later became "4 3 7"); 

• In earlier use, rhythmic changes may be indicated along with bass 
symbols. After Caccini, this is no longer the practice, as upper 
voices will provide rhythmic clues (See North, p. 31, or 
"Amarilli," for specific examples). 

^Taken from my own experience, and in particular, from North's Continuo 
Playing, and Techniques and Materials of Tonal Music. 3rd. ed., Thomas Benjamin, 
Michael Horvit, and Robert Nelson, eds. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 216 
pp.). I am grateful to Prof Gene Biringer for pointing out the latter source. 
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Accidentals 
Accidentals refer to raising or lowering intervals above the bass, and 

should not be confused with accidentals preceding notes. For 
example, a sharped third symbol associated with g-minor chord 
(bass note) really translates into a B-natural note. See Rules for 
Accidentals, p. 71; 

An exception to the above might he in cancelling a sharp or flat 
immediately preceding in the continuo bass; 

A solitary accMentnl refers by default to the chord 3rd (or 10th); 

Alterations to bass notes are NOT shown by continuo bass symbols; 
Raised 3rds and 6ths have several symbols to represent them (usually 

"#" alone, "3" preceded or followed with by a "#"); 

Other raised or lowered intervals include both accidental and number 
(#4, 4-h, 4#, or 6 with "/" for raised, and b5, 5b for lowered); 

Early sharp sigrvi may look somewhat like a double sharp (two 
superimposed "x" figures). Care should be taken to avoid 
confusing these with the sometimes visually similar double sharp, 
although musical context usually should make things clear. 

Part Writing. Voice Leading, and Non-figured Basses 

For the beginning or intermediate level continuo student, developing an 

understanding of part writing and voice leading are an important part of playing the 

many existing musical works in which a composer has not provided continuo symbols 

(non-figured basses). In many cases, not only must a player improvise an 

accompaniment, but in doing so, he must be aware of what he need not supply. This is 

because pivotal harmony notes may already have been accounted for by the composer 

in (written down) bass and treble voices. Without recognizing which of these are 

present, a player will often attempt to produce chords which are beyond his capacity to 

produce and still maintain a smooth continuo flow. At times this situation may be even 

more complex than it sounds. For example, in cases where a continuo composer has 

not left scores of a work, the only way to the best possible realization would be through 

a study of his style, preparation and study of scores (or more likely, some combination 

of both of these approaches), and repeated performances of the results. 

The matter of handling strict four-part harmony found in basic music theory 

assignments and literature such as Bach chorales is also important for the continuo 

student. In one sense, such harmonizations are another kind of non-figured bass, but 
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with much stricter mles (if the player is to sustain a correct 4-part texture). In this 
case, preparation is everything, while improvisation should wait for mastery of the 
style. 

In the final analysis, part writing and voice leading are not unlike a writer's 
knowledge of linguistic syntax and grammar. And as in language, perhaps die most 
difficult idea for a beginner to grasp when confronted with having to leam his field's 
seemingly endless collection of circumstances and mles is that the better his command 
of those mles, the greater his freedom from their narrow application, and the more 
original the result. While a guitar or lute cannot be a vehicle for a complete harmonic 
education, each can take the beginner a good deal farther than they are often given 
credit for, but only if the time and effort is taken to put their capabilities into 
perspective. 

Along these lines, I suggest that a student review and digest the following three-

part division of harmony and continuo applications. Understanding these general 

differences should go a long way toward helping to grasp the guidelines for non-figured 

basses, part writing, and voice leading which follow. 

Firs among the above three divisions shoud be the practical aspect of a 

beginning continuo player's efforts to master the basic triads of a key by completing 

inner harmonies between bass and upper melodic lines (this tutor's Part Two). A 

second is to acknowledge those "mles of law" from music theory which govem in the 

smallest detail hundreds of variations on chord-voice placement and how those voices 

move in relation to one another. This amounts to classroom theory, but should avoid 

the idea of forcing classroom mles onto the lute or guitar as if either were oompletely 

capable of playing four independent voices. A third area for the continuo player 

combines the above two through the following summary and further study of historical 

and modem sources (particularly North's Continuo Playing), while maintaining an 

attention to the details of classroom music theory.^ 

Guidelines in the following sections will attempt to define the accepted norms of 

stylistic continuo period harmony and melody which a player needs to know. 

Following this, more specific guidelines for four-part harmony should help a player 

^These sections are based on my own educational experience and summaries 
provided by North (Continuo Playing, from p. 40), and Techniques and Materials of 
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develop the important sense of where continuo playing and its cousin, classroom theory 
part-writing, relate. 

Rule of The Octave 

An example of the so-called "non-figured" bass exists in Chapter Ill's excerpts 
for Handel's "NelDolce" (p. 32). There, while a number of helpful continuo symbols 
exist in the guitar edition (bass part), none appear in the earlier Breitkopf publication. 
In cases where no symbols are provided, it really does not matter why an editor or a 
composer has left them out, but only that the continuo player be able to provide a 
correct accompaniment. North summarizes an historical mle for doing this (for major 
keys):^ 

• ^// chords are assumed in root position (^3) except those on the 3rd, 
7th, and occasionally, 6th, scale degrees (which are assumed first 
inversion '̂  3]); 

• Upper lines often conceal different harmonies - Attention to these 
composed parts is important, as they may supply harmony other 
than what the Rule of the Octave would yield with bass notes 
alone; 

• Raised bass notes call for a first inversion chord (F# in C-Major is a 
D-Major, first inversion chord); 

• Employ contrary motion (avoiding consecutive fifths and octaves) 
between outer voices. 

Continuo Voice Leading Suggestions 

• First attention should be on bass and upper continuo line, avoiding 
consecutive 5ths and octaves (generally through contrary motion); 

• Stepwise bass motion may lead to unwanted parallels - first inversion 
chords and contrary outer part movement are often the solution to 
this; 

• Analyze written-out continuo works by lute and theorbo players. 
observing parts movement and extracting chord forms and 
cadential figures. 

Tonal Music, pp. 216-217. In addition to working with his own theory teacher a 
student should carefully study North for specific, advanced continuo examples. 

^North, pp. 40-41. 
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Four-part Writing Guidelines 

Voice Leading 
• "ŷ nvg for stepwise melodic motion in the upper voice (and inner 

voices); 
• ^v<?/̂  parallel 5ths and nrtnvf^ including arriving at these intervals by 

contrary motion; 
• v̂o?V/ leaps in similar motion to 5ths and octaves (called "hidden") 

except with repeated chord; 
• Â <?ve outer voices in contrary motion with stepwise bass movement 

(Exception: Similar motion is allowed between outer voices of 
first inversion chords); 

• Three chord voices should not move in the same direction unless the 
fourth voice remains stationary or moves in contrary motion. 

• Avoid the augmented second in the same voice and the tritone 
(augmented 4th) unless the latter is part of a repeated chord or is 
resolved; 

• Avoid parts crossing and/or overlapping. 

Parts Doubling Guidelines 

These guidelines are minimal, and do not pretend to cover the myriad variables 
in four-part harmony, particularly considering the many approaches to them by 
different harmony teacher. However, they do give useful basics that the continuo 
player can and should follow: 

• Avoid doubling leading tones or 7ths: 

• When possible, notes are doubled based upon a hierarchy or 
precedence of chord function (in order of roots, 5ths, 3rds); 

• Chord 5ths may be omitted (resulting in a tripled root, doubled root 
(7th chords), or rarely, doubled root and 3rd); 

• A Chord 3rd should be always be present. 

Seventh Chords 

The 7th chord and its use constitute one of the fundamental lines of harmonic 

demarcation between the renaissance and baroque styles. It is formed by the addition 
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of an added 3rd to a basic triad (the 7th above a chord root). Because of this 7th's 

dissonant qualities, it resolves downward to the next chord third unless the cadence 

tums out to be d^^eptjve (V-vi).^ The 7th is a fundamental compositional element from 

the continuo period onward, especially where strengthening the pull to a given chord or 

its dominant assists in modulating to a new key center. 

Seventh Chord Symbols and Inversions 

The 7th chord consists simply of a basic triad and an additional 3rd above its 

5th (five plus two notes, or a 7th). This added 7th makes for four possible bass 

configurations and three inversions (instead of two as with triads) and compounds the 

ways in which the 7th chord functions.^ While most often appearing as a dominant 

7th," the chord has one other variation, the diminished 7th, which is described in the 

following section. 

"̂ Through hundreds of lute works prior to 1550 (or even later), one finds that 
examples of 7th chords that often function in subdy different ways from those in later 
works. One particularly beautiful example of the passing, melodic character of 
"earlier" uses of the 7th may be found in the first few measures of John Dowland's 
"Come Heavy Sleep," under the text, "And close up these. . . ." Although written well 
into the time of early continuo, this and other Dowland songs retain their own, 
distincdy (English) renaissance characteristics while adopting many beginning Baroque 
era expressive devices. 

^North, Continuo Playing, has some 6 pages (pp. 32-38) of basic 
configurations. While these should be a first reference to more advanced studies, I 
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Diminished Seventh Chords 

A diminished 7th chord occurs as result of a raised root̂  in the bass line, and 

that, usually on the dominant 7th (and more rarely, on the seventh scale step). We 

know that dominant 7th chord is a major chord with an added minor 3rd (for example, 

in C-Major, a G-Major chord with an added F-natural as the 7th). Thus the only 

interval larger than a minor third between notes is that first major 3rd. Raising it 

produces a chord of all minor 3rds, or the diminished 7th. An interesting aspect of this 

chord is its consisting of four notes all equidistant from one another makes for only 

three distincdy different sounding possibdities for it in our Westem harmonic system.^ 

The following are general examples of the above mentioned 7th chords: 

k 
^ i k ̂

 a 
^ r "O" 

231 1 
C2—C2. 

Z Z 
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Root Position 

7 
( 5 - 7 ) 

6 
5 

First Inversion 
6 r 

4 
3 

Second Inversion 

i^t) 

2 
(or—) 

Third Inversion 

(4^2,4,or^) 
2 "^ 

7 — 

Diminished 
(on raised bass) 

suggest that a student first acquaint himself with a few 7th chord examples before 
trying to digest all of these isolated cases 

^These are modern terms. Recall (from Chapter V, p. 17) that theories of root 
movement, inversions, and so on, were not expounded until J.P. Rameau and others in 
the early 1700's. 

'̂ As opposed to twelve different major or minor chords. There may be more 
than three ways to spell the diminished 7th chord (see enharmonic spellings. Appendix 
C, p. 165), but its total different pitch placements is only three. For example, 
constmcting consecutive diminished 7th chords at half step intervals might yield C#-E-
G-Bb, D-F-AbCb, D#-F#-A-C, which then repeats the first chord of the series at E-G-
Bb-Db (remember that all diminished 7th intervals are the same minor 3rd, so 
inversions do not affect function as they do chords with different intervals). Writing 
out diminshed 7th chords on each note of an entire chromatic octave will further aid the 
student to understand this idea. 
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Omaments 

For all of its mles and composed works, the nature of continuo remains one of 

improvisation. One of the more important aspects of this improvisationis 

omamentation. For the beginning accompanist, omamentation might be thought of in 

two distinct categories: (1) that of supplying specific (often cadential) note sequences 

we call trills, mordents, etc., and; (2) of filling out chords or bass tines with 

arpeggiation or added notes (which may or may not contain non-harmonic tones).^ 

Trills and related omaments may further be thought of as specialized 

applications of non-harmonic tones (appogiature, and so on, as described in the 

following section on non-harmonic tones). However, continuo's improvisatory nature 

also means that there was relatively little written down for the modem player to go on 

in comparison to the very specific omament symbols given by later solo lute 

composers. Period players were supposed to know basic harmonic "mles," the nature 

of a piece, and how to avoid tasteless interference with featured parts while 

improvising an effective accompaniment. The art lay in supplying a good continuo 

performance within such guidelines. 

Aside from studying historical scores where some vocal omaments are written 

in (such as our Caccini "Amarilli" example), the best advice and information about 

omamentation is to be found in North's Continuo Playing. It should be a first source 

for historical background and specific types of omments. North's introductory 

paragraph bears repeating here: 

We shall never know how much omamentation people used in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Each period and style differs so 
much, and all original tutors give a somewhat evasive answer to this 
question. They stop dead at the very place we would wish them to 
continue, and say that omamention is best lemt by example from good 
players and teachers, not from books. Thomas Mace commented that, 
'the Greatest ExcelUency in This Kind of Performance lies beyond 
whatever Directions can be given by Rule.'^ 

^Carol MacClintock, ed., The Solo Song 1580-1730 (New York: W.W. Norton 
& Company, Inc., 1973), pp. xvi-xx gives an excellent account of continuo period 
omaments for both voice and instmmentalists. Another invaluable source for many 
aspects of performance practice (including omamentation) is Robert Donington's book, 
77?̂  Interpretation of Early Music, new edition (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1974). 

^North, Continuo Playing., p. 85. 
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That advice applies to all continuo players, as it is simply impossible to say 

which omaments are appropriate and when, if for no other reason than the 

contradictory nature of text book prescriptions for an improvised art. However, there 

are guidelines for applying omaments which in tum may be based on what is generally 

possible for a given accompaniment, solo line, and continuo ensemble. These might be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Accompaniment 

• Particularly in contexts such as monody, the accompanist 
should never detract from the singer's line, but should: 

• focus on correct rhythm and basic 
harmony; 

• avoid confusing and excessive added 
movement and/or chord changes 

• He may at appropriate moments introduce: 

• (omamented) suspensions; 

• arpeggiated chords; 

• appoggiature or acciacature; 

• added movement during longer upper 
line notes (related to the renaissance 
passaggi (mnning notes that fill in 
intervals between longer notes), but 
not competing with the upper voice. 

2. In ensemble, a continuo player may: 

• increase the relative amount of omamentation (but he should be 
aware that this may hinder the body of his tone and thus lose in 
the ensemble any effect he is trying to produce); 

• in ritomelli (that is, a repeated instmmental section, typically in 
vocal works, which functions as a choms), various kinds of 
imitation, added bass notes, and specific omaments are not only 
options, but required. 

The enormous variety of ornamentation available to the continuo player is 

perhaps best decribed by one Agosdno Agazzari (1578-1640) in his treatise on figured 

bass. Translated by musicologist, Oliver Stmnk, in his Source Readings in Music 

History. Agazzari's advice and wamings are surprisingly useful, but rely somewhat, as 

one might imagine, on a reader's prior acquaintance with the continuo style: 
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I say the same of the lute, harp, theorbo, harpsichord, etc., when they 
serve as foundation with one or more voices singing above them, for in 
this case, to support the voice, they must maintain a solid, sonorous, 
sustained harmony,...while, to avoid interfering with the singer, they 
must not restrike the strings to often.... For this reason, he who plays 
the lute (which is the noblest instmment of them all) must play it 
nobly,...not as is done by those who, because they have a ready hand, 
do nothing but play mns and make divisions from beginnning to end, 
especially when playing with other instmments which do the same, in all 
of which nothing is heard but babel [sic] and confusion,.... Sometimes, 
therefore, he must use gende strokes and repercussions, sometimes slow 
passages, sometimes rapid and repeated ones, sometimes something 
played on the bass strings, sometimes beautiful vyings and conceits, 
repeating and bringing out these figures at different pitches and in 
different places; he must, in short, so weave the voices together with 
long groups, trills, and accents, each in its tum, that he gives grace to 
the consort..., judiciously preventing these embellishments from 
conficting with one another and allowing time to each, especially when 
there are other similar instmments, a thing to be avoided, in my opinion, 
unless they plav at a great distance or are differently tuned or of 
different sizes. "̂ 

An Introduction To Non-harmonic Tones 

Non-harmonic tones are simply those notes which fall outside normally accepted 

chord sounds. They are, in a very real sense, a composer's and performer's way of 

keeping things interesting; secondly, their names can be a theorist's way of keeping 

track of those musical exceptions. How they are identified and used depend greatly 

upon a musical work, its period, the concert moment (in situations such as continuo 

which allow improvisation), and a good deal of study. But that is up to the perfomer, 

and no mere "list" can supply the art required to apply such features to music. Also 

keep in mind that other elements of continuo (particularly omaments) are closely 

related to non-harmonic notes. 

Workable definitions of individual non-harmonic tones may be found in just 

about any text and general references. The following list is intended as a basic 

reference for beginning music theory using examples from literature pertinent to the 

early music player. ̂ ^ The importance of a student's own study, analysis, and listening 

for such non-harmonic elements cannot be overemphasized. 

^^Stmnk, pp. 427-8. North, p. 88, also quotes some of this passage. 

^^Based on WiU Apel's, 77?̂  Harvard Dictionary and my own musical 
collection of music theory material. Apel classifies such tones into those occurring on 
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A Summary Of Non-harmonic Tones 

Passing Tonp 

Briefly Deflned: A stepwise (unprepared^'^) non-harmonic tone between two 
vertical sonorities (chords), often, but not always on weak, beat (unaccented as opposed 
to accented). 

1 ^ _ . Q= Unaccented 
0^0 / r\ =. Figure only or , ^ '''T^^ 
Y^\ I ^"Transient Chord ^ ^ 1 ^ — 1 ^ 1 * 5 I r - r ^ r I ' ^"Transient Chord ^=^t|]i^— 

Accented or 
Appoggiatura 

Anticipation 

Briefly Deflned: Motion from harmonic to an accented non-harmonic tone 
which belongs to a following chord and anticipates the arrival of that chord (usually 
part of a melody or doubled in the melody). 

Figure (non-dissonani) 

weak (unaccented), and then strong (accented), rhythmic beats. Of these, the 
appoggiatura in general, the suspension (classified by some as a prepared 
appogiatura), and certain ;7<3Ji7/7̂  tones, are considered rhythmically strong (accented), 
while all others are considered rhythmically weak (unaccented), depending upon 
whedier they occur at a rhythmically strong or weak beat or part of a beat). In 
addition, some theorists classify the pedal tone as part of the non-harmonic tone group 
(an example of which might be the held "D" note in the first recitative of the Chapter 
m, Handel, "Nel Dolce" cznmA). Dnnnington. Vie Interpretation of Early Music. 
contains some nineteen chapters (VII-XXV) on ornaments and related non-harmonic 
tones. 

^̂ A dissonant note is said to be prepared when it repeats itself as a prior chord 
consonant, then as a dissonant, or unprepared when it does not repeat as a prior chord 
consonant. 



Echapp^p 

. .^P^f^y Deflned: Stepwise motion to a weak beat (unaccented) non-harmonic 
tone, toUowed by a leap in the opposite direction to a chord tone. 
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Cambiata (19th-20th Century) 

Briefly Deflned: Leap to a non-harmonic tone, stepwise resolution to the next 
consonant chord tone. 

Nota Cambiata 

Briefly Deflned:^^ The nota cambiata is another dissonance involving the name, 
"cambiata," and can cause confusion among musicians, especially for those who do not 
normally deal with renaissance and baroque music, or who have had occasion to 
become so familiar with one such figure that its features dominate his thinking. It is 
unaccented, approached by a step down, left by a leap of a 3rd down, and usually 
returns by step. Sometimes referred to in a renaissance context as "cambiata" for 
short, it is often found in 16th-century works as a sequential device both in harmonic 
and non-harmonic roles, and is an idiomatic part of an emerging instmmental style. 

Sequences: An element which can affect one's understanding of non-harmonic tones 
occurs when several (usually of a type) appear in closely connected or in succession, 
i.e., in sequence. When this happens, one or more of these non-harmonic tones may 

1 T 

*^The latest Harx'ard Dictionary considers the cambiata a five-note figure (for 
example, on the notes d - c - a - b -c), but (referring to it as a "double neighboring 
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tum out to be consonant. In such cases, adding the word "figure" (as in "cambiata 
figure,") is one way of accounting for consonants in a sequence of non-harmonic tones. 
An example of several cambiate as a sequential device is easily seen in the following 
Francesco da Milano Fantasia excerpt. 

Nota Cambiata (from Francesco da Milano) 

Auxiliary (Upper or lower Neighbor) 
Briefly Deflned: Step wise motion up or down to non-harmonic tone and retum. 

Changing Tone (Double Upper/lower Neighbor) 
Briefly Deflned: Stepwise motion to a dissonant tone, contrary motion (skip) to 

a second dissonant, and step to next consonant chord tone (or in the Renaissance, to a 
final dissonance before stepwise resolution). 

(Ornamented) 

tone") also includes figures like those in the above Francesco da Milano Fantasia 
example. 
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Appoggiatura Briefly Deflned: With many different forms and appearances, a 
kind of "catch-all" for a rhythmically strong non-harmonic tone appearing in place of a 
harmonic tone which is resolved stepwise. Accented passing tones and suspensions are 
close relatives. ̂ ^ r ^ r 

Acciacatura Briefly Deflned: A cousin to the appoggiatura, the acciacatura 
( cmshed" note) occurs when both consonant and dissonant notes are played 
simultaneously, followed by a release of the dissonance. 

Appoggiatura In Omaments (Acciacatura) 

Suspensions 

Briefly Deflned: A prior chord consonance held over to become a strong beat 
dissonance, and resolved stepwise. The interest of the first Francesco da Milano, 
Fantasia "de Mon Triste," below is an example of a particularly unusual suspension 
figure and then, its repetition as a lower-voice unprepared appoggiatura based on 
melodies, which effects an augmented sonority. The second example below (excerpted 
from Simone Molinaro's Fantasia II (1599), is a sequence of suspensions often referred 
to as "chain supsensions." 

(\^) Chain Suspensions 

Figure only As Appoggiatura 

^^MacClintock (The Solo Song) devotes some four pages (xvi-xix) to continuo 
period interpretation, a good part of which amounts to non-harmonic tones in various 
guises, and especially, the appoggiatura "family." As stated, Donnington's, The 
Interpretation of Early Music, is particularly valuable for its nineteen chapters devoted 
to omaments, non-harmonic tones, and other important information on interpreting 
continuo performance. 
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Suspensions are an important part of continuo playing, and a student's first 

P°̂ ^̂ .̂  °^ " °̂̂ ^ detailed mles and advice about their treatment (and related dissonances) 
tor different instmments/string tunings should be North (pp. 38-39), and the study of 
actu^ works, even those realized by modem players. To help with an initial 
clanfication of several basic suspension types and how they might appear realized, here 
are five excerpts which contain various types. The complicated appearances of these 
dissonances can be deceptive, as the suspension figure is often already written into the 
upper parts and need not always be accounted for by the continuo player. 

Excerpts below are from: Giulio Caccini ("Svogava con le stelle"); Sigismondo 
d'India ("Quella vermiglia rosa"); and Heinrich Schutz 

("Ich liege undschlafe", SWV 310) 

7 6^ 4 3 
(4 3 4 #3 7) 

Excerpts below are from: Johann Emst Galliard (Sonata V. Adagio); and Arcangelo 
Corelli (Sonata 8. Preludio) 
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APPENDIX B 

ADDITIONAL WORKS AND KEYS 

While not all of the following pieces fit into a strict musical framework of 

conventional continuo or music theory assignments, they do provide varied note 

reading and musical exposure that are fundamental to studies in both areas. Some are 

early-to-19th-century arrangements in the four-part style, and show the many 

compositional possibiUties within this texture, i Moreover, while the majority of hymn 

arrangements and attendant harmonies/voice leading might not be completely playable 

on the lute or guitar (depending often upon the source for those hymns), many fit as if 

they could have been written for these instmments. Furthermore, for those in hymn 

literature which is, for some reason or another, not suited for direct lute/guitar playing, 

much of it may be rearranged and rendered on either instmment. Such arrangements 

may either take the form of modified (though musically correct) harmonizations which 

may leave out parts which a singer or player-as-singer may supply, or by transposing 

the work to a more idiomatic key. 

In some cases, one might even consider switching instmments (such as using an 

"A" accordatura instmment to play works in keys appropriate to that tuning). 

However, for the reasons cited in Chapter XII, I am electing to exclude works in A-

major here (because they do usually suit only the A-chitarrone). Such works abound in 

harmony books and hymnals, and may easily be found by anyone who, having such an 

instmment at his disposal, wishes to study them. 

A student should be aware that there are certain chord forms which often repeat 

throughout these works. Some of these should be a part of his knowledge from studies 

in this tutor to this point. Others may be found throughout North's Continuo Playing. 

Finally, one of the best ways for a student to establish his own repertoire of easily 

managed chord forms is to begin a list based on working out each of the following 

pieces, preferably with fingerings in a separate copy to preserve a clear original to 

which he can retum for further study. 

^Hymns are based upon arrangements from the Anglican church's 77?̂  Hymnal 
1982. (New York: The Church Pension Fund, 1985). 
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Theory/reading Supplements - (G-g' Accordatura) 

F-Major - "Lo How a Rose e're blooming" 
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F-Major - "Herr Jesu Christ" (J.S. Bach) 
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G-Major - "Praise to God" (Old 100th) 
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Bb-Major - "On Jordan's Bank" 
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g-minor - "Rejoice, believers" 
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d-minor - ''God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen" 

In this selection, only the melody is provided, giving students an opportunity to 
supply harmony. Observations for a student to make in preparing such a score might 
be of the differences between strict four-part writing and that of a continuo-like 
rendition, remembering, of course, the commensurate stmctural differences in a typical 
hymn melody. 
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e-minor - ''What Child is This!" 
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D-Major - "Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing" 
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Modal (d-Dorian) - "Christ Lag in Todesbanden" 

M. Luther-J.S. Bach - This chorale makes a fitting conclusion to this sampling 
ot works. It and die Easter Cantata of the same tide which it concludes are among 
Bach s most dramatic works. Despite numerous difficult moving passages, an 
advanced player can render almost completely this chorale on the 8-course lute, while 
the less experienced player could begin with individual voice parts. 

m^^ 
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Continuo Supplements 

Leonora Orsina (ca. 1590) - "Per Pianto la mia came" (g-minor)^ 

Sigismondo d'India - "Se in me, donna, movete" (G-Major^ 

The age of continuo was also the age in which it became increasingly 

"acceptable" for women to play more active roles in music theatre and art in general. 

It is tme that awareness of feminine contributions heightens with this period, and this is 

no less tme in terms of composition. This work comes from one of several women 

composers whose compositions are now gaining interest and recognition. According to 

Carol MacClintock, Orsina and her husband were members of Francesco de' Medici's 

famous Tuscan court. This song is based upon text by the poet, Sannazaro.'* One of 

the earliest known of such works (probably from before 1587), the original setting 

includes an intabulated lute part, making it properly one of continuo's predecessors, but 

nonetheless an ideal study and performance piece for prospective continuo players. 

The work immediately following, Sigismondo d'India's "Se in me, donna, 

movete," is one representative of the tme early continuo (monody) style. Its contrast to 

the Orsina provides an effective study for evaluating the evolution of lute song to 

monody. 

^MacCHntock, The Solo Song, pp. 7-8. According to MacClintock's research 
the original score exists in the Modena, Italy, Biblioteca Estense (MS C311, fol. 5 
vols.). 

^Sigismondo d'India, 7/ Primo Libro di Musiche da Cantar Solo (Cremona, 
1609), Federico Mompellio, ed. (Cremona, Athenaeum Cremonense, 1970), p. 66. 

"̂ (No first name given in MacClintock). Editor MacClintock cites one important 
work by this poet, Arcadia (1504). 

^Continuo players should be aware that MacClintock's volume is a fine 
anthology of the spectmm of pre-monody and monody, and includes useful 
commentary on omamentation along with historical/biographical information. 
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Sigismondo d'India "Se in me, donna, movete" 
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Continuo Supplements In Facsimile 

Some Notational Considerations 

This section adds further specific and complete examples to the historical 

(facsimile) excerpts introduced in Chapter II, p. 10. By now the more experienced 

continuo student should be aware that musical involvement with works in original 

notation is inevitable. Despite such knowledge, a first glance at some facsimiles is 

often enough to send the uninitiated running out in a blind, panicked msh for the 

nearest modem score. However, there are several rewards for studying facsimiles that 

offset the effort involved. Obviously, one is a "closeness" to the composer and his 

time. Secondly, there is the necessity for any active musician to read less-than-familiar 

score formats; facsimile study is an ideal method for avoiding, or at least, minimizing, 

an unexpected, nasty shock. But a musician's professionalism is at its best when he is 

willing to prepare parts or scores from other sources, and the following are offered 

both as such examples as well as the means to further one's musical education. 

^Moreover, historical precedents abound: Borgir descnbes the preparation of 
scores for continuo; lutenist, Francesco da Milano, vihuelist, Luys de Narvaez, and 
others arranged omamented lute scores of vocal works; Bach made organ arrangements 
of Vivaldi concerti; Schoenberg earned part of his living by orchestrating works early 
in his career. 
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Sonata V, Movement 1 (Adagio), Johann Emst Galliard^ 
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^My thanks to bassoonists. Prof Richard Meek of Texas Tech University and 
William Waterhouse (England), for providing this work. From Johann Emst Galliard's 
Sir Sonatas for the Bassoon or Violoncello with a Thorough Bass for the Harpsichord. 
modem facsimile of an edition, ca. 1733, WiUiam Waterhouse, ed., (Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL: Bassoon Heritage Edition, no date). 
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"Lob der Keuscheit," Gabriel Voigtlander (ca. 1596-1643)^ 

XXIX 

•^|4^[^^$gp 
-n ^ t < 6b<ri53crgpnD^^aV&ic\di\>mDapbnuMfvc!i\iPh(ebm.ix^ bet* oa/turt^ 

76 3S 

-1 ^ L ;-

Ocb J4r (lorcf na^rldf/ IfJ^fl* l^r naĉ . fo nm^Q • m Daphne, DMne a* 

^ 

igittrtii^s 
7- 7 "(T^ 

^Thanks to my friends and colleagues, Alison Brown and Tina Obritzberger 
(Linz, Vienna, Austria, respectively) for providing facsimiles of the original. 
According to researcher, Horace Fishback's article in the 6th edition of The Grove 
nirtionary of Music and Musicians (Vol. 20, p. 67), Voigdander produced a 
particularly successful songbook, Erster Theil Allerhand Oden unnd fsicl Lieder. score, 
1642, publ. 1644, which included his own and works by composers such as John 
Dowland, Johann Nauwach, and Orazio Vecchi. 
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Sonata a Tre (Trio Sonata), Op. 3, n. 2, Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713) (Grave and 
Allegro^^ 

CoreUi, as one of a group of Italians who helped establish the baroque 

instmmental style, produced a number of works which are very accessible to plucked 

instmment continuo players. In this and a number of other works, he specifically 

offers a part for the "Violone o Arcileuto," in addition to an organ continuo part, 

which, in these trio sonatas, varies so littie that either is practically identical to the 

other (for comparison, the single organ "Grave" movement precedes the "Grave" and 

"Allegro" arcileuto parts). By this time, the archlute had largely replaced the much 

bigger chitarroni and theorbos in such contexts. This was likely due both to the smaller 

archlute's greater agility and to the advent of brighter, overwound strings that enabled 

smaller instmments to project. ̂ ° Moreover, the active bass lines of post-1650 continuo 

composition were much more conducive to the smaller archlutes. Borgir^ ̂  gives a 

good summary of these different instrumental roles and their approximate historical 

placement. 

Most important here are the implications of an original publication with both 

organ and archlute (violone) parts. While experiments by musicians might yield the 

same results, it is somewhat reassuring for the lutenist to note that 17th century sources 

actually favor continuo lutes and organ or harpsichord playing together. The only 

restrictions seem to have been fundamental matters of good sense, such as having the 

archlute play single, embellished lines when a keyboard instmment was present rather 

than doubling up on chordal realizations.^^ 

^These facsimiles were scanned from a 1978 edition 1689 Rome edition of 
Arcangelo Corelli's, Sonate a Tre (Op. 3), under the Bibliotheca Musica Bononiensis, 
Universita degh Studi, Bologna, Amaldo Forni, ed. In addition, a number of modem 
editions (usually excluding the mostly identical duplicate organ and lute/violonceUo 
parts), are available from small, "pocket-sized," to full scores. 

^^he decade of 1660 is commonly accepted for the first appearance of 
overwound strings. See Appendix D, p. 173, for additional information about 
instmment families. 

^ ̂ Borgir, pp. 93-120. 

^^Borgir, pp. 102-107, gives practical and useful information on continuo lutes 
in a performance context. 
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Although commercial scores of this work are available, the best possible study 

of it would begin with a student's preparation of his own score based upon the 

following facsimiles. 

GrAue 

SIS' 
6 
5 K 

ORGANO. 7 
*̂  5 ^ P 

ONATA SECONDA. 
iH^^ 

5 - X b 6-5 J 9 ^ 

KgiiiiJI 
w -0-
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Gnue 6 i 4 Violonr,6 Arcileuto. j 
5 . P 

ONATA SECONDA 

pift^ta^ 

!X 
-m ^ €̂=F 

41 9 8 7 6 
ŜM 6 

^ ^ i ^ 
Allegro, 5^ 7 6 X 
5 6 5« .^ 6 >< 6 $ 5655 56 56 7 i s e^^ii^^^ii^ 

i i iSr t^^ 
p#j$^ 

• ^ — ' • • - i«^^^ 
7 7 ^ ^ 7 6 ^ 5 
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ViotiAO Scconuo. 7 

si^i igMtfeg^ 
ONATA SECONDA. 

g^iili^i^piE^ 
"tK-a 

r — - ^ - mm^ 

^m^^ 
iiiipiiiigiiiigigii 

A 3 Ad. Voldfubico. 
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Gcauc. -. Violino Primo 7 

ONATA SECONDA. 

s^^i 
^siHi^ig 

AJIdgro * « : $ f 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

•m 
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"Amarilli" facsimile, Giulio Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche (1602)^^ 

Ma riili mia bella N6^rcili^ del mio cor doUe dcfi n D'cfler m * 

g^^^^g^^ii^ 
J'amor mi • o Crctli iopur ^ (e b mar tafla le PrtnJi qucAo mio Aralo 

J II. 4 ' ' ' I 1 B. • J , * ' H ' ''T'l'^* ' I " f »'* • ' • • • • • I I I I • 1 ^ 1 4 " ' ! T " • 

f 

^^s^ i^J i i l l i f iM i 
AfrimM pmo, ^ fcdfaifcmtoilco re Amaril 

4 i i tX«« 14 

r 
li Aina ril 

f 

gi^^^^^^iH^^I^ 
li Ama rilliclmioimo rt Creiilo pur, i (e ttmoir c*adfa)c PrcadiqucAoVnio 

^^Again, I am grateful to Peter Danner who some years back provided this 
facsimile copy from the Lute Society of America archives. 
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sSi^^^^SilaS 
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APPENDIX C 

A HARMONIC SYSTEM FROM THE CONTINUO ERA 

Introduction 

Although it can be counter-productive for a beginning lutenist or guitarist to 

ignore several centuries of musical practice by trying to employ keys which 

acknowledged masters of his instmment(s) largely ignored, ̂  a student must also be 

aware that over centuries, good musicians did not confine themselves to a single 

harmonic style. History records many changes in harmony, tuning, and key usage 

which every competent student musician must study, if for no other reasons than to 

keep himself from "reinventing the wheel" in his own creative efforts. 

The difference in success or failure of a lutenist's or guitarist's work in this 

arena can reside with the knowledge of which keys are idiomatic to his instmment, and 

playing the appropriate literature until he achieves a firm working grasp of the style and 

its idiomatic keys. This is the purpose of this tutor's Part Three supplements. From 

such a point of understanding the continuo player can better move into the unknowns of 

harmony and keys not easily playable with his instmment, but which function on a 

note-by-note basis in much the same way as those he can play. 

The following brief descriptions of temperament, tuning, keys and key 

signatures are designed to assist those students who need a quick reference to the 

"modem" (equal tempered) system on which harmony courses are based. Nothing 

would aid in leaming this system better than some plain, diligent, repetition and writing 

out of all key signatures and associated chords. However, the figures below should 

provide a means for understanding how this work might proceed, especially for those 

lutenists who may only have studied tablatures prior to beginning this text. 

Clarifying Tuning and Temperaments 

The two often confused terms, tuning and temperament, hold an important 

"key" to understanding continuo harmonic origins and subsequent developments. 

^Not to mention their limited use by masters of instmments with greater 
resources such as keyboard. 
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Grouped under each of these general terms are the so-called Pythagorean and Just 

tunings, then meantone and equal temperaments. Briefly described below, these 
systems are either abstract, scientific ways to define pitches (in the case of Pythagorean 
and Just), or they reflect the practical, workable tuning compromises which musicians 
intuitively preferred and developed for their music (meantone and equal 
temperaments).^ 

Pythagorean and Just tuning are for the most part theoretical systems that 

formed the basis for theorists to categorize intervals through mathematical derivation. 

Such intervals are arrived at by dividing a string (often termed a monochord) by 

mathematical ratios, e.g., 2:l=octave, 3:2=perfect 5th, 4:3=perfect 4th, 5:4=pure 

3rd. Of great importance for the working musician is that each system produces notes 

which might be perceived as "in tune" for certain situations, but which overall exhibit 

intonation problems that make them especially unsuited for music that developed in 

Westem Europe around the period of continue.-^ 

Meantone Temperament is the general term for what were many different tuning 

compromises related to just intonation which occurred roughly from 1550 to 1750 

(extending on either side of these dates, but especially pertinent to continuo music of 

^Although theorists, and especially those in the Medieval era, are often credited 
with strong influence on musical style, attention to records documenting the influence 
of popular taste also points to major musical innovations being more often the result of 
rebellion against such theory rather than adherence to it. However, this subject is so 
full of variations in practice and opinion that a student should consult authoritative texts 
and references (The Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians is an ideal starting 
point). Other sources include Herman Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone. 
translated and correct to conform to the 4th (final, 1877) German edition by Alexander 
J. Ellis, (NY: Dover Publications, 1954), and Owen H. Jorgensen's Tuning -
Containing The Perfection fsicl of Eighteenth-Century Temperament. The Lost Art of 
Nineteenth-Century Temperament, and The Science of Equal Temperament... (East 
Lansing, MI: Michigan State University Press, 1991). Articles such as Eugene 
Dumbois' "Varieties of Meantone Temperament Realized on the Lute" (The Joumal of 
the Lute Society of America VII( 1974): 82-89), though also technical, may be of value. 

^Pythagorean theory derives notes through projection of fifths which may be 
"telescoped" together to produce the notes of a scale (for example, the 5ths from F-c-g-
d'-a'-e"-b"). Serious problems begin with 5ths on F#, C#, Ab, and Eb. As it tums 
out, Pythagorean divisions yield a limited number of acceptable melody notes, but are 
unsuited for harmony because they produce unpleasandy sharp major 3rds and similarly 
flat minor 3rds. Just tuning, on the other hand, adds the derivation of an interval of a 
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this tutor). Instmments with fixed tunings rendering multiple, simultaneous voices (as 

opposed to chomses of human voices which, of course, could individually adjust 

pitches), were in special need of something beyond the unacceptable chord 3rds or mis-

tuned melodies of Pythagorean and just tuning.^ What ensued were several centuries of 

compromises that created various acceptable combinations of melodic and harmonic 

intonation. This is, of course, meantone tuning, which uses the pure 3rd of just 

intonation in a system much more suited to 16th-century Westem harmonic and 

melodic composition.^ 

Equal Temperament, of these four systems, is important to 19th and 20th-

century Westem music (and forms the basis for this Appendix' next section, but did noi 

exist during the era of continuo harmony with which this tutor deals. In effect, it 

follows the meantone tuning compromises to a logical end wherein all adjacent notes 

are tuned equidistant from each other.^ Because these intervals (lialf- and whole-steps, 

or one and two frets on a lute^ or guitar) are theoretically the same, any, note could 

pure third with intervals between notes well suited for a few in-tune harmonies, but 
which produces a practical, usable scale. 

^There were a number of possibilities for producing a meantone tuning, but the 
one described in this section is that which predominated from around 1500 on. 

În fact, one of Westem music's great moments is considered to have been the 
introduction of intervals of simultaneous sounding 3rds to the 15th century continental 
Burgundian court musical style (through the music of composers such as John 
Dunstable). The former continental culture was one whose practice and theory had 
made such intervals a compositional bete noire. 

^The "too-large" Pythagorean major 3rd is generated through four successive 
perfect (3:2) 5ths. But each of these may be contracted by slight amount to make that 
major 3rd more acceptably in tune, especially for the tonic. Technically, this is a 5th 
interval reduced by one-fourth of what is termed a syntonic comma. Dividing an 
octave into 1200 equal parts (called cents, with a syntonic comma of 22 cents), this 
reduced fifth is some 5 cents smaller than a pure fifth. As shown in Table C. 1, a 
sequence of slightly reduced 5ths (c-g-d'-a'-e") results in the note "e" becoming a 
harmonically acceptable interval. 

"̂A note repetition based on doubling or halving the note frequency is called an 
octave. See Chapter V, p. 42, for further details on scales and note divisions. 

^Lute frets were of tied gut, and individual frets were adjusted to improve 
intonation in commonly used keys. The lute's Ilnd fret is usually slanted toward the 
head nut on the treble side to achieve lowered, "tuned" chord 3rds in G, C, and F-
Major (while the Ilird fret is placed for a relatively higher pitch to tune the g and d-
minor chords). From the following Table C. 1, a lutenist can see how this shift of 
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become a central tonal point for a key, whereas in previous systems the unequal tuning 

of half-steps would limit which notes could become points of reference by causing their 

various combinations to sound exceptionally well in some case, while others clashed 

non-functionally and unacceptably. In the following table, one can compare the 

interval frequencies of an octave in the preceding tuning and temperament systems. 

Table C.l - Pythagorean, Just, Equal, and Meantone Temperaments 

Pitch c' d: e; f ĝ  a] b' c" 

Pyth. 261.6Hz. 294.3 | 331.1 | 348.8 392.4 441.5 496.7 523.2 

Just 261.6Hz. 294.3 | 327 .01 348.8 392.4 436 490.6 523.2 

Mean 261.6Hz. 292.5 I 3 2 7 I 349.9 391.2 437.4 489.0 523.2 

Equal 261.6Hz. 293.7 | 329.6 | 349.2 392.0 440.0 493.9 523.2 

The Circle of Fifths 

The previous section, "Clarifying Tunings and Temperaments," describes the 

development of so-called equal temperament as a special form of meantone 

perhaps 2mm would effectively lower the three important chord 3rds of C, G, and F-
Major sufficiendy to enhance their intonation for earlier music. Several excellent 
articles appearing in the The Joumal of the Lute Society of America about frets and 
temperament are, Eugen M. Dombois, "Varieties of Meantone Temperament Realized 
on the Lute," JLSA VII (1974):82-89, and, Mark Lindley, "Luis Milan and Meantone 
Temperament," JLSA XI (1978):45-62. 

^Derived from discussions in Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone, pp. 432-
434, and my personal lecture notes. I am particularly grateful to Profs. Judson 
Maynard and Richard Meek for their assistance with sources on this subject. Notice in 
large print the frequencies at the 3rd interval (in this case, note "E" above C), where 
the Pythagorean interval is much too high, the just-tuned interval, very pure, and that 
in equal temperament, a compromise between the two. The large-type meantone 
interval on "D" indicates the system's name-derivation of a note halfway (the "mean") 
between "C" and "E." Be aware that equal temperament notes such Gb-F# or D#-Eb, 
may not occur at the same frequency in the other three systems. There are examples of 
early keyboard instmments with separate keys for these notes, where a (modem) equal-
tempered piano has only one. Finally, keep in mind that in the medieval and 
renaissance solmization system, music theory centered on what modem Amencan 
music theory generally refers to as a "C" reference point. See also acoustic texts such 
as John Backus, The Acoustical Foundations of Music. (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1969) (pp. 122-125). 
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temperament. Both systems make it easier to keep melodies and harmonies "in tune," 

but equal temperament attempts to make all keys equal through each scale half-step 

division equalling its other counterparts as closely as possible. Since there are 12 half-

steps in a conventional Westem music octave, the effective total number of different 

but equally-tempered keys becomes 24 (12 each of major and minor). 

To complete a picture of all these keys one may simply extrapolate from the 

derivation of the G and F-Major scales/keys from Chapters VII and VIII. The C-Major 

scale notes beginning on G provided a basis for the same sounding scale built on G-

Major. However, completing the G-Major scale in the same half- and whole-step 

relations as C-Major required an added F-sharp accidental, as shown in this (Chapter 

VII) figure: 

C-Major Scale/Intervals If 
zpt-^i^^fc^^zd^ 

With G-Major established as a new key with the same order of half and whole-

steps as C-Major (but with a corresponding tonal stmcture at the G pitch), one could 

repeat the process, each time beginning on the fifth scale degree. The results would be 

successively the same for each new scale, as shown by this D-Major example (which 

begins on the G-Major fifth scale degree). 

m G-Major Scale D-d' t^-^ C7: 
i 

i;̂  
G-Major Scale 

: ( * ) ! 

-ff^—Jj-

However, adding sharps to produce new key signatures would eventually bring 

us to the point where there were seven or more sharps in the key signature. Given that 

C-Major has no sharps, the key of "C-sharp-Major" will have all seven of its notes 

sharped (each note in C-Major being raised one half-step). Taking things one step 
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further, any key which already has one or more sharps would have to employ what are 

called double sharps to maintain its half and whole-step proportions. For example, G-

Sharp-Major would have the usual single sharp complement of G-Major plus seven 

other sharps. Clearly this becomes an awkward way of doing things. 

However, one also realizes that with the 6 or 7 sharp keys (to C-Sharp), we are 

far short of the twelve different half-step notes which could each represent a key. The 

solution tums out to be the other side of this "accidental" coin, the flat keys. 

From Sharp to Flat Keys 

Sharp and flat key signatures might be viewed as a kind of mirror image of one 

another. With flat key signatures, the progression to increasing numbers of flats 

undergoes a reversal from that of sharps. A modification of the Chapter VIII C/F-

Major scale Example 7.1a-b. show how the progression flat keys, instead of beginning 

with a 5th u^, occurs at the 4th up (the same as a 5th below): 

C-Major Scale/Intervals 

Finally, following both of the above procedures to their respective ends gives a 

complete accounting of all (12) key signatures in equal temperament, and could be 

pictured like this: 
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Enharmonic Spellings 

Proceeding through different keys (with sharps or flats) based upon this fifth 

relationship eventually reaches a point where there appears two ways to spell one key 

(one in flats, the other sharps, i.e., Gb and F#), but whose key has only one pitch or 

sound. This is called an enharmonic spelling, which is nothing more than a fancy way 

of spelling the same sounding pitches with opposite accidental signs. ̂ ° One could 

illustrate this with an analogy from the English language sound "f," which may be 

spelled "f for "fiddle," "ough" in "tough," or even "ph" in "pheasant." All sound 

"f," but are spelled differently, just as "Gb" and "F#" are spelled differendy, though in 

equal temperament, they sound the same. 

Through all this, one need only keep in mind that this mainstay system of post-

continuo harmony is a closed one, with definite, understandable limits to the keys 

within and their use. The "balancing number" of twelve is always important. For 

example, Gb is the enharmonic equivalent of F#. Adding their (6) sharps and (6) flats 

totals the number 12. Likewise, Db has five flats, its enharmonic equivalent, C#, 

seven sharps, again giving a total of 12. 

^̂ In the works of post-19th century composers such as Chopin, remote 
modulations produce interesting results, including moments where a composer might 
literally be in a key of more than 7 sharps or flats until he can retum to more workable 
keys by enharmonically re-spelling pivotal notes. 



APPENDIX D 

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE LUTE FAMILY 

One of the most fmstrating issues confronting anyone who wishes to obtain an 

early plucked instmment, either for continuo or solo playing, is the lack of general 

information addressed to problems of beginner choice which could assist in choosing 

the most appropriate instmment for a prospective player's musical goals. This extends 

to a dearth of a consistent nomenclature for the continuo era instmments. Those 

unfamiliar with important aspects of either literature or instmments can often only 

guess at various risky musical, technical, and financial choices. 

This is especially tme where the family of continuo instmments and their 

various names and characteristics are concemed. To be fair, the dilemma began among 

the originators of continuo instmments with a great deal of 16th and 17th-century 

"confusion." However, players and composers were then were less inclined to view 

the situation as confused; calls for "standardization," aside from being largely 

impossible, would have been viewed (and righdy so) as an infringement on individual 

inventiveness. 

The results of this richness of invention extended to instmment nomenclature. 

For example, the chitarrone is accepted to have been the first instmment intended 

specifically for the monodic style that was early continuo, but there quickly developed 

a number of names for it and its many cousins, from "chitarrone" to Praetorius' 

"Roman Theorbo."! 
The problem is compounded nowadays when lutenists, as they often do, group 

together under the name, "theorbo," just about any and all instmments which have 

added, non-stopped diapasons. Unfortunately, for the prospective continuo player this 

amounts to little more than a "clubby" non-distinction which, though superficially 

"historical," conveys meaning only to those educated to its imprecision while obscuring 

^This was the chitarrone, the other being the characteristically smaller and often 
double-stmng "Paduan Theorbo." Confusion from these terms is not helped much by 
the fact that virtually no one in either city has had anything to do with the "theorbo" in 
this century. 
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real knowledge of continuo period instmments for those who most need categorical 
guidelines. 2 

Moreover, some of the distinctions which do exist are even less sensible. For 
example, some examples of the baroque (d-minor) lute with their diapasons and many 
stmctural and size characteristics similar to the mid-sized "theorbo" have themselves 
generally not been called "theorbos." However, both chitarrone and the diminutive 
solo liuto attiorbato (typically less than 50% the size of it̂  huge cousin), are often 
together referred to as a "theorbo." Calling two instmments "theorbo" that are in many 
ways as different as a pedal harpsichord is from a concert grand piano is made yet 
worse by the fact that no current authority of which I am aware has any real idea from 
where the word "theorbo" derives.^ 

Fortunately, there are several writings which can clear up much of the 

confusion about these instmments. They can also go a long way toward assisting the 

beginning continuo player to make a decision about an instmment most appropriate for 

his needs. Of these, Robert Spencer's article, "Chitarrone, Theorbo, and Archlute" 

should be a first and constant reference for any lutenist. It and Douglas Alton Smith's, 

Sixteenth and 17th-century composers did not specify instmmentation in the 
precise way that 19th-century and later composers did. Therefore, a continuo player 
today must resist the urge to force an instmmentation onto originally variable 
ensembles simply because a continuo composer happened to have named an instmment 
(cultural context allowing him to mean any of several). 

-I 

David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, with two-
record set of examples (London: Oxford University Press Music Department, 
1976/77), p. 78 mentions the word "tiorba," as appearing first, "...in an inventory of 
the Accademia Filarmonica, Verona, in 1544. The name (French, theorbe, tuorbe; 
German, Theorb; Italian, tiorba, tuorba) may derive from the Arabic torab. Its origins 
in Europe are obscure, the invention having been ascribed to a number of people 
including Antonio Naldi, who served the Medici famdy, and a Signer Tiorba about 
1600". However, Spencer raises doubts about this Verona "tiorba" ("Chitarrone, 
Theorbo, and Archlute," p. 410), and suggests that it may have been inserted into the 
manuscript at a later date. Smith, pp. 460-461, offers the likely explanation and 
background information that "tiorba" may have begun as the lutenists' slang reference 
to diis instrument. One example (Spencer, "Chitarrone," pp. 410-414) of how the 
passing of time might confuse one's perception of "theorbos" is the wide date disparity 
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"On the Origin of the Chitarrone" (which complements Spencer with new research) 
form the basis for instmmental descriptions below."* 

The following survey of plucked instruments attempts summarize members of 
the lute and continuo lute families, but should not be taken as a comprehensive essay. 
The museums of Europe (and even America) contain all manner of interesting hybrid 
instmments whose characteristics defy placing them any single category. What these 
descriptions and illustrations intend are a guide based upon the most appropriate 
physical characteristics, music, and resultant playing features of a given genre in its 
heyday, and not necessarily by some later-evolved standards of use or style: the object, 
to complete an introductory picture of this complex family so that a student interested 
in investing in one might have an informational point of departure. 

Finally, for such a student, nothing can be more valuable than his getting to 
know a qualified luthier, writing to museums for plans and pictures, and attending lute 
seminars (The Lute Society of America has regularly conducted summer sessions) where 
he can examine modem instruments and historical replicas. 

The "Classical" Lutes 

Normally considered to be the 6-course instmment (15th century instmments 

typically had 5 courses, while in late 16th-century Elizabethan England, 7-courses was 

the norm), this group of lutes may be characterized as that exhibiting most of the basic 

features of the family without additions based upon later, non-stopped (theorboed) 

courses of the continuo period (which often were grafted on to earlier standard lutes). 

Summary and illustrations, with additional information, follow on next pages. 

between the first published mention of the Italian "tiorba" (1598) and the popularization 
of "theorbe" in France sometime around 1650. 

^Early Music. Vol. 4, No. 4 (1976),pp.407-423. Douglas Alton Smith, "On 
the Origin of the Chitarrone," (JAMS), XXXII/3 (1979): 440-62. David Munrow's 
in.^tmments (pp. 75-84) is also a valuable reference, though represents earlier research 
and is not "lute-specific." Gerhard Christian Sohne's article, "On the Geometry of the 
Lute," The Journal of the Lute Society of America. XIII (1980):35-54, would also be 
of considerable interest to those interested in lute constmction. 
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SUMMARY 
General Period Pre-1500-1580 (very few 

of these have survived unaltered) 
Countryries) Throughout Europe 
Musical Usees') Solo and ensemble^ 
Tuning (accordatura) Standard Renaissance 
Body shape Greatly varied from very 

rounded (Medieval) to melon-shaped 16th century 
"classical" (See illustration below) form involved "half-
round" body shape where each rib was theoretically the 
same as the others 

Descant 
Alto (G-g' -58Cm) (Octave) Bass (94Cm) 

(44cm Scale) 

Figure D.l . Descant. Alto, and Bass Lutes 

^Assuming that a student should have 
gained familiarity with differences in styles, 
"ensemble" here is used to distinguish lute duet. 

-̂.-1 ' V<y. >> 
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SUMMARY (CUssical lutes, contd.) 

Diapason (Non-stopped) scale NA 
String doubling NA 

Strings/Frets Gut 
Rosette(s) Usually single (except 

bass instmments) 
Fretted Scale 50-90cm (90=bass) 

Stnng doubling Pre-1470, 4-5 courses, 
all doubled Post-1500, 6-8 courses, all but first doubled 

Classical Lutes - Additional Features: Shells were made of 7 to 11 (rarely 
more) individual hardwood (yew, sycamore, and in later rare showcase 
instmments, of ivory) ribs, top of spmce (European pine) with single rosette, 
fingerboard flush to top, made of harder wood veneered to lighter (spmce) core 
and often veneer decorated on back with same wood as ribs (or inlaid, as were 
some fingerboard tops); peg box angled at between 90 and 120 degrees, 
possibly in early constmction for stability against twisting stress; later 
fingerboards, ribs, and pegs of exotics such as ivory, ebony, or rosewood; 
Praetorius^ (1619) gives 7 different lute sizes. Narvaez and other Spaniards 
give similar options for the musically related, though more guitar-like, vihuela 
between 1500 and 1580, probably to account for variable pitches and 
accordature for a given optimal string strength/tension; early lutes were of 4, 
then 5 doubled courses (adding a course above the first, then fifth to get 5-
course (5-c) and the "classical" 6-c instmments; seventh and eighth courses 
were added to basses; some later lutes appear with a separate first course or bass 
course "rider" (a peg carrier more or less grafted on to the main peg box, 
usually for the highest or lowest courses), but these did not characteristically 
serve a theorbo function; much later baroque lutes retumed to the use of angled 
peg boxes with straight, theorboed courses, as did designs for bodies; 
unfortunately, styles changed so gready and quickly that most "classical" lutes 
were modified and/or lost in their original form due to normal attrition or 
demands from owners for rebuilt instmments to play or compose the latest 
music. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STUDENTS - Considering the capabilities 
of an 8-course lute, this is the best instmment for a student with 
normal budget limitations who is unsure about whether he wishes 
to play solo, continuo, or both. One can, within limits, make a 

trio, single voice accompaniment, or renaissance dance ensemble (pre-continuo 
chording) from formal continuo (either early monody or later types). 

r tm 
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good showing with 6-course literature; early continuo/basic 
harmony is easily within his grasp. A 7-course instmment is 
perfect for the Elizabethan devotee, but the lack of an eighth 
course precludes much of continuo and works of composers such 
as Simone Molinaro. Moreover, it is instmctive to note that no 
less a 7-course lutenist than John Dowland moved toward the 9-
course lute later in his life. The 8-course instrument, built with a 
56.5 centimeter scale, is an ideal bridge between solo and 
continuo, although one must be aware that some luthiers produce 
instmments without the tonal "body" to be heard in bigger 
ensembles, something that is not preordained with good historical 
construction and proper playing techniques. 

Transitional Lutes 

By some standards, this would not be a valid category. However, it is as good 

a way as any of describing the many lute variants occurring around 1600 (particularly 

among the 10-course renaissance lutes). Moreover, the term effectively identifies an 

era of changes from renaissance to baroque instmment building. Replicas of the 

instmments themselves give the same kinds of valuable insights into performance 

practice and musical style of their time as does tablature in its precise notation of 

scores, many omaments, and musica ficta. Transitional lutes varied from simple, 

classical designs or modified older lutes with a single peg-box (and occasional riders, 

or raised mounts for one or two pegs), to those with elaborate, added pegboxes. In 

addition, many 10-course instmments were altered to what became a popular 11-course 

instmment (often with the baroque, d-minor tuning). Variation was the order of the 

day. Typically, many 10-course lutes which are ideal for Michelangelo Galilei's solo 

works are just small enough to lack the kind of body or power for emerging continuo 

styles. A general overview of these might be the following: 

a. 9- to 10-course "classical" lutes (56-63cm fretted scale) based on the 
previously given "classical" lute descriptions. 

b. 7- to 10-course lutes with riders (similar to the above, but with one or two 
raised peg mounts). 

^Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum. 2 vols., (Wolfenbuttel, 1619). 
Munrow, p. 94, fn. 18, cites a translation by Harold Blumenfeld, St. Louis, 1949. 
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c. 9/10-course or 11-course lutes altered from original lutes of fewer courses 
(very common). 

d. 10 and 11-course lutes originally constructed with theorboed basses. 
SUMMARY 
General Period 1580/90-1630 

Country(ies) Most European 
Musical Use(s) Solo, ensemble 
Tuning (accordatura) G-g' Renaissance with 

some d-minor baroque accordatura 
Body shape Generally "Classical" 

(see above 8-course) 
Rosette(s) Single (except with 

bass instmments) 
Fretted Scale 60-66cm 

String doubling Generally 1x1 -I- 9x2 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale NA 

String doubling NA 
Strings/Frets Gut 

Longer Scale Continuo Lutes 

Although the 12 pages of illustrations and instrument tunings in North's 

Continue Playing can provide one expert view of these lutes, some of his choices 

further bear out current uncertainty about what constitutes members of the group. 

There are also what amount to errors in North which Spencer avoids, and which I wdl 

attempt to point out in the appropriate sections below. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STUDENTS - As far as a student player's 
choices are concerned, one of the most important differences 
among lutes remains the stopped string length or scale. While 
historical examples may contain significant exceptions, dividing 
the continuo instruments into longer and shorter scales is still an 
excellent way of assessing this family for the student who may be 
eyeing a first purchase. In this context, it is critical for the 
student to know something about the literature he wishes to play. 
For any but the most experienced player, a chitarrone's added 
volume for some works may not be enough to offset the lack of 
mobility and initial fretting skills required with such a large 
instmment. 

^North, Continuo Playing, pp. 1-13. 
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ChitarrnriP 

The first of the new monody lutes (based on an association with antiquity - Gr. 
kythara = = > It. chitarrone), its important distinguishing characteristics are a large 
body (probably derived from eariier bass lutes), but with an sometimes very flattened 
shell of 30 or more ribs, second pegbox at a much greater distance from first pegbox 
than that of other "theorbos," often 3 roses, the top two strings down an octave. 

SUMMARY 
General Period 1589-1653^ 

Country(ies) Italy 
Musical Use(s) Initially continuo 

accompaniment, later solo (Kapsberger) 
Tuning (accordatura) Lute G-g' with basses to 

14 (19), later A-a' (renaissance accordatura) 
Body shape Large, often elongated 
Rosette(s) Often three 
Fretted Scale 85-93cm 

String doubling Gready varied, with 
some doubled, though modern players usually opt for single strings 

Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 170-190+cm 
String doubling Same as stopped 

Strings/Frets Gut (rarely, metal)/gut 

Tiorba (It.), Theorbo (Eng.), Theorbe (Fr./Germ.) 

Below are three examples of the chitarrone/theorbo family for which Spencer 

gives an excellent and perhaps the only intelligible account by defining differences 

based upon the country in which an instrument was used and dates appropriate to that 

use. Relative instmment scales appear as accurate as possible. Notice the flatter body 

of the chitarrone in comparison to the deeper body of the later (18th century) long 

theorbo. What may distinguish theorbo representatives from the chitarrone is a shorter 

body, single rosette, much shorter length to the second peg box (whose extension, if 

any, is much smaller than a chitarrone's, or will have the minimal extended peg box 

^Spencer, "Chitarrone," p. 410, gives a 1653 Cazzati publication as the last use 
of chitarrone, adding that tiorba had become dominant by the 1630's. 
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design of a huto attiorbato). At least one other model of the latter, baroque (d-minor-

accordatura) Hoffman lute (from ca. 1720, left of photo), also survives, but with a 

single rose. At one Zillertal lute course a student possessed a reconstructed Hoffman 

Figure D.2. Extended Lutes 

Short Theorbo 
(110-130cm overall) 

Long Theorbo 
(d-minor Lute???) 

(140-150cm overall) 

Chitarrone 
(190-210cm overall) 
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of this general type.^ Its sound was full, and the consensus was that it seemed better 
for solo playing than the more forceful, flatter-shell projection of other (chitarrone-like) 
instmments also present at this Zillertal session. 

SUMMARY (Theorbos) 
General Period 1590-1750/80 

Country(ies) Most of Europe 
Musical Use(s) Solo, continuo 
Tuning (accordatura) G-g', A'-a', with many 

variations based on doubling, octave displacements 
Body shape Varied, but often less 

elongated and flattened than the chitarrone 
Rosette(s) Usually one 
Fretted Scale 70-85cm 

String doubling All combinations 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 110-170cm 

String doubling Single or Double 
Strings/Frets Gut/gut 

Mid and Short-Scale Baroque Lutes 

Arciliuto (Arcileuto) (It.) 

Very similar to the theorbo, the archlute may be distinguished from it by a 

slightly smaller size (allowing top strings at an advantageous standard lute pitch for 

moments of ensemble solo) and greater tendency toward doubled strings. Spencer 

relates Alessandro Piccinini's (1623) claim for originating the archlute,!^ but points out 

that the word was otherwise litde known until 1680, when the advent of overwound 

strings sometime in the 1660's (with their richer tone at a shorter scale length) and the 

more active bass tine of Corelli and his contemporaries called for a smaller, more 

flexible instmment. ̂  * 

^The maker is probably Johann Christian Hoffman (1683-1750), though dates 
for his and others' instruments and life present some uncertainty. 

Spencer, "Chitarrone," p. 416. Piccinini, supposedly wishing to distinguish 
this instmment from the theorbo, is also cited for being a somewhat unreliable witness 
by Smith, pp. 462. 

11 Ibid. 
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SUMMARY 
General Period 1623(?) - 1700(?) 

Country(ies) It., Switzerland 
Musical Us^(s) Primarily ensemble 
Tuning (accordatura) G-g' or A-a' 
Body shape Less elongated than the 

chitarrone, more like a larger classical lute 
Rosette(s) One-to-three 
Fretted Scale 65-70cm 

String doubling Usually 2x6 or 2x7 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 90(?) 90-160cm 

String doubling Often doubled 
Strings/Frets Gut/gut 

Archlute (Eng.), Erzlaute (Germ.) 

Once associated with adding a pegbox and theorboed strings to an older lute, the 

name for this group now indicates a variation on the theorbo principle, but with shorter 

fretted scale (55 to 70mm) and generally, a shorter length to the second pegbox. 

North's illustration is of a the bodies of archlutes may vary from chitarrone shapes to 

those like liuti attiorbati, but more often had one rose (theorbos might have two or 

three). See following section on the liuto attiorbato for additional information 

(comparative graphics follow liuto attiorbato description). 

SUMMARY 
General Period 1650/1670-1752 

Country(ies) Eng., Fr., Germ. 
Musical Use(s) Primarily ensemble 
Tuning (accordatura) Varied (A-a', C-g' 11-c) 
Body shape Less elongated than the 

chitarrone, more like a larger classical lute 
Rosette(s) One-to-three 
Fretted Scale 60 (?) 65-70cm 

String doubling Usually 2x6 or 2x7 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 90(?) 90-160cm 

String doubling Often doubled 
Strings/Frets Gut/gut 
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Liuto Attinrhntn (It.) 

Developed in the early 1600's, this was a 14-course instmment that harked back 

to old lutes with its fewer ribs (13-15), smaller body, short fretted scale (54-59cm), and 

correspondingly shorter (83-90cm) second pegbox scale). North's examples (pp. 12-

13) of this and the archlute (next category) appear to ignore important liuto 

attiorbato/archlute structural and musical features. Music by Bemardo Gianoncelli, 

perhaps the foremost composer for liuto attiorbato, would be unnecessarily difficult on 

North's double-stmng instrument.!^ In addition to presenting extra tuning problems, 

the 14 doubled courses would provide no compensation in solo music (but would often 

muddy musical textures). On the other hand, it is common knowledge that the archlute 

was important as a continuo instrument, an activity in which a full complement of 28 

strings would add an extra measure of volume. Double-strung courses also lend a 

richer sonority to ensemble playing, and tuning problems would not be so exposed in 

such a context. In the illustration below, one can see a comparison between a liuto 

attiorbato (right side/front photos) with what are typical, larger archlute designs. The 

variability of these instruments is also clear here, as counting the tuning pegs reveals 

that there could have been more than the doubled (2nd-7th) liuto attiorbato courses 

(there are some 23 pegs, which could have provided up to 9 doubled courses - 28 pegs 

would theoretically constitute a full [archlute] string complement). Player options for 

string doubling were built in, however, as some pegs could easily have gone unused. 

Similarly, a player could have decided on an "archlute" built with certain, more easily 

played single courses instead of a full fourteen. Summary information on the liuto 

attiorbato appears below. 

!^Spencer also indicates a doubled first course for the liuto attiorbato. While 
this may have been the case with some players, I feel that a doubled first course does 
not square with the ostensible solo role of the liuto attiorbato, nor is it easy to reconcile 
the name implying some kind of solo lute with theorboed strings ("liuto attiorbato") 
when the single solo lute first course had been a common standard for over a century. 
In any case, it would be easiest for the beginner to understand this instmment in terms 
of a standard lute stringing (1 x 1, 6 or 7 x 2, and 6 or 7 x 1). A single first course 
adds to the relatively greater ease of tuning and playing, while a doubled first course 
fails to compensate the player with tone quality for the problems it brings. In the final 
analysis, today's player (as in 1630) would make choices based only on his own 
preferences, not on, at best, dubious, contemporary instrumental standards. 
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Archlutes Liuto Attiorbato 
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Figure D.3. Archlutes, Liuto Attiorbato 

SUMMARY (Liuto attiorbato) 
General Period 1620-1650 

Country(ies) Italy 
Musical Use(s) Solo (primary) 
Tuning (accordatura) G-g' 
Body shape Rounded, offset 
Rosette(s) Single 
Fretted Scale 55-60 

String doubling Same as 7/8-course lute 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 83-90-l-cm 

String doubling Usually single (may be 
doubled, but to the detriment of solo facility) 

Strings/Frets Gut/gut 

i s 
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Baroque (Two-Headed) Lute 

In essence, this is the final (17-18th century) instrumental stage of what began 

in the mid-1600's as the d-minor baroque tuning. ^̂  It employs the older angled pegbox 

and a slightly extended, straight pegbox for the diapasons. Spencer distinguishes this 

(two-headed) instmment from the theorbo-lute on the basis of Thomas Mace' 1676 

claim that the latter was the same as a theorbo. ̂ ^ He further refines this by 

differentiating between the earlier French (11-course) version of these lutes 

with one developed in Leipzig for German music. Earlier versions 

of the Gaultier tuning had simply been employed on a theorbo. 

Present-day German artists often play works ranging from 

Gaultier through J.S. Bach on a 13-course lute of this design. 

Figure D.4. 
French (Two-Headed) 
(d-minor) Baroque Lute— > 

SUMMARY 
General Period 

Country(ies) 
Musical Use(s) 
Tuning (accordatura) 
Body shape 

1650(?)-1790 
Eng., Fr., Germ. 
Solo, Continuo, Concerti 
d-minor 
Rounder body (deeper shell. 

"classical" lute design; bodies often return 
to deeper shell after shallower designs of, 
early continuo instruments (especially 
chitarrone), although the shallow 
design remains. 

Rosette(s) Usually single 
Fretted Scale 67-75cm 

String doubling 2x1, 6 or 7x2 
Diapason (Non-stopped) scale 90-115 

String doubling Usually doubled 
Strings/Frets Gut/gut 

^^Generally accepted to be Denis Gaultier's (ca. 1600-72) nouveau ton of 1640. 

'̂̂ Spencer, p. 418. 
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Other Plucked Instruments 

The following instruments are based upon the outline in Munrow's 
Instmments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Although some are more 
characteristic of music making in England and less of mainstream European 
continuo music, the following brief descriptions are given to help round out a 
picture of player, composer, and luthier inventiveness during this era. 

Cittern 
Next to the lute, the most popular renaissance plucked instrument. It was 
anything but standardized, with many tunings and sizes. General features were 
a flat back, metal strings, somewhat tear-drop shaped body, fixed (metal) frets, 
and violin (scroll-type) pegbox rather than straight lute style. 

Cetrone 
A tme bass cittem, this is about the same size as the chitarrone, but with cittem 
shape, flat back to support higher tension metal strings. It may be used in 
tandem with the chitarrone (for example, in Monteverdi's L'Orfeo). 

Colascione 
Supposedly a version of one genre of oriental lutes, the colascione sported a 
neck three or more times its body length, metal strings and some 24 movable 
frets. Following old building practices, its top could be half of wood and half 
parchment. It had two or three doubled or single courses. The earliest known 
European example originates in Naples (1535). 

Figure D.5. 
Possible Pandurina- > 

Mandora. Pandurina 
Dating from the 12th century, these amount to descendants of 
small lutes which evolved into mandolins. They were originally 
a 4-course instmment, but Praetorius gives 5-string tunings to c, 
g, c', g', c" and c, f, c', f, c"; the Pandurina remained a 4-
course version of these very popular plectrum or finger-plucked 
instmments. 

Bandora, Orpharion 
Both of these instmments are similar in appearance, and the 
place/date for the bandora's introduction have been found to be 
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England, 1561. ̂ ^ Supposedly a bass instrument, it complements the higher-
pitched cittem in consort music; The orpharion was also a higher-pitched, 
metal-stmng lute substitute with lute accordatura. Both instmments are 
characterizSl by flat backs, scalloped sides, straight pegboxes. Often, bridges 
and nuts were set obliquely (with frets angled to match) so as to have shorter 
trebles and longer basses without added pegboxes. 

Angelique 

Essentially a fredess archlute with 16 or more single strings tuned diatonically 
to aid the amateur player. It was neither a highly regarded nor composed-for 
instmment. 

Penorcon, Poliphant. Stump 16 

More curiosities than anything, the first is similar to the bandora (including 
angled bridge, frets, and nut). The poliphant may have been that attempt to 
combine a lute (cittem)-like body with a large, harp-like extension for bass 
strings. One surviving piece of music indicates that the stump might have been 
a wire-stmng answer to the theorbo. 

!^Munrow, p. 82. 

!^Many of the references for instrumental design during the 17th century may 
be credited to Munrow's Instruments, pp. 79-84. In turn, Munrow cites two important 
historical sources cited in many research works. These are, Michael Praetorius' 
Syntagma Musicum and Marin Mersenne's Harmonic Universelle (Paris, 1635, 
translated by Roger E. Chapman (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957). Other sources 
may be found in the English and American Lute Society Joumals as well as those of the 
nnlpin Society Joumal (containing such writings as Donald Gill's, "77?̂  Orpharion and 
Bandora," ^z^ XIII (1960), pp. 15-18. 

;;.• 



APPENDIX E 

SOME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

ON CONTINUO PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS 

There are several final important, day-in and day-out considerations for anyone 
interested in continuo live performance to bear in mind. In my experience, these come 
down to a continuo player's remaining realistic about his instmment's capabilities and 
often impossible modem performance hall acoustics. However, since there are no 
scientific studies about such circumstances of which I am aware, the following 
incidents from my own experience might serve to point out these considerations for 
continuo (or for that matter, any early music performance). 

Expecting Too Much from a Prepared Realization 

One of the most serious and unnecessary errors any continuo player can make is 

to stubbomly insist to himself that his instrument (i.e., lute or guitar) is the same as a 

harpsichord. An equally important corollary to this is to realize that his instmment is 

somehow not up to the job if he cannot play one of the many present-day published 

realizations for keyboard, particularly if the notes in that realization are just within his 

grasp, but not in the true spirit of the smooth, lively, and improvisational nature of 

good continuo performance. 

Often such keyboard realizations are really not at all stylistic. ̂  Yet with them 

the plucked instmment player has no other immediate authority aside from the score in 

front of him. The resultant disaster is both a product of often downright foolish 

(though perhaps understandable), solo, "virtuoso" impulses ("/can handle that. . ."), 

coupled with a genuine desire to "do the right thing" by a score. It produces litde or 

no music because of the frantic, awkward scramble for notes which precludes 

projecting an adequate sound and harmony.^ 

^North, Continuo Playing, p. 55, states flady, "A continuous four-part 
harmonization - as often suggested for keyboard players - is neither possible nor 
appropriate on lute instmments." I might add that the muddy results of such four-part 
writing is often just as inappropriate for harpsichord. 

În fact, this is just the kind of problem addressed both by historical writers and 

189 
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In 1980, I was asked to play lute in a performance of baroque music in Graz, 

Austria. The part I was given involved a complex keyboard realization which, because 
I had no experience in continuo and had only begun playing lute a short time before, 
seemed something that would be improper to alter for my instmment. Having seen 
such scores before in my academic studies, I had assumed the "correctness" of such 
tilings, of the authoritative published edition. I had also wamed those in charge of the 
concert diat my lute was a renaissance instmment and (I thought) not really suited to 
continuo playing. 

Unfortunately, a lack of proper background on the subject forced me to 

conclude that I was not up to the performance, when in fact, an acquaintance with tme 

continuo style as practiced by all players of the time (including keyboard players) 

would have made me feel completely at home in modifying the score to rid it of the 

thick, quasi-Romantic textures provided by the modem keyboard arranger. 

The experience was a special musical lesson: too much of a student's education 

lacks proper emphasis on the historical and professional realities of music making that 

were practiced by the very artists who began modem performance practice and theory. 

These are compounded by unrealistic abstract exercises in the very music theory that is 

supposed to form the educational foundations of modem performance. For any 

continuo player, avoiding falsely perceived instmmental and musical "limitations" that 

force him to attempt useless and non-stylistic complexities in his performances is as 

important as knowing basic chords of a given key. 

Salzburg. Musicology. Music Stands, and Dead Rooms 

It is also unfortunately tme that other practical continuo performance mis-

perceptions are perpetrated in circumstances one would think could only foster proper 

historical approach. None of the continuo difficulties is more neglected to the 

detriment of the performance than are acoustics and instmmental/vocal resources. The 

best of historians fall prey to this failing. 

Some years ago (1984-85) I attended with my then guitar professor, Bama 

Kovats, at the Salzburg, Austria, Hochschule, "Mozarteum" music school, a practicum 

performance of a Geminiani trio by a fine Swiss lutenist, a flutist, and a ceUist. The 

class was under the direction of noted performing musicologist, Nikolaus Hamoncourt. 

North (p. 85-88), and which is touched on in the Appendix A section on 
omamentation, p. 137. 
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Despite the circumstances, the performance was concluded with a dissatisfied feeling 

and negative commentary all around. But before the performance had even begun, it 

had been clear to me that there was a very real risk of this outcome. 

My professor asked me for my observations, as I had at the time begun to play 

historical lute replicas with historical techniques. I felt compelled to express my 

amazement at how this world-renowned musicologist and competent lutenist had failed 

so utterly to see the obvious. The lutenist had played with his music completely 

covering the instmments' sound-radiating rosette, placed on a heavy Manhasset-style 

music stand. Prof. Hamoncourt was forced to hold this class in an utterly modem, 

low-ceiling-ed (with sound absorbing tiles) and sonically dead room. For plucked 

instmments, whose constmction is intended to project clarity in highly reverberant 

rooms (as opposed to modern instruments whose structure provides greater tonal body 

in large-space, relatively less "live" halls), nothing is worse than these acoustic 

conditions.^ 

To use a mix of modern instruments (such as cello) with a continuo lute is also 

a major problem at best. Even though the lutenist in Salzburg used a heavier replica of 

an historical instmment, he neglected to employ historical right-(plucking)-hand 

techniques, something which quite simply can make the difference between a lutenist's 

being heard thoroughly or not heard at all."* 

The lessons are clear. A lutenist who often finds himself playing a basically 

historical instmment (with modern techniques evolved for different instmments, and 

whose sound-projecting features are blocked from the audience) in acoustic 

surroundings alien to the musical style, is in effect looking for an excuse to fail in his 

playing of such music. Nothing else can explain such rigid adherence to the means 

whereby one cannot be heard, and no continuo performer should ever willingly ignore 

such factors. Certainly such circumstances will be present more often than not. But 

minimizing the effects of just one or two of them can often stave off adverse audience 

perceptions of a presentation. 

În one concert outdoors in Linz, Austria, I was told that my lute could be 
clearly heard 30 meters away, a marked contrast to the complaints one hears about lutes 
in so-called "acoustically designed" modern halls. 

^See Chapter XII sections on plucking techniques, p. 116. 

um 
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Early and Modem Acoustics vs. Modem Instmments 

Introduction 

While acoustics is perhaps the one factor least under the control of a continuo 

player, it can be one of the most important for him to be aware of. While vaguely 

aware of the problems of early music and modem acoustics (especially diose 

predominating in the United States either from lack of concert interest or ignorance of 

anything but "symphonic period" sound quality), I had never experienced the full 

weight of this fact until I had the good fortune to play in European rooms and halls 

designed and built during the periods in which early music was performed. The 

difference was so dramatic that at first it was difficult to reconcile with modem concert 

hall environments in which I had played. After a few of these experiences I began to 

suspect what tum out to be two other important corollaries for pre-18th-century 

performance - that is: 1) that the music, instmments, and performance approach were 

conceived for and, in effect, stmcturally "tuned" to these environments, and; 2) that 

modem instmments could sound as "bad" in an "early music" acoustic as early 

instmments and performance would in "modem" acoustics. 

While this may sound naively obvious to experienced musicians, the poor 

reputation with which much early music performance has often been saddled expresses 

the need for some adjustments in both performance practice preparation and audience 

education. The difference in the kinds of acoustics one associates with "modemity" 

does not necessarily result in poor acoustics for early music. However, a typical 

modem concert, opera, or symphonic hall does tend to "swallow" the sound of any 

instmment, either because of bad design, or because it is well designed to project the 

sound of a performance of modem instmments developed for larger public fomms. 

One cannot simply account for the advent of bigger pianos, more brilliant strings, 

bigger and bigger orchestras, operas (and the voices to match), solely as a result of 

musical/dramatic "expression." Public performance as a ticketed, gate-monied 

enterprise had much to do with this, and in comparison to the intimate court 

surroundings of a typical "early music" performance, the former's acoustic qualities 

can amount to a complete undermining of the latter's aesthetic qualities and abilities to 

convey an artistic mood or message. 

A performer must experience such circumstances to understand them. 

However, developing one's own solutions to the associated performance problems is 

i.L^;:a 
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another matter, and sometimes doing literally nothing (such as when bad acoustics 

might tempt a player to force additional volume) is the only choice, the lesser evil. In 

this light, several incidents in my own experience might serve to create a frame of 

reference to prepare a continuo player or other early music performer for such 

situations. An awareness of a performance enhancing early acoustic environment tums 

out for the culturally interested continuo player no different from, say, a singer's 

knowledge of language diction. Like the singer who cannot understand every nuance 

of a foreign language, he may not be able to control the environment completely. But 

both must strive to convey as much as they can to an audience, whether it be in the 

singers' articulated words, or through the continuo player's knowledge of where and 

how he most often should strive to perform and how he can adjust for a less-than-

perfect environment. 

Modem Acoustics and Early Instmments -

Early Acoustics and Modem Instmments 

At this point I should emphasize to the reader that I do not mean to preclude 

early instmments and music from being effective in a modem context (and by 

inference, that modem instmments are inappropriate for any early acoustics). The 

tmth is much more complex, and many good early music performances have and will 

be given in modem halls, while many centuries-old settings can provide the same for 

"modem" works. Nonetheless, what typically can happen given the problematic mix of 

early and modem music, instmments, and performance locales is often not good for 

either medium. 

Degendorf, Ravenna, and Regensburg 

As stated, acoustic circumstances have a great deal to do with the way an 

instmment responds. Perhaps ninety percent of the time, a modem instmment has an 

unintelligible quality in a reverberant room where a lute or other early instmment will 

shine. An important, but small percentage of the time this may not be so, and the 

continuo player is well advised to be prepared for either contingency. 

Between 1982 and 1991, I had the opportunity to perform in two particularly 

memorable European halls budt between 1450 and 1525. In Degendorf, southem 

Germany, the room (really a Saal. a German word that seems to convey a special 

ka 
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intimacy for early music) was slightiy more rectangular, measuring perhaps 80' x 45' x 

25'. The Ravenna, Italy, court hall measured approximately 80' x 60 x 35'. Neither 

hall had sound absorbing wall material (both were of plaster and glass). Playing a lute 

in both halls was an "ear-opening" experience, and gave me the impression that I was 

in a recording studio and being amplified, though with none of the accompanying 

artifice. In Italy, other more modem instmments shared the concert, and while the lute 

filled with hall with a clear, well-defined sound, every modem instmment there, from 

piano to flute to (modem) guitar, produced a "boomy," muddy sound in somewhat 

ironic opposition to what one might expect of instmments developed for increased 

power and projection. 

It is difficult to describe convincingly the general superiority of these acoustic 

environments over the modem, soft-seated, oft ill-shaped, and acoustically inept 

concert halls, club rooms, or even churches. But forewamed may be forearmed, and it 

bears repeating that no continuo player can expect success unless he is aware of such 

factors. 

Similar situations can exist in modem circumstances. Most important, modem 

acoustics do not have to be inappropriate for early music. In performance-

demonstrations during 1989 and 1990 at a very modem music school near Regensburg, 

Germany, students marveled at the clarity and carrying power of a 22-ounce, 

"historical" lute.^ I played both it and a modem, bright-sounding spmce-top guitar in a 

large open area hall some 80-100' square with a stage at one end, and there the lute 

could be heard more clearly than the bigger, more powerful guitar. Elsewhere, 

performances in more modem, dryer, and "padded" acoustics often produced the 

opposite effect, with greater success for the same guitar in comparison to its "sister" 

lute. 

The Continuo Singer and Acoustics 

During a concurrent series of concerts with singer accompanied by lute and 

guitar, I leamed perhaps one of the most important lessons for an early music player. 

^Although my instmments, by Eric Sahlin, are based on historical principles, 
many otherwise fine contemporary instmments from different makers do not exhibit 
this carrying power. Caveat emptor should be the prospective lute shopper's 
watchword. 
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Simply stated, there is a gready increased ease of expression for a singer, accompanist, 

or soloist in acoustics appropriate to the kind of music being presented. 

At one concert in a medieval room south of Salzburg (replete with plaster 

covered stone arches from the 13th century), both singer and I discovered that the 

effort required to fill such a live environment was less than half that of a small modem 

hall, even one with good acoustics. Of course the concert happened to feature a 

number of very early pieces whose vocal style lent itself toward the intimate rather than 

extroverted. But whatever the period, it is not exaggerating to say that things being 

generally equal, acoustics can be half of a performance. 

The consequences of varied acoustics can affect technique as well. The full 

voice of a modem singing technique, which is the post-renaissance equivalent of a 

massive piano soundboard or guitars, with strings exerting over three times the tension 

of those on historical instmments, is usually self-defeating in early music acoustic 

situations. Not only do modem singers and instmmentalists cause peculiar interference 

pattems both with overtone emphasis and the particular type of (modem) vocal vibrato 

in acoustic situations typical of early music, but the sheer force of their instmments 

often accomplishes nothing except blurred textures, difficult to understand diction, and 

muddy, inexpressive sonorities.^ 

Some Brief Conclusions 

WTiile these incidents may only seem anecdotal to anyone who has not 

experienced something similar under actual playing conditions, they are given in hopes 

that a heretofore foolishly neglected part of all music making (and not just in modem 

context) will begin to receive its just due through some forethought by those involved 

in such performances. This also applies to an educated audience as well. A symphony 

or piano concert is no proper precedent for how a da Milano, Senfl, Caccini, or d'India 

concert should sound. And it is up to the continuo player to be aware, not just of 

notes, but of the qualities of his music, and to convey as many of these very different 

traits as possible to an audience. 

Î am especially grateful to my brother, Frank Steams, who has spent a good 
part of his career in the recording industry, for several extended conversations on 
matters acoustic and musical. With his expertise I was able to confirm much of what I 
had observed about the problems with the various characteristics of (early and modem) 
musical instmments in different acoustic settings. 
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as symbols for altering chords 
(introduced) 81 
basic mles 71 
Figured Bass use summary 131 
Flat sign [b] 56 
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in minor keys 102 
introduced 56 
Natural sign [t]] 56 
Origins (fn.) 56 
Sharp sign [#] 56 
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Goals 128 
Accordatura 35, 38 

Baroque (d-minor) Lute 122 
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continuo 18 
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used with instmments for key 
variation 38 
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Agazzari 
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Alfabeto 5 
Angelique 188 
Anticipation 140 
Appendix B, Circle of Fifths 170 
Appoggiatura 143 

Amold, F. T. 
The Art of Accompaniment from 
a Thorough-bass... xiv 

Auxiliary (Upper or lower Neighbor) 
142 
Bach, J.S. (The Well-Tempered 
Clavier) 35 
Bandora, Orpharion 187 
Baroque 

defined 34 
Baroque Guitar 

In this tutor 123 
Baroque Lute 

in this Tutor 121 
Baroque Lutes 

Arciliuto (Arcileuto) (It.), 
Archlute (Eng.), Erzlaute 
(Germ.) 182 
Chitarrone 180 
Liuto attiorbato 184 
Tiorba (It.), Theorbo (Eng.), 
Theorbe (Fr./Germ.) 180 
Two-headed 186 

Baroque Lutes, Mid and Short-scale 
182 
Barred chords 

(introduced and defined) 82 
cross or hinge bar 82 
Schrages (see cross bar) 82 

Basso continuo 
complete (Italian) term xiv 

Bogle, James ii 
Bourdons (defined) 114 
C-Major Chords 

Tonic (I) and Dominant (V) 64 
Caccini, Giulio 

preference for Chitarrone 11 
Caccini, Giulio, "Amarilli mia bella" 
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Cadence 

secondary dominant 81 
Cadence (defined) 81 
Cambiata 141 
Cetrone 187 
Changing Tone (Double Upper/lower 
Neighbor) 142 
Chitarrone 27 

as preferred continuo instrument 
11 
Discussed, pictured 180 
Pros and cons 119 

Chord 
basic positions/inversions 95 

Chord forms (usable in continuo 39 
Chords 

A G-Major exception (the A-
Major barred chord) 82 
as product of melody 50 
Barred chords (introduced) 82 
basic required number for 
beginning continuo 58 
C-Major and minor triads 52 
D-Major as dominant (v) of G-
Major 80 
d-minor as supertonic (ii) 66 
Dominant seventh examples 135 
F-Major as subdominant (IV) 66 
first (6/3) and second (6/4) 
inversions (defined) 95 
inversion (6, 6/3, 6/4) symbols 
94 
inversions (briefly defined) 5 
Inversions (introduced) 94 
KeyofF-Major(I, IV, V, vi, 
viio) 90 
Key of G-Major (I, IV, V) 80 
Major 52 
minor 52 
on each scale step 52 
quality (defined) 51 
quality (Major/minor) in parallel 
101 
relative Major/minor 107 
restrictions on tuning in 
instmmental music 37 
Seventh chords introduced 134 
Stmcture 51 

197 
the diminished 7th 136 

Chords (defined) 50 
Chords (triads) 

as affected by instmment string 
doubting 54 

Circle of Fifths 169 
Cittern 187 
Classical Lutes 175 
Continuo 

A Layman's Summary 2 
A Second Phase 3 
A Third Phase 4 
as viewed by Amold Schoenberg 
4 
figured-bass 20 
general bass 20 
Harmonic Style 58 
Instmments by category/country 
13 
Musical styles comprising 13 
Need for historical perspective in 
teaching 9 
performance objective 68 
Preliminary Examples 

Five categories 18 
Seventeenth Century 
Developments 11 
style differences and instmment 
choice for the beginner xiv 
thorough-bass 20 

Continuo (defined) 4 
Continuo Lutes, longer scale 179 
Continuo Symbols, A Guide to 130 
Continuo types 

Early chording 24 
from dance scores 22 

Early Figured Bass 26 
Later Figured Bass 30 
Lute as bass obbligato instmment 
20 
Written out continuo 27 

Courses 
non-stopped (theorboed) 175 

Cutting, Francis ("The Squirrel's 
Toye") 61 
D'India, Sigismondo 

Limited use of keys 8 
D-minor 



(harmonic) minor scale 108 
(melodic) minor scale 108 
(natural) minor scale 107 
notes on course/strings 108 

D-minor Chords 110 
Diabolus in musica 

see Tritone 57 
Diapasons (defined) 114 
Dominant 53 
Dominant (V) 

as second ranking key member 
70 
in (natural/aeolian) 102 
of C-Major as a Key 70 
successive dominants, in circle of 
fifths 170 

Dominant [V] (defined) 64 
Dominant seventh 82 
Doubled notes 

from instmment courses 54 
Dowland, John, father of Robert 27 
Dowland, Robert ("Amarilli...," 
1610) 27 
Echapp^ 141 
Enharmonic, key spellings (defined) 
172 
Equal temperament (defined) 168 
F-Major 

Notes on course/strings 86 
F-Major chords 

Tonic (I), Subdominant (IV) 
Dominant (V), Submediant (vi), 
and Subtonic (viio) 90 

Facsimile (defined) 26 
Figured bass 4 

as altemative name for continuo 
xiv 
historical example (Caccini) 26 
line, as music reading objective 
30 

Figured Bass Numbers 130 
First inversion (6/3) chord (defined) 
95 
First inversions (6/3) 

C, G, D, and F-Major 96 
Fischer, Johann (Ariadne Musica) 35 

198 
Flat [b] sign 

in basic Accidental mles 72 
in enharmonic key signatures 
172 
to establish F-Major 85 

Flat sign [b] (defined) 56 
Flats [b] 

in remote keys 36 
Florentine Academy 58 

Members 14 
Florentine Camerata 14 
Four-part Writing Guidelines 134 
Fundamental note (defined) 54 
G-minor 

(harmonic) minor scale 104 
(melodic) minor scale 104 
(natural) minor scale 103 
Chords 105 
notes on course/strings 102 

Gaultier, Denis 121 
General-bass 

as altemative name for continuo 
xiv 

Half and whole-step 
combined into larger intervals 48 
in equal temperament 168 

Half and Whole-steps (defined) 46 
Half-step 

as product of accidentals 71 
Half-step and whole-step 

sequence in C-Major scale 70 
Half-step:See Half and Whole-step 
168 
Handel, G.F. ("Nel dolce deiroblio") 
30 
Harmonic System 

Modern, from Continuo 
(Appendix C) 166 

Harmony in the continuo period 
(defined) 58 
Hemiola 

defined 39 
Historical pitch 

(achieved with guitar-and-capo 
use) 22 
(defined) 39 



Instmments 
Lute Family Members (Appendix 
D) 173 

Intervals 
augmented 2nd (defined) 102 
augmented 2nd in harmonic 
minor 102 
in chords 51 
Larger than half and whole-steps 
48 
sizes in scales 46 
Table of intervals larger than half 
and whole-steps 49 

Intervals (defined) 49 
Intonation 

altered by fret adjustment 37 
Inversions 

chord (briefly defined) 5 
chord (introduced) 94 
examples 95 
First (6/3) of C, G, D, and F-
Major 96 
number early example of 
indicating symbols 26 
Seventh Chord (6/5, 4/3, 2) 135 

Key signature 170 
Key signatures 

Bb as F-Major signature 86 
enharmonic spellings 172 
F# as G-Major signature 71 
Introduced 70 
Limited use (by monodist, 
d'India) 8 
stylistic mixes from earlier 
(modal) holdovers 92 

Key/chord symbols (types) 64 
Keys 70 

Additional in Appendix B (Bb, 
D, A, and c) 145 
C-Major 58 
c-minor 151 
Circle of Fifths 169 
d-minor 107 
Dominant (V) of C-Major, G-
Major as a Key 70 
F and G-Major as independent 
keys from C-Major 70 
F-Major 85 
G-Major 70 

199 
g-minor 101 
introduced 56 
Parallel major 101 
Parallel minor 101 
Relative minor 107 
remote (defined) 36 
remote key rarity in early 
continuo 36 
Subdominant (IV) of C-Major, F-
Major as a Key 85 
works in all, by Fischer and Bach 
35 

Keys(defined) 57 
Lundgren, Stefan ii 
Lute Family Members (Appendix D) 
173 
Lutes 175 

4 to 8 courses 175 
8-course 

as combined solo/continuo 
possibility xiv 
in Caccini/Dowland 
"Amarilli" 27 

Baroque 
Arciliuto (Arcileuto) (It.), 
Archlute (Eng.), Erzlaute 
(Germ.) 182 
Chitarrone 180 
Liuto attorbato 184 
Tiorba (It.), Theorbo (Eng.), 
Theorbe (Fr./Germ.) 180 

Baroque, Mid and Short-scale 
182 
Continuo, longer scale 179 
Double-headed 186 
Related instruments 

Angelique 188 
Bandora, Orpharion 187 
Cetrone 187 
Cittern 187 
Mandora, Pandurina 187 
Penorcon, Poliphant, Stump 
188 

theorbo 30 
Transitional 178 

Major and minor chords 52 
Major scales (intervals comprising) 
47 
Mandora, Pandurina 187 



Matteis, Nicolo, baroque guitar 
method 123 
Mediant 53 
Mein Veriangen (T. Susato) 20 
Melodic minor scale 102 
Mensural notation 30 
Minor scales (intervals comprising) 
48 
Modal influences in the early Baroque 
8 
Modem pitch 22, 39 
Modes 

Dorian, Phrygian, Aeolian 100 
Ionian, Lydian, Mixolydian 100 

Modes (aeolian) 
see Scales 102 

Modulation, introduced 82 
Molinaro, Simone (contribution to 
harmony) 82 
Monody 2, 16 

from earlier vocal styles 16 
Monteverdi, Claudio xiii, 3 
Musical styles comprising continuo 
13 
Musical Works 

#1 - "The Squirrel's Toye" (F. 
Cutting) 61 

Continuo Score 69 
Continuo Score and chords 
69 

#2 - "Gathering Peascods" 
Continuo Score 83 

#3 - "Cortesa Padoana" 89 
#3 - Cortesa Padoana" 

A Continuo Score 93 
#4 - "Sedinger's Round" 98 

Continuo Score 99 
#5 - "Upon a Summer's Day" 
105 

For continuo chords 106 
#6 - "The Siege of Limerick" 
109 

for continuo chords 110 
Narvaez, Luis de (on instrument 
accordature) 177 
Natural [t,J sign 

in basic accidental rules 72 

200 
Natural note 

lowered to produce new Key 85 
raised to produce new Key 71 

Natural sign lt|] (defined) 56 
Negri, Cesare (Le gratie d'amore, 
1602/04) 24 
Non-figured Basses 

Introduction 131 
Non-figured Basses (Rule of the 
Octave) 133 
Non-harmonic tones 

(summarized in Appendix B) 139 
A Summary 140 
Anticipation 140 
Appoggiatura 143 
as part of bass melodies in 
inversions 94 
Auxiliary (Upper or lower 
Neighbor) 142 
Cambiata 141 
Echappee 141 
Nota Cambiata 141 
Passing Tone 140 
Suspension 143 

Non-harmonic tones (defined) 94 
Non-stopped courses 

theorboed 175 
North, Nigel 

Continuo Playing on the Lute, 
Archlute and Theorbo from Faber 
Music Ltd. xin 
discussion of continuo 
instruments xiv 

Nota Cambiata 141 
Notation 

mensural (in continuo) 30 
Notes on course/strings 

C-Major 59 
d-minor 108 
F-Major 86 
G-Major 72 
g-minor 102 

Obbligato instmment 4 
Octave 

in C-Major scale 70 
Octave (defined) 47 
Octave scale 47 
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Ortiz, Diego 

(Tratado de Glosas, 1553) 10, 
24 

Other Continuo Technical Features 
(APPENDIX A) 130 
Parallel major (defined) 101 
Parallel minor (defined) 101 
Parts Doubling Guidelines 134 
Passaggi 

defined 138 
Passing Tone 140 
Penorcon, Poliphant, Stump 188 
Performance of Continuo 

Additional ideas for players 115 
Performance Problems, Observations 
on (Appendix E) 189 
Piccinini, Alessandro 118 
Pitch 35, 70 

and accordatura (defined) 30 
Guarding against instmment 
damage through incorrect 
accordatura 40 
historical (as obtained with guitar 
and capo) 22 
historical (defined) 39 
modem 22, 39 
Reconciling historical and 
modem 40 

Pitches 
accordature 177 

Pittoni, Giovanni (1669) 30 
Plucking Hand Techniques 116 
Praetorius, Michael (Syntagma 
Musicum, 1619) 177 
Pythagorean 3rds 167 
Pythagorean Temperament 

String/monochord division 167 
Quality (Major/minor) 51 
Rameau, J. P. 

Baroque theorist 55 
Re-entrant tuning 

described 125 
Realized bass lines, realizations 
(defined) 27 
Relative Major, minor (defined) 107 
Relative minor (of F-Major) 107 

Remote keys (defined) 36 
Right_Hand Techniques 116 
Ritornello (pi. -i) (defined) 138 
Root 

of chord/triad 51 
Root (note of chord) 26 
Root movement 

theories of 4 
Root position chord (defined) 95 
Rule of the Octave 133 
Scale Steps 

Dominant (V) 53 
Mediant (iii) 53 
Subdominant (IV) 53 
Submediant (vi) 53 
subtonici (vii) 53 
supertonic (ii) 53 
Tonic (I) 53 

Scales 
(defined) 46 
Appendix B, G and F-Major in 
the circle of fifths 170 
as product of half-step and 
whole-steps 46 
background 46 
Building chords on 52 
C-Major preparatory (2-octave 
scale) exercise 60 
d-minor 

(harmonic) 107 
(melodic) 108 
(natural) 107 

F-Major preparatory (3-octave 
scale) exercise 87 
G-Major 3-octaye 74 
G-Major preparatory (1 and 2-
octave scale) exercises 73 
g-minor 

(harmonic) 104 
(melodic) 104 
(natural) 103 

Major (intervals comprising, 
example in C-Major) 47 
melodic minor 102 
minor (intervals comprising, 
example in a-minor) 48 
modes (aeolian development) 
102 
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Octave, intervals beyond half and 
whole-steps 48 

Schoenberg, Amold, as music theorist 

Scordatura 
sixth string guitar scordatura for 
continuo 86 

Score 
use of keyboard format 
preliminary to continuo score 61 

Second inversion (6/4) chord 
(defined) 95 
Secondary dominant 82 
Sequence 

Defined, with non-harmonic 
tones 141 

Seventh Chords (defined) 135 
Seventh chords (introduced) 134 
Sharp [#] sign 

as key signature 71 
in basic accidental rules 72 
in enharmonic key signatures 
172 
in successive Keys (Appendix B, 
Circle of Fifths 170 

Sharp sign [#] (defined) 56 
Sharps [#] 

in remote keys 36 
Shells or rounded (lute) backs 177 
Subdominant 53 
Subdominant (IV) 70 

C-Major in the key of G-Major 
80 
of C-Major as a Key 85 

Subdominant [IV] (defined) 66 
Submediant 53 
Subtonic 53 
Supertonic 53 
Supertonic [ii] (introduced) 66 
Susato, Tielman 20 
Suspensions 143 
Symbols 

accidentals application 
raising flatted notes with 
die sharp [#] sign 92 

202 
accidentals used to alter chords 
(introduced) 81 
Chord inversion (6, 6/3/ 6/4) 94 
Figured Bass summary 130 

Syntagma Musicum (M. Praetorius, 
1619) 177 
Theorbo 

as sole continuo accompaniment 
7 

Theorbo:See Baroque Lutes 30 
Theory/Reading Supplements - (G-g' 
Accordatura) 146 
Thorough-bass 

as alternative name for continuo 
xiv 

Tonality 35 
Tonic 53 
Tonic [I] (defined) 64 
Transitional Lutes 178 
Transposition 

defined and discussed 18 
Triad 

in inversions 95 
Triad (defined) 51 
Tuning 

Accordatura 35 
Baroque (d-minor) Lute 122, 
124 
Four categories 166 

Equal 166 
Just 166 
Meantone 166 
Pythogorean 166 

Re-entrant 125 
Vihuela 

multiple accordature 177 
Voice leading 

problems resulting from string 
doublings 5 
theories of 4 

Voice Leading Suggestions 133 
Voices (inner, importance in early 
continuo) 5 
Whole-step 

6th string guitar scordatura for F-
Major 86 
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Whole-step:See Half and Whole-step 
168 
Works 

in additional keys 145 
in facsimile 156 
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